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PREFACE
InJurie 1974 the Imfimte for Humane Smdies sponsored the
first of a sedes of conferences on Austrian economics. This
conference was held at Royalton College in South Royalton,
Vermont, and attracted some f'tfty participants from all regions
of the United States and three continents abroad. The conferees
carne to hear lsrael M. Kirzner, Ludwig M. Lachmann, and
Murray N. Rothbard survey the fundamentals of modero Austrian economics and thereby challenge the Keynesianneoclassical orthodoxy, which has dominated economic science
since World War II.
Each lecturer addressed himself to two general questions:
What is the distinctive Austrian contribution to economic
theory? And what are the important problems and new directions for Austrian economics today? By answering these questions, the papers collected in this volume become more thanjust
a set of ¢_nference proceedings--they take on the character of a
manifesto and provisional textbook as well.
The enthusiastic response to the South Royalton conference
suggests that the century-old Austñan tradion is now entering
a new era ofincreasing influence. Both the Austrian school and
its orthodox competitor trace their origins to the restructuring
ofec¢momic science that took place in the 1870s. The marginalist
revolution of that period, which marked the breakdown of the
_t_c_
economics es_
by Adam Smith, David Ricardo,
John Smart Mili, was foltowed by the appearance of a
number of new schools of economics in England and on the
C_mtinent_ The greatest of the English economi_ of this period
was Alfred MarshaiL The so.caLled neocl__cal school of Marshall m:.d his foliowers soon became the new orthodoxy. In the

procemit_
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Preface

Stanley Jevons in England and the other with Léon Walras in
Switzerland.
Meanwhile in Vienna the marginalist revolution was proceeding on another front. In 1871 Carl Menger published hiS
Grundsfitzeder Volkswirtschaftslehreand, soon joined by Friedefich
ron Wieser and Eugen von B/_hm-Bawerk, established the Austrian school. The Austrian school, although failing to achieve
dominance in the international profession, retained its own
identity and did not become wholly absorbed into neoclassicism.
Throughout the remainder of the nineteenth century and into
the twentieth, it continued to attract a small but vigorous stream
ofadherents, among whom the most distinguished were Ludwig
von Mises and Ffiedrich A. Hayek.
During the Great Depression neoclassical economics was
deeply shaken. The depth and duration of the economic crisis
exceeded the expectations of orthodox theorists. Government
policymakers were unable to fmd adequate guidance in the
textbooks of the day, and members of the economics profession
cast about for a new theoretical insight. The two major candidates for the leadership role were Hayek, the Austrian theoretidan, and John Maynard Keynes, the most prominent of Marshall's pupils. By the end of the decade of the thirties, the
Keynesian system had attraaed the greatest number of adherents, and the Austrian school, aftera brief period of prominence, was left to pursue an independent course in relative
obscurity.
In the early postwar period neoclassicism proved its resitience
and adaptability by gradua!ly coalescing with the Keynesian
school. The work of Keynes, which at the time seemed so radical,
was modified untit today economists like Paul Samuelson and
Milton Friedman, once thought leaders of irreconcilable camps,
share a common t.heoretical basis for their re-_arch.
The Kennedy-Johnson
years were the heyday of the
Keynesian-neo,:!_ssical synthesis in the United States. Keynesian
and leading neodassic_ economists were instaUed to head advisory posts in Washington, D.C., and were confident of their
ability to _fine tune" the economy and tender it free of depres-
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sion forevermore. Now, in the infladonary recession of the
seventies, new doubts are raised, and new questions are being
asked. The papers in this volume are addressed to these doubts
and questions, and economists of aU academic persuasions will
profit from their reading.
A number of instimtions and individuals have contributed to
the success of the conference and the publication of the proceedings. Fil,st, thanks must go to the Imdtute for Humane Studies
for providing the necessary fimding for both the conference and
the preparation of this volume. George Pearson and Kenneth
Templeton of the Imtitute for Humane Studies were the prime
movers of the conference from start to finish, and I am grateful
to them for naming me conference director and editor of the
proceedings.
Much of the credit for the success of the week-long conference
must go to Royalton College, which as conference host bore the
burden ofall local arrangements. College president Anthony N.
Doria together with Kilby Dewitt and Athena Jacobi of the college staff worked tirelessly to put the facilities of the college at
the disposal of the conferees. Neighboring Dartmouth College
also merits thanks for ma_king auxiliary local arrangements.
I would also like to acknowledge the gracious cooperation of
the conference contributors for preparing their manuscripts
according to schedule and granting me permission to include
them in this volume. Gerald P. O'Drisfoll, Jr., and Sudha R.
Shenoy attended the conference and partidpated in the discussions at the end of each session. I am grateful to them for
agreeing to prepare a special paper for indusion in this volume
on the Austrian theory of the business cycle and its application to
the modernMay problem of stagflaon. Finally, I am indebted to
Laurence S. Moss, editor of the series Studies in Economic
Theory, of which this volume is a part, for his support and
assistance in the preparation of the manuscript.
Edwin G. Dolan

Sotah R03el_m, remoto
June 1975

PART 1
INTRODUCTION

Austrian Economics
as Extraordinary
Science
Edwin G. Dolan
Thomas Kuhn in The Structure of Scientific Revolutions
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1970) made a distinction
between norma/and extraordinary science. Normal science is the
day-to-day research activity oía community of scholars working
and communicating with one another on the basis of certain
shared principles and methods embodied in what Kuhn called a
"paradigrn" for that science. From time to time such a science
may undergo revolutionary change, in the course of which the
prevailing paradigrn is replaced by a new one. Work involved in
the search for and establishment ofa new paradigrn, as opposed
to work proceeding within the framework of an accepted
paradigrn, is called extraordinary science.
We need not, on this occasion, enter the debate about the
stñct applicability of Kuhn's analysis to the social sciences. It is
enough for the moment to use his work as a source of useful
analogy and metaphor. Taking this approach, we find that in
contemporary economics, normal science is represented by work
within the framework of the Keynesian-neoclassical synthesis.
We can easily list many features characteristic of normal science.
Communication among economists is primarily by means of
journal artides pre'_nting incremental contñbutions to knowledge rather than by means of books concerned with first principies. There is a well__tablished textbook tradition, and students
are exposed to the original works of classical and contemporary
economists only briefly and at a relatively advanced stage in their
training. Economists groabout their day-t_day work of establish3
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ing significant empirical facts, matching facts with theory, and
extending applications of theory to new areas with little explicit
attention to such fundamental quesons as what constitutes a
vod/d problem ora valid solution in economic analysis. Disputes
arise, but underlying the disputes is fundamental agreement as
to the kind of evidence or debate on which the dispute is, in
principle, to be resolved.
In contrast to the majoritv of economists, the contributors to
this volume on Austrian economics talk and act like people who
are doing extraordinary science. They produce relatively more
books and contribute fewer articles to establishedjournals. They
do not wfite textbooks; their students learn directly from the
masters. They are very much concerned with methodological
and philosophical fundamentals. And what makes the label extraordinary most applicable to their work is that tlíey share a
conviction that orthodox economics is at the poínt ofbreakdown,
that it is mmble to provide a coherent and intelligible analysis of
the present-day economic world.
Smdents of contemporary economic thought ought not, however, allow the status of modern Austrian economics as extraordinary science to be settled entirely on the basis of the Austrian
econom[_t's self-image. Others have seen things differenfly,
among them Milton Fríedman, a leading aráculator of the orthodox paradigm. Speaking informally at the South Royalton
conference, Friedman startled his audience with the bold assertion that "there is no Austrian economics m only good
economics, and bad economics." His intenon, he went on to
explain, was not to condemn Austrian economics as bad
economics but rather to declare that the truly valuable and
original contributions of Austrian-school economists (he was
speaking of Friedric_hA. Hayek in particular) could be smoothly
incorporated into the mainstream of economic theory.
It"seems to me that the question of the status of Austrian
economics is not incapable of resolution and that, in fact, the
papers presented here represem a sufficient sample on which to
base such a condusion. The que-_Jon is whetaher of not Austrian
economics possesses a i__xadigm truly distinct from that of the
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Keynesian-neoclassical orthodoxy. For, as Kuhn emphasized, an
extraordinary science must not simply be cridcal of the established normal science paradigm; it must also presentan
alternative.
In analyzing the Austrian paradigm, I shall focus on three
particular functions that, according to Kuhn, a paradigm must
perform. First, a paradigm must tell the investigator what types
of endties the world does and does not contain. Second, a
paradigm must define what constitutes a legitimate problem for
the science at hand. Third, it must specify the methods by which
legitimate solutions to these problems may be reached.
The methodological principle about which Austrian-school
writers are most insistent is that the basic building block of
economic theory must be the individual human action. As Murray N. Rothbard put it, the whole ofAustrian economic theory is
the working out of the iogical implications of the fact that human
beings do engage in purposeful action (Rothbard, "Praxeology"
[references to papers included in this volume are in abbreviated
forro]).
The term act/on, as used by Austrian theorists, takes on a
precise technical sense that is perhaps best understood by contrasting acUons with events. An event may be thought of as
something that"just happens" m a change that takes place in the
state of the world, such asa rock falling from a cliff and killing
Smith. An action, in contrast, is something that happens asa
resutt of purposefu.l intervendon in the "natural" course of
events; for example, Jones pushes a rock off a diff for the
purpose of murdering Smith, who is standing below. An action
may be thought of as consisting of two components. The first
component is the evem, that the rock fell killing Smith. The
second is the implied counterfactual proposition that if Jones
had not intervened in the situation in order to carry out his
purpose of murder, the rock would not have fallen, and Smith
would be alive.
Orthodox economists, influenced by posidvíst and behaviorist
methodoiogical principles, are uncomfortable with the concept
of acUon be_use the second, counterfactual component is not
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direcdy observable. Asa consequence, orthodox theories tend to
be couched exclusively in terms of observable events and the
so-called empirical relauonships amo'ng events. The Austfians,
in marked contrast to the orthodox thinkers, believe that an
economic explanation in terms of events alone cannot tell the
whole story, because it necessarily omits an important component of reality -- the concept of purposive action (see Kirzner,
"On the Method').
At the same time the Austrian economists criticize orthodox
writers for omitting the concept of purposive action from their
set of basic entities, they criticize them for admitting certain
illegitimate constructs into their economic theories. Austrian
writers are characteristically critical of the use of macroeconomic
aggregates, especially when these appear as arguments in
mathematical formulations that imply functional and/or causal
relationships between aggregates. The concept of the quantity of
capital is especially singled out for criticism in this regard (see
Lachmann, "Toward a Crique").
The quesdon of what constitutes a legitimate problem for
analysis receives careful attention in Kirzner's paper on the
methodology of Austrian economics (see his "On the Method,"
below). Kirzner noted that the Austrian tradition assigns two
tasks to economics. The fa'st is that of"making the world kntellígible in terms of human action." The second is "to explain how
conscious, purposeful human action can generate unintended
consequences through social interaction" and to trace these unintended consequences. These tasks are both more and less
ambitious than the tasks undertaken by orthodox economics.
The Austrian-type explanation is more ambidous than the orthodox explanation in the sense that a picture painted in terms
of human purposes is more complete than one painted only in
terms of events. The Austrian enterprise is also more ambitious
because it insists on laying bare the h_e causal relationships at
work in the social world and is not content to simply estabtish
empírical regularities among dubious statistical aggregates.
At the same time, Austrian explanatory systems are less ambitious predsdy because they do not seek to establish quanta-
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tive relationships among economic magnitudes. The Austrians
are, in fact, quite insistent about the exclusion of such quantitative determinations from the range of legitimate economic problems. As Ludwig von Mises put ir, in a passage quoted approvingly by Rothbard in his essay "Praxeology":
The impracticabilityof measurement is not due to the lack of technical
methods for the establishmentof measure. Itis due to the absence of
constant relations.... Economicsis not, as... positivistsrepeatagain
and again, backwardbecause it is not "quantitative."It is not quanutative and does not measurebecause there are no constants(Ludwigron
Mises,Human.4ction:.4 TreatiseonEconomics[New Haven:Yale University Press, 1963], pp. 55-56).
The nature of the problems the Austñans undertake to solve
and the entities which they employ determine the permissible
methods of solving problems under the Austrian paradigm. The
Austrian method, simply put, is to spin out by verbal deductive
reasoning the logical implications of a few fundamental axioms.
First among the axioms is the fact of purposeful human action.
Supplementary axioms are that human beings are diverse in
tastes and abilities, that all action takes place through time, and
that people learn from experience. The epistemological status of
these axioms is a matter of some dispute among Austrians, but
Rothbard's posifion m that they are in the last analysis empirical
appears to be the most acceptable (see his essay"Praxeology,"
below).
Acceptance of the Austrian paradigm entails a radical rejection ofeconometñcs as a tool of economic theory. It is easy to see
why Austrians fmd econometrics useless asa tool for discovering
or establishing economic laws. First, since the axioms from which
economic laws are deduced are taken to be apodictically true
(barring logical errors in the deductive process), the theories
themselves must also be true and consequently cannot and need
not be subjected to falsification by statístical methods. Second,
Austrian theories are formulated in terms of action, and action,
as was argued above, contains a counterfactual element, which is
in principle not subject to direct observation or confirmation.
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Finally, the absence of constants in economic life makes any
attempt at econometric determination of such constants futile.
In the abstract, such are the characteristics of the paradigm
the Austrians, as would-be scientific revolutionaries, hold out as
an alternative to the Keynesian-neoclassical orthodoxy. Whether
this paradigm is to remain an empty program or has the substance for an alternative normal science tradition depends on its
application to concrete analytical problems. With this in mind,
let us briefly look at recent contributions of the Austrian school
to the theory of prices and markets, of capital, and of money and
economic fluctuauom, as presented in the essays in this volume.
In the subject area orthodox theorists refer to as "microeconomics," Israel Kirzner has made several recent and important contributions. In his book CorapetitionanwlEn_epreneurship
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1974) and again in his
essay "Equilibrium versus Market Process" (see below), Kirzner
criticized neoclassical economics for devofing too much attention to the elaboration of the formal conditions for general
equilibrium, and too little to an understanding of actual market
processes through which resources are moved from lower to
higher valued uses during periods of market disequilibrium.
(Lachmann in his paper "On the Central Concept" went further
than Kirzner and rejected the practical relevance of the concept
of equilibrium altogether.) To understand market process, according to Kirzner, two types of economic decision making must
be differentiated.
The first is what he called "Robbinsian
economizing," that is, using known available resources in the
most efficient marmer to achieve given [/urposes with the object
of allocating these resources so that no trmxsfer of a marginal
unit from one use to another can promi_ a net benefit. The
second is entrepreneurial decision making, that is, being alert to
previously unknown opporuwdties for buying low and selling
high in situations where the planned acfivities of Robbinsian
ecoftomiTers ale imperfectly coordinate_ A theory couched
purely in terms of Robbinsian economizing can at boa identif T
_e príce-quantity conf'_mratiom neeessary to sustain an equilib
rmm. But it is only by introducing the concept ofentrepreneur-
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ial action that one can explain how systemafic changes in the
information and expectations upon which market participants
act lead them in the direction of the postulated equilibrium price
and quanfity relationships.
By contrasting the theory of general equilibrium with the
theory of market process, we can understand more clearly the
differences between the orthodox and the Austrian paradigm"
The theory of general equilibrium poses a number of attractive
puzzles for neoclassical economists, particularly those wishing to
display their virtuosity in mathematical analysis. The variables of
a general equilibñum model are all, in pñnciple at least, empirically observable, and the types of decisions made by Robbinsian
economizers can be neatly and accurately expressed ha funco
tional notation. But from the point of view of an Austrian
theorist bent on making the world intelligible in terms ofhuman
action, the puzzles of general equilibrium are simply not the
whole story. Far from being deterred by the fact that the
decision-makíng processes of the entrepreneur are not easily
expressed in mathematical notation, a writer like Kirzner is able
to exercise his own virtuosity at verbal-deductive analysis and
produce a vañety of useful imights.
Lest it be thought that the matter of equilibrium versus market
process is of no practical significance, the reader's attention is
directed to Kirzner's discussion of the role of advertising. Neoclassical economics, with its emphasis on decision making based
on given informaon and under perfect competion,
has had
difficulty fmding a place for advertising in the economic world.
Frequently, this theoretical undiness has led the neoclassical
economist to become critical of advertising on the policy level.
Kirzner's analysis, _
at last makes advertising an integral
part of the entrepreneurial role in the market process, provides
the basis for a rather different and more supporUve attude
toward adversing.
Tuming now to recent Austrian work on capital theory, let us
sing_out for attention the issue of the nature and measurability
of ah _onomy's stock of capital. Sir John Hicks (in his paper
"Capital Controversies:
Ancient and Modern," American
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Economic Review 64(May 1974): 307-16; and discussed by Kirzner, "The Theory of Capital")divided economists into two broad
groupings according to their definition of capital. According to
Hicks, the "mateñalists" contend that the stock of capital is
nothing more than an inventory of the stock of physical capital
goods in an economy. This view has asa corollary that, in any two
economies with identical physical stocks of capital goods, the
economic measure of capital must be identical. To the "fundists," on the other hand, capital is something other than mere
physical goods, and the measure of capital must be a value
measure deñved in some way from the flow of future output.
According to Kirzner, Austfian economists can accept neither
the materialist nor the fundist posiaon on the question of the
nature and measurement of capital. Mateñalism is,rejected out
ofhand on the grounds that the physical heterogeneity of capital
goods prohibits simply adding them up. The fundist point of
view receives somewhat more sympathy, because it at least recognizes that the nature of capital goods is intimately bound up
with valuation, that is, with future plans for the producfion of
output. Nonetheless, Kirzner denied that there is any !egitimate
way of adding together these strearm of future output to provide
a meaningful measure of a nation's capital stock. One problem,
often discussed in the literature on capital theory, is that it is hard
to find a unit of measurement for capital that is "mvariantto
changes in relative prices. Equally important is the problem that
at a given moment the plans of various individ__a! economic
agents, of which existing capital goods.form a part, may well be
incompauble. Suppose, for example, that individual A builds a
house with the intention of living in it, and individual B builds a
bomb for the purpose of blowing up A's house. A counts on a
fumre stream of housing services having a certain determinate
value, and B counts on a future stream of destrucuon services
also having a certain determinaie value. But surely these two
fumre value strcams cannot legitimately be added together to
get a measure of the economy's ¢urrent stock of capital, became
it is logically impout2fle that both cemld be realized fimul_usly. Thus, any attempt atadding up (future) value __atm to get a
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measure of capital necessarily overstates the quantity of capital
to the extent that current plans are imperfectly coordinated,
which is equivalent to saying that a consistent measure of capital
ís possible only when the economy is in full equilibrium. The
Austrian economists, of course, emphasize that it never is in full
equilibrium.
In the controversy over the measurability of capital, the differences between the Austrian and the orthodox paradigm are
once again evident. Neoclassical theorists, intent on construcng
mathematical models of economic reality, are unable to proceed
without grasping some single number, or "index," and calling ít
the "quantity of capital." Since they cannot dispense with such a
number, they brush aside aU theorecal objections and resort
when pressed to such contrivances as the single product
economy. To the Austrian economists, such constructions ate
the most arid of formalisms and do more to mask the true nature
of economic reality than to provide useful insight. Instead, the),
prefer a concept of capital that identifies capital goods as physical objects directed toward specific purposes by individual
agents, even if this approach means abandoning the possibility
of measuring a nation's capital stock altogether.
As our third illustration, let us look at the nature of Austrianschool contñbutiom to the theory of money and economic fluctuations. The Austrian economists are characteñstically averse
to using the term macroeconomicswhen referring to this area of
study. This very terna smacks of illegitimate aggregates and the
type of methodological holism the), seek to avoid. From the
earliest days, the hallmark of Austrian work in this area has been
a microeconomic approach to macroeconomic problems. Ludwig von Mises's Theory 0fMon O and Cred/g(first German edition
1912; English edition, New Haven: Yale University Press, 1963),
a pioneering contribution, identified the lack of coordination
between individual expectaUom and the supply of money and
credit asa prime cause of economic disturbance. Later work by
Hayek extendcd the Mise-Amaanalysis and integrated the theory
of the business cFcle with the Austrian theory of production. Let
us take a brief look at Hayek's contribuon
in this arca, as
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updated and applied by Gerald P. O'Driscoll, Jr., and Sudha R.
Shenoy in their paper "Inflauon, Recession and Stagflation"
induded in this volume.
O'Driscoll and Shenoy, together with other modern Austrian
economists, hold that the major anomaly facing orthodox
economics and defying explanation is the seemingly intractable
inflauonary stagnaon that has beset the major industrial countries in the seventies. In their view, orthodox theories, Keynesian
and monetarist alike, are formulated at too high a level of aggregation and are thus blind to the distorUng effects of overexpansionary monetary policy on relauve prices and the capital structure. In barest oufline, their argument is that expansionary
policies inject money into the economy, not uniformly, but at a
specif'a: point. The injection of new money creates a monetary
"pull" on relative prices at flaispoint. Asa result of the effect of
monetary expansion on relative prices, some businesses make
profits that otherwise would have made losses, and some workers fmd jobs in places where there would otherwise have been
none. Ifthe injection ofnew money is by way ofcommercial bank
loans to businessmen, the capital goods industfies, and among
them firms producing specific capital goods suitable for use in
processes of relatively low labor intensity, are built up first.
However, the expansion of these industries cannot be sustained
without a concomitant decline in the fraction of current output
consumed. Barring a fortuitous shift in consumption hábits, the
injection of new money must be continued. Becauae expectations adjust to any constant rate of injectíon, the needed degree
of monetary pull on relative prices requires an accelerating rate
of monetary expansion. This leaves policymakers in a dilemma.
Either they must inflate without limit, or when the), cease inflating, they must face the unemployment and drop in output that
will inevitably accompany the liquidation of the unjustified investments made earlier. To use Hayek's metaphor, the polic,/makers have a tiger by the mil.
Here again we see how the Austrian paradigm, with its pñnci.pled rejecon ofaggregative analysis, has produced insights that
m recent years orthodox economists have been quick to over-
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look. In the case of business cycle t_h_eory,however, the possibility
is greater than in our previous examples that the essentials of
Austrian theory can be co-opted into orthodox analysis. Orthodox theorists may well wish to recast Hayek's theories in a
forro that would make them subject to econometric evaluation.
If the), are pleased with the results, one can easily imagine
Hayek's relative-price mechanism being spliced onto existing
Keynesian of monetarist models, justas has happened to other
mícroeconomic insights suda as the theory ofjob search and the
theory of inflationary expectations. If this takes place, the Austrian paradigm may not succeed in replacing that of the
Keynesian-neoclassical orthodoxy.
Despite the fact that the gap between Austrian and orthodox
economics ro.ay be narrower in the area last discussed than
elsewhere, I think the evidence indicates that the modern Austrian school does presenta truly distin'ct paradigm against the
alternative of a distinction only between good economics and
bad economics. The possession of a distinct paradigm may be
thought of as necessary for a successful scientific revolution. It
goes without saying, however, that it is nota sufficient condition.
In concluding our analysis of Austrían economics as extraordinary science, let us consider some remarks Kuhn made regarding the nature of the debate between advocates of alternative
paradigms:
The choice between competing paradigms regularly raises questions
that cannot be resolvedby the criteriaof normal science. To the extent,
as signific.ant as it is incomplete, that two scientific schools disagree
about what is a problem and what is a solution, they willinevitablytalk
through each other when debang the relañve merits of their respectire paradigms. In the partially i:irculararguments that regularly result,each paradigm willbe shown to satisfymore or lessthe criteriathat
ir dictates for itself and to fall short of a few of those dictated by its
opponent. There are other reasons, tot), for the incompleteness of
logical c_atact that consistently characterizes paradigm debates. For
_.ample, since no paradigm ever solves all the problems it defines and
smce no two paradigms leave all the same problems unsolved,
paradil_a debates always invoive the question: Which problems is it
mote _a_nt
to llave solved? [Kuhn, Structure, pp. 109-10.]
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The tendency of the advocates of ahernative paradigms to talk
through, rather than to, each other may be seen in the various
Austrian critiques ofmathematical _conomicsand econometrics.
In their attack on mathematical economics, at least two separate
arguments can be discerned. One is that mathematical
economics does not really achieve greater theoretical precision;
instead it requires the translation of simple concepts into
mathematical language followed by arduous retranslation into
English (see Rothbard's discussion in "Praxeology,"below). This
line of criticismis not found only among Austrian economists; ir
was given a most eloquent expression by Alfred Marshall. The
other strand of the Austrian critique of mathematical economics
is the contention that those problems most amenable to
mathematical treatment m general equilibñum theory, formal
growth models,and the like-- are in principle not _teresti
or
legitimate economic problems. The problems important to
Austrian theorists flor example, the puzzle of the nature of
entrepreneurship) neither can be nor need be dealt with
mathematically.
In the critique of econometrics, the tendency to talk through
the opposition is perhaps more evident than anywhere else.
Here again we can distinguish two strands of thought in Austrian writing. One, already discussed, concerns the absence of
constants in human action and the absurdity of subjecfing valid
deductions from mJe axioms to superfluous empirical tests.
The other strand of the Austrian critique concerns the definition of the legitima'teboundañes of economics asa science. At
one point in discussing Austrian method_ogy, Rothbard (see bis
paper "Praxeology") distinguished among three branches of
inteUectual inquiry. Economics is the discipline devoted to the
logical implicatíons of the axiom of human action. Technology
deals with the choice of certain means for the achievement of
certain ends. History deals with ends adopted in the past and
means used (to try) to achieve them. Now, from these definitions, it is immediately clear that econometrics can serve no
purpose in economics per se. That is the substance of the previously mentioned line of critiri_m,Yet this argument leaves open
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the possibility that econometrics could be a legitimate tool of
technology and history. In collecting statistics on, say, past fluctuations in the prices and quantities of cotton, econometricians
are not measuring constants in human behavior or testing
economic theory, and they delude themselves if they think they
are. Nonetheless, in principle the econometricians' work, properly interpreted, may be valuable to noneconomists. For exampie, a historian trying to interpret patterns of economic activity
in the southern United States might want to know the approximate ex post elasficity relationships in the cotton market in
certain periods. Alternatively, a textile manufacturer, seeking
profit maximization by the best means available, might employ
an econometrician as a technologist to advise hito concerning
inventory strategy. In short, if econometricians would stop insisting that they were engaging in the discovery of economic laws, a
variety of purely instrumentalist justifications for their work
could be found without forcing a head-on confrontafion with
Austrian doctrine.

PART 2
THEORY AND
METHOD

Praxeology:
The Methodology of
Austrian Economics
Murray N. Rothbard
Praxeology is the disnctive methodology of the Austrian
school. The term was first applied to the Austrian method by
Ludwig ron Mises, who was not only the major architect and
elaborator of this methodology but also the economist who most
fully and successfully applied it to the construcdon of economic
theory? While the praxeological method is, to say the least, out
of fashion in contemporary economics -- as well as in social
science generally and in the philosophy of science-- it was the
basic method of the earlier Austrian school and also of a considerable segment of the older classical school, in parUcular of
J. B. Say and Nassau W. Senior. _
Praxeology rests on the fundamental axiom that individual
human beings act, that is, on the primordial fact that individuals
engage in conscious actions toward chosen goals. This concept of
acUon contrasts to purely reflexive, or knee-jerk, behavior, which
is not directed toward goals. The praxeological method spins out
by verbal deduction the logical implications of that primordial
fact. In short, praxeological economics is the structure of logical
implicaons of thefact that individuals act. This structure is built
on the fundamental axiom of action, and has a few subsidiary
axioms, such as that individuals vary and that human beings
regard leisure asa valuable good. Any skeptic about deducing
from such a simple base an entíre system of economics, I refer to
Mises's Human/lction.
Furthermore, since praxeology begins
19
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with a true axiom, A, all the propositions that can be deduced
from this axiom must also be true. For if A implies B, and A is
true, then B must also be true.
Let us consider some of the immediate implications of the
action axiom. Action implies that the individual's behavior is
purposive, in short, that it is directed toward goals. Furthermore, the fact ofhis action implies that he has consciously chosen
certain means to reach his goals. Since he wishes to attain these
goals, they must be valuable to him; accordingly he must have
values that govern his choices. That he employs means implies
that he believes he has the technological knowledge that certain
means will achieve his desired ends. Let us note that praxeology
does not assume that a person's choice of values or goals is wise or.
proper or that he has chosen the technologically correct method
of reaching them. AII that praxeology asserts is that the individual actor adopts goals and believes, whether erroneously or
correctly, that he can arrive at them by the employment of
certain means.
AII action in the real world, furthermore, must take place
through time; all action takes place in some present and is
directed toward the future (immediate or remote) attainment of
an end. If all of a person's desires could be instantaneously
realized, there would be no reason for hito to act at all.3 Fur°
thermore, that aman acts implies that he believes action will
make a difference; in other words, that he will prefer _e state of
affairs resulting from action to that from no action. Action
therefore implies that man does not have omniscient knowledge
of the future; for if he had such knowledge, no action of hi.,
would make any dffference. Hence, action implies that we live in
a world of aja uncertain, or not fuily certain, fumre. Accordingly,
we may amend our analysis of action to say that aman chooses to
employ means according to a technological plan in the present
because he expects to arrive at his goals at some future time.
The fact that people act nece-=sarily ímplies that ¿he meam
employed are scarce in relation to the de, ired ends; for, if aH
meam were not scarce but superabundant, the ends would already h_avebeen attained, and there wwald be no need for action.
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Stated another way, resources that are superabundant no longer
function as means, because they are no longer objects of acfion.
Thus, air is indispensable to life and hence to the attainment of
goals; however, air being superabundant is notan object of
acfion and therefore cannot be considered a means, but rather
what Mises called a "general condition of human welfare."
Where air is not superabundant, ir may become an object of
action, for example, where cool air is desired and warm air is
transformed through air conditioning. Even with the absurdly
unlikely advent of Eden (or what a few years ago was considered
in some quarters to be an imminent "postscarcity" world), in
which all desires could be fullrflled instantaneously, there would
still be at least one scarce means: the individuars time, each unit
of which ifallocated to one purpose is necessarily not allocated to
some other goal. 4
Such are some of the immediate implications of the axiom of
action. We arrived at them by deducing the logical implications
of the existing fact of human acáon, and hence deduced true
condusions from a true axiom. Apart from the fact that these
conclusions cannot be "tested" by historical or statistical means,
there is no need to test them since their truth has already been
established. Historical fact enters into these conclusions only by
determining which branch of the theory is applicable in any
particular case. Thus, for Crusoe and Fríday on their desert
island, the praxeological theory of money is only of academic,
rather than of currendy applicable, interest. A fuller analysis of
the relationship between theory and history in the praxeological
framework will be considered below.
There are, then, two parts to this axiomatic-deductive
method: the process of deduction and the epistemological status
of the axioms themselves. First, thereis the process ofdeduction;
why are the means verbal rather than mathematical logic?5
Without setting forth the comprehensive Austrian case against
mathematical economics, one'point can immediately be made:
let the reader take the implkations of the concept of acfion as
developed so lar in this paper and try to place them in mathematical form. And even if that couid be done, what would have been
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accomplished except a drastic loss in meaning at each step of the
deductive process? Mathematical logic is appropriate to
physics---the science that has become the model science, which
modern positivists and empiricists believe all other social and
physical sciences should emulate. In physics the axioms and
therefore the deductions are in themselves purely formal and
only acquire meaning"operationally" insofar as they can explain
and predict given facts. On the contrary, in praxeology, in the
analysis of human action, the axioms themselves are known to be
true and meaningful. Asa result, each verbal step-by-step deduction is also true and meaningful; for it is the great quality of
verbal propositions that each one is meaningful, whereas
mathematical symbols are not meaningful in themselves. Thus
Lord Keynes, scarcely an Austrian and himself a mathematician
of note, leveled the following critique at mathematical symbolism in economics:
It is a great fault of symbolic psuedo-mathematicalmethods of formalising a system of economic analysis, that they expressly assume
strict independence between the factors involved and lose aU their
cogency and authoñty if this hypothesis is disallowed: whereas, in
ordinarydíscourse,where we arenot blindlymanipulatingbut knowall
the time whatwe are doing and whatthe words mean, we can keep "at
the backofour heads"the necessaryreservesand qualificationsand the
adjustmentswhichwe shallhave to makelateron, in a wayin which we
cannot keep complicated paral dífferentials "at the back" of several
pages of algebrawhich assume that they all vanish. Too large a proportion of recent "mathematical" economics are mere concoctions, as
imprecise as the initial assumpons they rest on, which allow the author
to lose sight of the complexities and interdependencies of the real
world in a maze of pretentious and unhelpful symboh.°
Moreover, even ir verbal economics could be successfuUy
translated into mathematical symbols and then retranslated into
English so as to exp!ain the condusiom, the process makes no
sense and violates the great scienufic principle of Occam's Razor
of avoidhag unnecessary mulplicafion
of entities. 7
Furthermore,
as political scientist Bruno Leoni and
mathematician Eugenio Frola pointed out,
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It is often claimed that translation of such a concept as the maximum
from ordinary into mathematical language, involves an improvement
in the logicalaccuracy of the concept, as wellas wider oppormnies for
its use. But the lack of mathematical precision in ordinary language
reflects precisely the behavior of individual human beings in the real
world .... We might suspect that translation into mathematical language by itself implies a suggested transformation of human economic
operators into virtual robots,s
Similarly, one of the first methodologists in economics, JeanBaptiste Say, charged that the mathematical economists
have not been able to enunciate these questions into analytical language, without divestingthem of their naturalcomplication, bymeans
of simplificaUons, and arbitrarysuppressions, of which the consequences, not properly estimated,alwaysessentiallychange the condition of the problem, and pervert all its results.9
More recently, Boris Ischboldin has emphasized the difference between verbal, or "language," logic ("the actual analysis of
thought stated in language expressive of reality as grasped in
common experience") and "construct" logic, which is "the application to quantitative (economic) data of the constructs of
mathematics and symbolic logic which constructs mayor may not
have real equivalents. "1°
Although himself a mathematical economist, the mathemadcían son of Carl Menger wrote a trenchant critique of the idea
that mathematical presentation in economics is necessarily more
precise than ordinary language:
Consider, for example, the statements(2) Toa higherpriceofagood,there
rorrespondsa tower(of oz any tate not a higher)dema_.
(2') lf p denotesthe pnce of, and q the demandfor, a good,then
q= f(p) and

dq
dp

=f'(p) _0.

Those who regard the formula (2') as more precise or "more
mathematical" than the sentence (2) are under a complete misapprehemion .... The only difference between (2) and (2') is this: since
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(2') is limitedto functions whichare differendable and whose graphs,
therefore, have tangents (which from an economic point of view are
not more plausiblethan curvature),the sentence (2) ismoregeneral,but
it is by no means less precise: it is of the same mathonacal precisionas
(2').11
Turning from the deduction process to the axioms themselves, what is their epistemological status? Here the problems
are obscured by a difference of opinion within the praxeological
camp, particularly on the nature of the fundamental axiom of
action. Ludwig ron Mises, as an adherent of Kantian epistemology, asserted that the concept of action is a priori to all experience, because it is, like the law of cause and effect, part of "the
essential and necessary character of the logical structure of the
human mind. 'q_ Without delving too deeply into the murky
waters of epistemology, I would deny, as an Aristotelian and
neo-Thomist, any such alleged "laws of logical s'ucture" that
the human mind necessarily imposes on the chaotic structure of
reality. Instead, I would call all such laws "laws of reality," which
the mind apprehends from investigating and collating the facts
of the real world. My view is that the fundamental axiom and
subsidiary axioms are derived from the experience of reality and
are therefore in the broadest sense empirical. I would agree with
the Aristotelian realist view that its doctrine is radically empirical, far more so than the post-Humean empiricismrwhich ís
dominant in modern philosophy. Thus, John Wild wrote:
Itisimpossibleto reduce experience toa set ofisolated impressiom and
•atomicunits. Relationalstructureis alsogiven with equal evideace and
oertainty.The immediatedata are full of determinate smacture,which
is easily abstractedby the mind and grasped as universal e-_encesor
possibilifies.18
Furthermore, one of the pervasive data of aUhuman experience
is existence; another is consciousness, or awareness. In contrast
to the Kantian view, Harmon Chapman wrote that
concepdon is a kind of awareness, a way of apprehending things-- of
comprehending them-- and not ah alleged subjecUvemanipulationof
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so-called generalities'or universals solely "mental" or "logicar' in their
provenience and non-cogniUve in nature.
That in thus penetrang
the data of sense, conception also synthesizes these data is evident. But the synthesis here involved, unlike
the synthesis of Kant, is nota prior condition of perception, an anterior
process of constimng
both perception and its object, but rather a
co gni,"ve synthesis in apprehension, that is, a u niting or "comprehending which is one with the apprehending itself. In other words, perception and experience are not the results or end products of a synthetic
process a priori, but are themselves synthec or comprehensive apprehensions whose structured unity is prescribed solely by the nature
of the real, that is, by the intended objects in their togetherness and not
by consciousness itself whose (cognive) nature is to apprehend the
real -- as it is.t4
If, in the broad sense, the axioms of praxeology
are radícally
empiñcal, they ate far from the post-Humean
empiricism that
pervades the modern methodology
of social scíence. In addition
to the foregoing considerations,
(1) they are so broadly based in
common human experience that once enunciated
they become
self-evident and hence do not meet the fashionable criterion of
"falsifiability";
(2) they rest, particularly
the action axiom, on
universal/nner
experience,
as well as on external experience,
that is, the evidence is reflective rather than purely physical;
and (3) they are therefore
a priori to the complex historical
events to which modern empíricism confines the concept of
_experíence". ls
Say, perhaps the lírst praxeologist, explained the derivation of
the axioms of ecoñomic theory as follows:
Hence the advantage enjoyed by every one who, from distinct and
accurate observatíon, can establísh the existence of these general facts,
demonstrate their connecon and deduce their consequences. They as
¢ertainly proceed from the nature of things as the laws of the material
wo¢ld. We do not imagine them; they are results disdosed to us by
judicious observaon and analysis ....
economy..,
is composed of a few fundamental principles,
and of a great numbcr of coroilaries of c¢edusions, drawn from these
principlet..,
that can be admitted by every re_ecting mind. te
Friedrich

A. Hayek trenchandy

described

the praxeological
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method in contrast to the methodology of the physical sciences,
and also underlined
the broadly empirícal nature of the
praxeological axioms:
The position of man..,
bñngs it about that the essential basic facts
which we need for the explanafion of social phenomena are part of
common experience, part of the stuff of our thinking. In the social
sciences it is the elements of the complex phenomena which are known
beyond the possibility of dispute. In the natural sciences they can only
be at be,st surmised. The existence of these elements is so much more
certain than any regularities in the complex phenomena to which they
gire rise, that it is they which constitute the truly empirical factor in the
social sciences. There can be little doubt that it is this different position
of the empirical factor in the process of reasoning in the two groups of
disciplines which is at the root of much of the confusion with regard to
their logical character. The essenal difference is that ila the natural
sciences the process of deducuon has to start from some hypothesis
which is the result of inducdve generalizations, while in the social
sciences it starts directly from known empirical elements and uses them
to find the regularities in the complex phenomena which direct observations cannot establish. They are, so to speak, empirically deductive
sciences, proceeding from the known elements to the regularities in the
complex phenomena which cannot be directly established? 7
Similarly, J. E. Cairnes wrote:
The econoraiststarts with aknowledge of ultimate causes. He is already, at the
outset of his enterprise in the position which the physicist only attains
after ages of laborious research .... For the discovery of such premises
no elaborate process of índuction is needed..,
for this reason, that we
llave, or may have if we choose to mrn our attendon to the subjecL
direct knowledge of these causes in our consdousness of what passes in
our own minds, and in the informadon which our senses convey.., to
us of external facts, m
Nassau

W. Senior phrased

it thus:

The physical sciences, being only secondarily conver+a_.ntwith mind,
draw their premises almost exclu$ively from observation
or
hypothesis....
On the other hand, the mental sciences and the mental
arts draw their premises principally from consciousness. The subjects
with which they ate chiefly omversant are the workings of the traman
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mind. ["I'hesepremises are] a very few general propositions, which are
the result of observation, or consciousness, and which almost every
man, as soon as he hears them, admits, as familiar to this thought, or at
least, included in his previous knowledge? _
Commenting on his complete agreement with this passage,
Mises wrote that these "immediately evident propositions" are
"of aprioristic derivation..,
unless one wishes to call aprioristic
cognition inner experience. ''_° To which Marian Bowley, the
biographer of Senior, justly commented:
The only fundamental difference between Mises' general attitude and
Senior's lies in Mises' apparent denial of the possibility of using any
general empirical data, i.e., facts of general observation, as iniual
premises. This difference, however, turns upon Mises'basicideas of
the namre of thought, and though of general philosophic importance,
has little special relevance to economic method as such.__
It should be noted that for Mises it is only the fundamental
axiom of action that is a priori; he conceded that the subsidiary
axioms of the diversity of mankind and nature, and of leisure as
a consumers' good, are broadly empirical.
Modern post-Kantian philosophy has hada great deal of trouble encompassing self-evident propositions, which are marked
precisely by their strong and evident truth rather than by being
testable hypotheses, that are, in the current fashion, considered
to be "falsifiable'. Somemes it seems that the empiricists use the
fashionable analytic-synthetic dichotomy, as the philosopher
Hao Wong charged, to dispose of theories they find difficult to
refute by dismissing them as necessañly e/ther disguised definitions of debatable and uncertain hypotheses. _ But what if we
subject the vaunted "evidence" of modern positivists and empiricists to analysis? What is it? We find that there are two types
ofsuc.h evidence to either confn'm or refute a proposition: (1) if
it violates the laws of logic, for example, implies thatd = -A; or
(2) ifit is confirmed by empirical facts (as in a laboratory) that can
be checked by many persons. But what is the rature of such
"evidence" but the bringing, by various means, of propositions
hitherto doudy and obsmre into dear and evident view, that is,
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evident to the scientific observers? In short, logical or laboramry
processes serve to make it evident to the "selves" of the various
observers that the propositions are either confirmed or refuted,
or, to use unfashionable terminology, either true or false. But in
that case propositions that are immediately evident to the selves of
the observers have at least as good scientific status as the other
and currently more acceptable forms of evidence. Or, as the
Thomist philosopher John J. Toohey put it,
Proving meam mak/ngev/dentsomethingwhichis not evident. If a truth
or proposition is self-evident, it is useless to attempt to prove it; to
attempt to prove it would be to attempt to make evident something
which is already evidenC a
The action axiom, in particular, should be, accoi'c)ing to Aristotelian philosophy, unchallengeable and self-evident since the
critic who attempts to refute ir f'mds that he must use ir in the
process of alleged refutation. Thus, the axiom of the existence of
human consciousness is demonstrated as being self-evident by
the fact that the very act of denying the existence of consciousness must itself be performed by a conscious being. The
philosopher R. P. Phillips called this attribute of a self-evident
axioma "boomerang principle," since "even though we cast it
away from us, it returns to us again. "u A similar selfcontradiction faces the man who attempts to refute theaxiom of
human action. For in doing so, he is ipso facto a persoñ making a
conscious choice of means in attempting to arrive at an adopted
end: in this case the end, of goal, of trying to refute the axiom of
action. He employs actíon in trying to refute the notion of action.
Of course, a person may say that he denies the existence of
self-evident principles or other estahlished truths of the real
world, but this mere sayi_nghas no epistemological validity. As
Toohey pointed out,
Aman mays_ anything he p!eases, but he cannot _
or do anything
he pleases. He may say he saw a round square, tmt he cannot l_t/a,the
saw a round square. He may say,Lfhe likes, tb.athe saw a horse riding
astride its own back, but we dhall know what to think of him ir he
says it.a
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The methodology
of modern
positivism
and empiricism
comes a cropper even in the physical sciences, to which it is much
better suited than to the sciences of human action; indeed, it
parficularly fails where the two types of disciplines interconnect.
Thus, the phenomenologist
Alfred Schutz, a student of Mises at
Vienna, who pioneered in applying phenomenology
to the social
sciences, pointed out the contradiction
in the empiricists' insistence on the principle of empirical verifiability in science, while
at the same time denying the existence of "other minds" as
unverif'mble. But who is supposed
to be doing the laboratory
verification if not these selfsame "other minds" of the assembled
scientists? Schutz wrote:
It is... not understandable that the same authors who are convinced
that no verifmation is possíble for the intelligence of other human
beings have such confidence in the prindple of veñfiability itsel f, which
can be realized only through cooperation with others, x
In this way, the modern empiricists ignore the necessary presuppositions
of the very scientific method they champion.
For
Schutz, knowledge of such presuppositions
is "empirical" in the
broadest sense,
provided that we do not restñct this term to sensory perceptions of
objects and events in the outer world'hut include the expeñential forro,
by which common-sense thinking in everyday life understands human
acons and their outcome in temas of their underlying mouves and
goals. _
Having dealt with the namre of praxeology,
its procedures
and axioms and its philosophical groundwork,
let us now consider what the relationship is between praxeology and the other
disciplines that study human action. In particular, what are the
differences between praxeology
and technology,
psychology,
history, and ethics--- all of which are in some way concerned with
human acUon?
In hrief, pr_
consists of the logical implications of the
universal formal fact that people act, that they employ means to
try to attain chosen ends. Techndogy deals with the contenmal
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problem of h0w to achieve ends by the adoption of means.
Psychology deals with the question of why people adopt various
ends and how they go about adopting them. Eth/cs deals with the
question of what ends, or values, peopleshould adopt. And h/story
deals with ends adopted in the past, what means were used to try
to achieve themwand what the consequences of these actions
were.
Praxeology, or economic theory in particular, is thus a unique
discipline within the social sciences; for, in contrast to the others,
it deals not with the c0ntent of men's values, goals, and actions-not with what they have done or how they have acted or how they
should act--but purely with the fact that they do have goals and
act to attain them. The laws of uálity, demand, supply, and price
apply regardless of the type of goods and services desired or
produced. As Joseph Dorfman wrote of HerbertJ. bavenport's
Outlines of Economic Theory (1896):
The ethical character of the desires was nota fundamental part or h_s
inquiry. Men labored and underwent pñvation for "whiskey, cigars,
and burglars' jimmies," he said, "as well as for food, or statuary or
harvest machinery." As long as men were wiUing to huy and sell
"foolishness and evil," the former commodities would be economic
factors with market standing, for ufility, as ah economic terna, meant
merely adaptability to human desires. So long as men desired them,
they satisfied a need and were motives to production. Therefore
econornics did not need to investigate the origin .ofchoiceí. _
Praxeology, as well as the sound aspects of the other social
sciences, rests on methodological individualista, on the fact that
only individuals feel, value, think, and act. Individualista has
always been charged by its critics--and always incorrecflymwith
the assumption that each individual is a hermeticaUy sealed
"atom," cut off from, and uninfluenced by, other persons. This
absUrd misreading of methodological individualism is at the root
of J. K. GarDraith's triumphant demonstration in The Affluent
Sodety (Boston: Houghton Mífflin Co., 1958) that the values and
choices of individuals ale influenced by oth¢r p¢rsons, and
therefore--supposedly--that
economic theory is inwfftd. Galbraith also conduded from bis demonstration that these choices,
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because influenced, are artificial and illegitimate. The fact that
praxeological economic theory rests on the universal fact of
individual values and choices means, to repeat Dorfman's summary of Davenport's thought, that economic theory does "not
need to investigate the origin of choices." Economic theory is not
based on the absurd assumption that each individual arrives at
his values and choices in a vacuum, sealed off from human
influence. Obviously, individuals are continually learning from
and influencing each other. As F. A. Hayek wrote in his justly
famous critique of Galbraith, "The Non Sequitur of the 'Dependence Effect' ":
ProfessorGalbraith'sargument could be easily employed, without any
change of the essential terms, to demonstrate the worthlessness of
literamre or any other forro of art. Surely an individual's want for
literature is not original with himselfin the sense that he would experience ir ir literature were not produced. Does this then mean that the
production of literamre cannot be defended as satisfying a want because ir is only the production which provokes the demand?_
That Austrian-school economics rested firmly from the beginning on an analysis of the fact of individual subjective values
and choices unfortunately led the early Austrians to adopt the
term psychologicalschool. The result was a series of misdirected
criticisms that the latest findings of psychology had not been
incorporated into economic theory. It also led to misconcepáons
such as that the law of diIninishing marginal ufility rests on some
psychological law of the satiety of wants. Acmally, as Mises firmly
pointed out, that law is praxeological rather than psychological
and has nothing to do with thecontent of wants, for example, that
the tenth spoonful of ice cream may taste less pleasurable than
the ninth spoonful. Imtead, it is a praxeologicaltruth, derived
from the namre of action, that the first unit of a good will be
allocated to its most valuable use, the next unit to the next most
valuable, and so on. t° On one point, and on one point alone,
however, praxeology and the related sciences of human action
take a stand in philosophical psychology: on the proposition that
the human mind, consciousness, and subjectivity exist, and
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therefore action exists. In this it is opposed to the philosophical
base of behaviorism and related doctrines and joined with all
branches of classical philosophy and with phenomenology. On
all other questions, however, praxeology and psychology are
disunct and separate disciplines3 _
A particularly vital question is the relatíonship between
economic theory and history. Here again, as in so many other
areas of Austrian economics, Ludwig ron Mises made the outstanding contribution, particularly in his TheoryandHistory. _ It is
especially curious that Mises and other praxeologists, as alleged
"a priorists", have commonly been accused of being "opposed"
to history. Mises indeed held not only that economic theory does
not need to be "tested" by historical fact but also that it cannot be
so tested. For a fact to be usable for testing theories,_it must be a
simple fact, homogeneous with other facts in accessible and
repeatable classes. In short, the theory that one atom of copper,
one atom of sulfur, and four atoms of oxygen will combine to
forma recognizable entity called copper sulfate, with known
properties, is easily tested in the laboratory. Each of these atoms
is homogeneous, and therefore the test is repeatable indefinitely. But each historical event, as Mises pointed out, is not simple
and repeatable; each event is a complex resultant of a shifting
variety of multiple causes, none of which ever remains in constant relationships with the others. Every historical eveñt, therefore, is heterogeneous, and therefore historical events cannot be
used either to test or to construct laws of history, quanUtative or
otherwise. We can place every atom of topper into a homogeneous class of copper atoms; we cannot do so with the events of
human history.
This is not to say, of course, that there are no similarities
among historical events. There are many sirrdlarities, but no
homogeneity. Thus, there were many similarities between the
presidential election of 1968 and that of 1972, but they were
scarcely homogeneous events, since they were marked by Lmportant and inescapable differences. Nor will the next election be a
repeatahle event to place in a homogeneous class of"elections",
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Hence no sdenfific, and certainly no quantitaáve, laws can be
derived from these events.
Mises's radically fundamental opposition to econometrics now
becomes clear. Econometrics not only attempts to ape the
natural sciences by using complex heterogeneous historícal facts
as if they were repeatable homogeneous laboratory facts; ir also
squeezes the qualitative complexity of each event into a quantitatire number and then compounds the fallacy by acting as ir these
quantitative relations remain constant in human history. I n striking contrast to the physical sciences, which rest on the empirical
discovery of quantitative constants, econometrics, as Mises repeatedly emphasized, has failed to discover a single constant in
human history. And given the ever-changing conditions of
human will, knowledge, and values and the differences among
men, it is inconceivable that econometrics-can ever do so.
Far from being opposed to history, the praxeologist, and not
the supposed admirers of history, has profound respect for the
irreducible and unique facts of human history. Furthermore, ir
is the praxeologist who acknowledges that individual human
beings cannot legidmately be treated by the social scientist as if
they were not men who have minds and act upon their values
and expectations, but stones or molecules whose course can be
scientifkaUy tracked in alleged constants or quanUtative laws.
Moreover, as the crowning irony, it is the praxeologist who is
truly empirical
because he recognizes
the unique and
heterogeneous nature of historical facts; it is the self-proclaímed
"empiricist" who grossly violates the facts of history by attempting to reduce them to quantitave laws. Mises wrote thus about
econometricians and other forros of"quandtafive economists':
There are, in the field of economics, no constant reladons, and conJZ_luenflyno measurement is possible.If a statisticiandetermines that a
rise of 10per cent in the supply of potatoes in Adantis at a definite ñme
was followed by a fall of 8 per cent in the price, he does not establish
anything alxmt what happened of may happen with a change in the
L,pply of potatoes in another co,ante, of in another dme. He has not
"meamred" the"elasticityofdemand ofpomtoes. He has establisheda
uniqueand individualhistoricalfact.Nointelñgent man candoubt that
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the behavior ofmen with regard to potatoes and every other ¢ommodity is variable. Different individuals value the same things in a different
way, and valuations change with the same individuals with changing
conditions ....
The impracticability of measurement is not due to the lack of technical methods for the establishment of measure. It is due to the absence
of constant relations ....
Economics is not, as...
positivists repeat
again and again, backward because it is not "quantitative." It is not
quantitative and does not measure because there are no constants.
Statistical figures referring to economic events are histoñcal data. They
tell us what happened in a nonrepeatable historical case. Physical
events can be interpreted on the ground ofour knowledge concerning
constant relations established by experiments. Histoñcal events are not
open to such an interpretation ....
Expeñence of economic history is always experience of complex
phenomen¿ It can never convey knowledge of the kind the experimenter abstracts from a laboratory experiment. Statistics is a meth'od
for the presentation of historical facts ....
The stafisdcj of prices is
economic history. The insight that, ceterisparibus, an increase in demand must result in an increase in prices is not derived from experience. Nobody ever was or ever wiUbe in a posiuon to observe a change
in one of the market data ceter/spasibus. There is no such thing as
quantitative economics. Al1 economic quantities we know about are
data of economic history ....
Ñobody is so bold as to maintain that a
rise oía percent in the supply ofany commodity must always--in every
country and at any time--result in a rail ofb per cent in price. But as no
quantitative economist ever ventured to define precisely on the ground
of statistical experience the special conditions producing a defmite
deviation from the rafioa: b, the futility ofhis endeavors is manifesc as
Elaborating

on his critique

of constants

Mises added:

The quanties we observe in the fidd of human action..,
are manifestly variable. Changes occurring in them plainly affect the remlt of
our actions. Every quantity that we can observe is a historical event, a
fact which cannot be fuliy described without specifying the time and
geographical point.
The economeu-idan is unable to disprove this fact, which cuts the
ground from under bis reasoning. He cannot heip admitting that there
are no"be,havior constants." Nonetheless, he wants to introduce some
numbers, arbitrarily chosen on the basis of a historical fact, as "unknown bekaz/0r ¢mtaaats." The sole excuse he advances is that his
hypotheses are "saying only that these unknown numbers remain
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reasonably constant through a peri_l of years. TM Now whether such a
period of supposed constancy of a def'lnite number is still lastíng or
whether a change in the number has already occurred can only be
established later on. In retrospect ir may be possible, although in rare
cases only, to declare that over a (probably rather short) period an
approximately stable rao---which the econometrician chooses to calla
"reasonably" constant ratio---prevailed between the numeñcal values
oftwo factors. But this is something fundamentally different from the
constants of physics. It is the assertion of a historical fact, not of a
constant that can be resorted to in attempts to predictfuture events.35
The highly praised equations are, insolar as they apply to the fumre,
merely equations in which aU quantities are unknown. _
In the mathematical treatrnent of physics the distinction between constants and variables makes sense; it is essential in every instance of
technological computation. In economics there are no constant relations between various magnitudes. Consequently all ascertainable data
are variables, or what amounts to the same thing, historical data. The
mathemafical economists reíterate that the plight of mathematical
economics consists in the fact that there area great number of vañables. The truth is that there are only variables and no constants. It is
poinfless to talk of variables where there are no invariables. 37
What, then, is the proper relationship
between economic
theory and economic history or, more precisely, history in generaI? The historian's function is to try to explain the unique
histoñcal facts that are his province; to do so adequately he must
employ aU the relevant theories from all the various disciplines
that impinge on his problem. For historical facts are complex
resultants of a myriad of causes stemming from different aspects
of the h uman condition. Thus, the historian must be prepared to
use not only praxeological
economic theory but also insights
from physics, psychology,
technology,
and military strategy
along with an interpretive understanding
of the motives and
goals of individuals. He must employ these tools in understanding both the goals of the vañous acfions of history and the
consequences
of such actions. Because understanding
diverse
índividuals and their interac6ons is involved, as well as the historícal context, the historian using the tools of natural and social
science is in the last analysis an "artist", and hence there is no
guarantee or even likelihood that any two historians willjudge a
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situation in precisely the same way. While they may agree on an
array of factors to explain the genesis and consequences of an
event, they are unlikely to agree on the precise weight to be given
each causal factor. In employing various scientific theories, they
have to makejudgments
of relevance on which theories applied
in any given case; to refer to an example used earlier in this
paper, a historian of Robinson Crusoe would hardly employ the
theory of money in a historical explanation of his actions on a
deser t island. To the economic historian, economic law is neither
conf'u'med nor tested by historical facts; instead, the law, where
relevant, is applied to help explain the facts. The facts thereby
illustrate the workings of the law.
The relationship
between praxeological economic theory and
the understanding
of economic history was subtly summed up by
Alfred Schutz:
No economic act is conceivable without some reference to án economic
actor, but the latter is absolutely anonymous; it is not you, nor I nor ah
entrepreneur, nor even an "economic man," as such, buta pure universal "one." This is the reason why the propositions of theoreticai
economics have just that "universal validity" which gives them the
ideality of the "and so forth" and "I can do it again." However, (me can
smdy the economic actor as such and try to f'md out what is going on in
his mind; of course, one is not then engaged in theoretical economics
but in economíc history of economic sociology ....
However, the
statements of these sciences can daim no universal validity, for the)'
deal either with the economic senaments of particular historical individu .alsor with t)tpes of economic activity for which the econoxñic acts in
quesuon ate evlctence ....
In our view, pure economics is a perfect example of ah objective
meaning-complex
about subjective mearUng-complexes,
in other
words, of an objective meaning-configuration sapulating the typical
and invañant subjective experiences of anyone who acts within an
economic framework....
Exduded from such a scheme wouid have to
be any considerafion of the uses to which the "goods" ate to be put after
they are acquired. But once we do mrn our attention to the subjective
meaning of a real individual person, leaving the anonymous "anyor:,e_
behind, then of course it makes sense to speak of behavior that is
atypical .... To be sure, such behavior is írrelew.nt from the point of
view of economics, and it is in this sense that ecoramfic prira:iples ate, in
Mises' words, "not a statement of what usuatly happ_s, bitt of what
necessarily must happen. TM
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On the Method of
Austrian Economics
Israel M. Kirzner
One of the areas in which disagreement among Austrian
economists may seem to be nonexistent is that of methodology.
Yet I shall attempt to point out that even with respect to method
there are differences of opinion among individual thinkers.
Some light may be cast on these differences by drawing attention
m two distinct strands of thought that run through the writings
of Austrian economists on the question of method. By separating these strands and then focusing on each in turn, we may
discover and define different perspectives on economic method
and perhaps more clearly understand how these different
perspectives grow out of the unique view of method shared by
all Austrian economists.
The general outline of the Austñan position on methodology
is well known. Austrian economists are subjectivists; they emphasize the purposefulness of human action; they are unhappy
wíth comtructions that emphasize equilibrium to the exclusion
of market processes; they are deeply suspicious of attempts to
apply measurement procedures to economics; they are skeptical
of empirical "proofs" of economic theorems and consequently
have serious reservations about the validity and importance oía
good deal of the empirical work being carried on in the
economics profession today. These are the general features of
the position that we know very well; yet within this general view
we can distinguish two independent strands of argument. It is
upon this debate that I should like to focus my attention in this
paper.
40
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TWO T/ISKS FOR ECONOMIC EXPLANATIONS
It will be helpful to cite two statements m by prominent Austrian economists -- about what economics asa discipline is supposed to achieve. The first is by Friedrich A. Hayek, and the
other is by Ludwig M. Lachmann. Hayek in his Counter-revolution
of Science contended that the function of social science, and by
implication economics, is to explain how conscious, purposeful
human action can generate unintended consequences through
social interaction. 1 The emphasis here is on the unintended
consequences of individual human decisions. To explain
phenomena that ate not the unintended consequences of
human decision making is outside the scope of the social sciences
in general and economics in parucular. Hayek's position was
cited by Alexander Gerschenkron in his contribution to the
AkermanFestschrift, and I think Gerschenkron was perceptive in
focusing on exactly what is, in Hayek's view, the fundamental
task of economic explanation?
Let us contrast the Hayek view with one expressed by
Lachmann. Lachmann's position on the purpose of economic
explanations is dealt with at length in his contribution to the
HayekFestschrift, Roads to Freedom? Here, however, I shall quote
from a more recent statement ofhis position that appeared in his
review of John R. Hicks's Capital and Time:
Economics has two tasks. The Ta-stis to make the world around us
intelligible in terms of human action and the pursuit of plans. The
second ís to trace the unintended consequences of such action. Ricardian economics emphasized the second task, the "subjecve revolution"of the 1870s stressed the urgency of the first, and the Austrian
school has always cherished this tradition.4
Thus, we have here two tasks for economics. Besides the task that
Hayek emphasized w the tracing out of the unintended consequences of action-- we have the requirement that it make the
world around us intelligible in terms of human action.
It is worth reminding ourselves that the two tasks Lachmann
identified are to be found in Garl Menger's writings. In the third
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part of his 1884 book on methodology Menger pointed out that
actions do have unintended consequences, and he made it very
dear, as Hayek had done, that economics is the science that is
able to explain how these unintended consequences emerge in
the market place, s But Menger was also aware of the other task
Lachmann emphasized. In a letter Menger wrote Léon Walras,
cited by T. W. Hutchison in several of his writings, e Menger
insisted that the economist is not merely after the relationships
between quantities, but the essenceof economic phenomena: "the
essence of value, the essence of land rent, the essence of entrepreneurs' profits, the essence of the division of labor. ''7This view
is what Kauder meant when he described Menger as holding that
economics deals with social essences, 8and what Hutchison called
"methodological essentialism. ''_
TWO BASIC /IUSTRI/1N TENETS
I have asserted that two distinct strands of thought may bé
identified in the writings of Austrian economists with regard to
the meaning and purpose ofeconomic explanation. I would now
like to distinguish two distinct insights about the economic world
that receive varying emphasis and are not often adequately
differentiated. First, there is the insight that human .action is
purposeful, and, second, there is the insight that there/s ah indeterminac'y and unpredictability inherent in human preferences, human
expectations, and human knowledge. Now these two insights are
really quite distinct, because one does not éncompass the other in
any logical or epistemological sense. That human action is purposeful is an insight by itself, and that human knowledge and
expectations are largely unpredictable is another. Nor is the
truth of these two propositions equally obvious. The purposefulness of human action is sornething we arrive at by introspection. In t_hissense it is "obviously" true. On the other hand, the
insight that men's preferences are inherently unpredictable e
that we cannot discover consistent patterns in what men prefer
and that we cannot postulate that there are consistent patterns in
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what men know and expect to happen _ cannot be arñved at by
introspection. The truth claimed for this last insight depends on
our observations ofour fellow men; that we do asa matter of fact
fmd them to be unpredictable in their actions and expectations
about future states of the world.
To me, the dífferent emphasis Austrian economists attach to
these basic insights is largely responsible for their different attitudes regarding the purpose of economic explanation. The
recognition of purposefulness is, of course, fundamental to our
defmition of economics as the logic of choice. We are able to use
our logic to simulate the actions of other human beings only
because we share the logic that other men's purposes lead them
to harness in their own interests. The recognition of purposefulness is essential to our positive conception of economics as the
logic of choice and to our enterprise of studying the consequences ofpurposeful action. But ifwe consider those aspects of
the Austñan approach that are used, not to derive economic
laws, but to criticize other areas of contemporary economic
thought, then the second of these basic tenets comes into prominence. Our dissatisfaction with empirical work and our suspicion
of measurement rest on the conviction that empirical observations of past human choices will not yield any regularities or any
consistent pattern that may be safely extrapolated beyond the
existing data at hand to yield scientific theorems of universal
applicability.

THE SIGNIFIC4NCE

OF PURPOSEFULNESS

Let us try to understand the role these basic tenets of Austrian
economics play in the Lachmann-Hayek discussions concerning
what economic explanation is all about. In 1938 T. W. Hutchison
published The Signgqcance and Basic Postulates of Economic
Theor)? ° The book received a blistering Austrian-like crítique
from the pela of Frank H. Knight, who was on most other issues,
such as capital theory, not in sympathy with the Austrian school.
In that arUde Knight conveyed some briUiant imights about the
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reladonship of economics to the study of human action. Knight
noted that "the whole subject ofconduct m interests and motivafion -- constitutes a different realm of reality from the external
world." In addition to the external world, with which the natural
sciences are conversant, there is a different realm of reality, a
realm no less real than the external world, but nevertheless
dífferent from it. This other realm is that of human conduct,
which Knight identified as interests, motivation, and purpose.
The first fact to be recorded is that this realm of reality exists or "is
there." This fact cannot be proved of argued of "tested." If anyone
denies thatmen haveinterestsor that"we"havea considerableamount
of validknowledge about them, economicsand all itsworkswiUsimply
be to such a person what the world of color is to the blind man. But
there
would. still be one difference:
a man
who is....physically,ocularly
•
•
°
,_
11
blmd maysnll be ratedof normalmtelhgence and m hls nght mmd.
Here, surely, we have the first of the basic tenets of Austñan
theory, that there is a realm of reality constituted of human
motives, interests, and purposes, and that, although purposes
cannot be seen or touched, they are nonetheless "there."
When Lachmann called upon economists to make the world
intelligible in terms of human decisions and purposes, I take it
that he was telling us the following: Ir is the task of scienceto describe
and explain reality. If reality consists of more than the external worlel,
then a sciencethat is confined to thefacts of the external world is simply
incomplete. It does not account for everything that is there. The Austrian approach insists that there is something besídes the facts of
the external world and the rehtionshíps that may be postulated
between these bare facts. What is that something else? It is the
realm of reality that Knight pointed to, the realm of purposes.
And even if one were able to explaín the facts of the external
world in terms of similar facts, without regard to the human
purposes underlying these facts, one would not have explained
everythíng there is to be explained, not have set forth everything
there is to set forth. One would have failed to make the world
intelligible in terms of human action, that is, in terms of human
purposes. Thus, even if the second Austrian tenet (that there ale
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no constants in human behavior) were false, even if one were
able to postulate consistent chains of cause and effect that depend only on externally observable phenomena, still one has
failed to fulfiU one's scientific obligation. There is a realm of
reality called purposes. It is there, and if we fail to point it out,
then we fail in the task of making the world intelligible in terms
of human action.
Let us considera simple example. Suppose a man from Mars is
doing research for his doctorate and, after focusing his telescope
on a particular location on Earth, discovers a certain regularity.
Through his telescope he observes a set of boxes lined up ir/a
row. He further discovers that a smaller box moves past these
boxes every day at 7:30 A.M.,comes to a stop at one of the boxes,
and then, after a short stay, moves on. Moreover the investigator
discovers something else; out of one of these boxes a body
emerges every morning, and when the moving box makes its
daily stop, the body is swallowed up by the moving box. Discovering this regularity, the researcher postulates a defmite law, the
law of moving boxes and bodies. As he goes on with the research,
however, he discovers that sometimes the box moves away before the body has entered it, leaving the body behind altogether;
while sometimes the body moves at an unusually rapid speed,
arriving at the daily moving-box stopjust in time to be swallowed
up before the box mores on. Now this Martian researcher may
be able to predictjust when the person is going to miss the box
and when he is going to catch it. He may even be able to explain
the movements of the body and the box endrely without reference to the fact that someone is trying to catch the bus because he
wants to get to work on time. But if he does so, he has not told us
everything there is to be learned about this situation. A theory of
moving bodies and boxes that does not draw attention to the
dimension ofpurpose gives a truncated picture of the real world,
Tgis is what economics, in the Austrian view, is all about.
Economics has to make the world intelligible in terms of human
motives. It is more than simply moving boxes or changing
economic quantities. This is the task to which Lachmann drew
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our attention when he insisted that we must make the world
intelligible in terms of human purpose.
A memorable passage in Hayek's Counter-revolufion is the one
in which he explained that objects useful to human beings are
simply not objective facts.
In fact most of the objects of social or human action are not "objective
facts" in the special narrow sense in which this term is used by the
[natural] Sciences... they cannot be defined in physical terms....
Take the concept of a _toor' or "instrument," or of any particular tool
such asa hammer ora barometer. It is easily seen that these concepts
cannot be interpreted to refer to "objective facts," i.e. to things irrespective of what people think about them. '_
Pursuing this point Hayek asserted (in a foomote reference to
the work of Ludwig ron Mises) that every importa'nt advance in
economic theory in the preceding century had been a result of
the consistent application of subjectivism, ls Lachmann's advice
to economists paralleled Hayek's. According to Hayek, when we
deal with artifacts -- with tools and instruments or other products of human beings-- we have not exhausted the description
of what it is that we are describing if we stubbornly confine
ourselves to their physical entities. We have not described a
hammer until we have drawn attention
to its purpose.
Lachmann, simílarly, instructed us that when we deal with
broader questions, with institutions and regulariáes iñ economic
affaírs, we have not completed our task ir we have not called
attention to the purposes and motives and interests that underlie
these phenomena. A hammer is more than a handle with a metal
head; so is a price more than a number, milk consumption more
than a number of gallons, and its relationship to pñce more than
a simple functional relationship. A whole world of interests and
motives is "there," is real, and it is surely our responsibility as
scientists to make it clear.
Critics of Austñan methodology often argue that since
praxeology deals with unobservables, it is inherently incapable
of teUing us anything scientiiíc about observables. The latest
(and perhaps the clearest and most sympathec)
statement of
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this argument was by James Buchanan, in his contribution to flle
Hayek Festschrift,14when he drew attention to the distinction
between (1) the logic of choice (what he called the abstract
science of economic behavior) and (2) the predictive science of
human behavior. Buchanan argued that ifwe treat economics as
the logic of choice, it cannot in principle lead to refutable
hypotheses because no particular preference ordering has been
specified, and to that extent ircannot tell us anything about the
real world.
In answer to Buchanan, our discussion indicates that the truth
is the other way around. We are not only able to say something
about the real world; we are also able to saya great deal about a
large and important area of human experience about which
other dísciplines are necessarily silent-- the realm of purpose.
This needs to be stated and restated, emphasized and reemphasized, again and againt The real world is more than the
external world; the real world includes a whole range of matters
beyond the scope of the measuring instruments of the
econometrician. Economic science must be able to encompass
this realm.
It is helpful in pursuing this strand of thought in Austrian
methodology to constrast the Austrian use of purpose with the
rationality hypothesis often employed by economists. For many
non-Austrian economists this hypothesis is invoked with
apologies and is considered something of a necessary evil. It is
used to get theoretical results and isjustified on the grounds that
these results seem to fit the facts of the outside world although
the hypothesis is philosophically suspect. Thus we find Gary
Becker eager to demonstrate how certain fundamental
theorems of economics do not require the ratíonality hypothesis
-- that rather embarrassing piece of excess baggage. 1_For Austrian economists, on the other hand, the notion of purposefulness is not merely a useful tool to obtain results but an essential
element of economic reality that cannot be omitted. Making
reference to human plans and motivations is an essential part of
the ¢¢_omist's scientific task.
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THE UNPREDICTABILITY

OF KNOWLEDGE: A DILEMMA

Let us turn to the second basic tenet of Austrian methodology,
the proposition that there is an inherent unpredictability and
indeterminacy with regard to human preferences, expectations,
and knowledge. I have already pointed out that this proposition
does not have the same introspectively obvious ring of truth that
the idea of human purposefulness does. Are we really so certain
that human wants and human preference-orderings and the
manner in which they undergo modification are inherendy unpredictable? In fact, I wish to suggest that asserting this creates
something of a dílemma for the Austñan economist.
There is a passage in an essay by Hayek that deals with this
ver), question. In that essay Hayek discussed the concept of
equilibrium and raised the problem of whether or not there is a
tendency toward equilibrium in the economic world. Hayek
remarked:
It is clear that, if we want to make the assertion that, under certain
conditions, people _ approach that state, we must explain by what
process they will acquire the necessary knowledge. Of course, any
assumption about the actualacquisiUonof knowledge in the course of
this process willalso be of a hypotheticalcharacter.But this does not
mean that all such assumptionsare equallyjustífied. We b_aveto deal
here with assumptionsabout causation, so thatwhat we asmme must
not only be regarded as possible.., but mustalso be regarded as likely
to be true;and it mustbe possible, at leastin principle, to demonstrate
thatit is true in particularcases.The significantpoint here is that it is
these apparendy subsidiaryhypotheses or assumpdons that people do
learn from experience, and about how the), acquire knowledge, which
constitute the empincal content of our proposions about what happens in the real world,m
Hayek, then, asserted that when postulating a tendency toward equilibrium, we do have to resort to a particular empirical
proposition. Moreover, the empirical proposition in question
would seem to contradict the other idea that there are ah inherent unpredictability and ah indeterminacy about human preferences and human knowledge. If we are to be able to say anythíng
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about the process of equilibration, especially if we are to say
something about the course by which human decisions lead to
unintended consequences, we shall have to rely upon the particular empirical proposition that men learn from market experience in a systematic manner. This is inconsistent with the
second tenet underlying Austrian economics that there is ah
inherent indeterminacy in the way by which human knowledge
changes.
Hayek's argument is straightforward. In disequilibrium man's
knowledge is imperfect, some people are making mistakes;
equilibrium is the situation in which nobody is making mistakes.
A movement from disequilibrium to equilibrium must therefore
be one in which men gradually learn to avoid mistakes, so that
their actions become more and more coordinated. Where do we
derive our confidence that this type of learning in fact takes
place? Hayek stated very clearly that this is an empirical
hypothesis. If we reject this hypothesis, then we reject the basis
for víewing the market process as an equilibrating mechanism--that is, reject the daim that economics can tell us anything
definite about the unintended market consequences of human
actions. We may still be able to make the world intelligible--that
is, we may explain that what happem happens because human
beings pursue their purposes. We can assert that their interacting decisions generate certain "changes in knowledge, but we
shall no longer be able to say in which particular directions
knowledge changes, and we can no longer postulate a determinate process toward equilibrium. We shall, to put the matter
succinctly, not be able to go beyond the first Lachmann task in
order to pursue the program advanced by Hayek. Ir, however,
we conf'me ourselves to the enormously important task of making the world intelligible in terms of human purposes, we need
not accept Hayek's empirical proposition about the coordination
of platas and the progressive elimination of mistakes. But ff we
ate to explain the unintended consequences of human action,
that is, ff we are to assert that there is a tendency for entrepreneurial profits to be eliminated, or for prices to more in one
direction rather than another, we must be able to say something
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about the manner in which human knowledge and human expectations undergo modification. If one accepts this particular
empirical hypothesis, one has surely weakened, perhaps írreparably, the second basic tenet underlying
Austrian
methodology.
CONCLUSION
We have identified two requirements of economic explanations that Austrian economists consider important. We have also
identified two basic tenets that seem fundamental to Austrian
methodology. It turns out, however, that while one of these basíc
tenets, that of human purposefulness, is sufficient to sustain one
of these two requirements (that of making the world intelligible
in terms of human action), the second, which asserts the unpredictability of human knowledge, is inconsistent with the requirement that economic explanations trace the unintended
consequences of human action. It seems therefore that the future progress of the Austrian school in applying its basic
methodological tenets requires some decision about the extent to
which the second tenet about the inconstancy of human purposes and knowledge can be upheld asa general proposition.
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New Light
on the Prehistory
of the Austrian School
Murray N. Rothbard
The most notable development in the historiography of the
Austrian school in the post-World War II era l¢as been the
drastic reevaluation of what might be called its prehistory and, as
a corollary, a fundamental reconsideration of the history of
economic thought itself. This reevaluation may be summarized
by briefly outlining the orthodox prewar paradigm of the development of economic thought before the advent of the Austrian school. The Scholastic philosophers were brusquely dismissed as medieval thinkers who totally faíled to understand the
market, and who believed on religious grounds that the just
price was one that covered either the cost of producfion or the
quantity of labor embodied in a product. After briefly ouflining
the bullionist and antibullionist discussion among the English
mercantilists and lightiy touching on a few French and Italian
economists of the eighteenth century, the historian of economic
thought pointed wíth a flourish to Adam Smith and David
Ricardo as the founders of economic science. After some back.
ing and fdling in the mid-nineteenth century, marginalism, including the Austrian school, arrived in another great burst in the
1870s. Apart from the occasional menon ofone or two English
precursors of the Austrians, such as Samuel Bailey in the early
nineteenth century, this completed the basic picture. Typical was
the encyclopedic text of Lewis Haney: the Scholastics were deo
scribed as medieval, dismissed as hostile to trade, and declared
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believers in the labor and cost-of-production
theories of thejust
price. 1 It is no wonder that in his famous phrase, R. H. Tawney
could call Karl Marx "the last of the Schoolmen. ''2
The remarkably
contrasting
new view of the history of
economic thought burst upon the scene in 1954 in the monumental, though unfinished,
work of Joseph Schumpeter. n Far
from mystical dunderheads
who should be skipped over to get to
the mercantilists,
the Scholastic philosophers
were seen as remarkable and prescient economists, developing a system very
close to the Austrian and subjective-utility
approach. This was
particularly true of the previously neglected Spanish and Italian
Scholastics of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Virtually
the only missing ingredient
in their value theory was the marginal concept.
From them filiations proceeded
to the later
French and Italian economists. In the Schumpeterian
view, the
English mercantilists were half-baked, polemical pamphleteers
rather than essential milestones on the road to Adam Smith and
the founding
of economic science. In fact, the new view saw
Smith and Ricardo, notas founding the science of economics,
but as shunting economics onto a tragically wrong track, which it
took the Austrians and other marginalists
to make right. Until
then, only the neglected anti-Ricardian
writers kept the tradidon
alive. As we shall see, other historians, such as Emil Kauder,
further demonstrated
the Aristotelian (and hence Scholastic)
roots of the Austrians amidst the diverse variants of the marginalist school. The picture is almost the reverse of the earlier
orthodoxy.
It is not the purpose of this paper to dwell on Schumpeter's
deservedly weIl-known work, but rather to assess the contributions of writers who carried
the Schumpeterian
vision still
further and who remain neglected by most economists, possibly
from a failure to match Schumpeter
in construcang
a general
treatise. The best development
of the new history must be
sought in fugifive articles and brief pamphlets and monographs.
The other relatively neglected contributions
began contemporaneously with Schumpeter.
One of the most important, and
probably the most neglected, was The School of Salamanca by
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Marjorie Grice-Hutchinson, who suffered in the economics profession from being a professor of Spanish literature. Moreover,
the book Dore the burden of a misleadingly narrow subtitle:
Readings in Spanish Monetary Theory.4 In fact, the book was a
brilliant discovery of the pre-Austrian subjective-value-andutility views of the late sixteenth-century Spanish Scholastics.
But first Grice-Hu tchinson showed that the works of even earlier
Scholastics as far back as Aristotle contained a subjective-value
analysis based on consumer wants alongside the competing objective conception of thejust price based on labor and costs. In
the early Middle Ages, Saint Augustine (354-430) developed the
concept of the subjective-value scales of each individual. By the
High Middle Ages, the Scholastic philosophers had largely
abandoned the cost-of-production theory to adopt the.view that
the market's reflection of consumer demand really sets thejust
price. This was particularly true of Jean Buridan (1300-58),
Henry of Ghent (1217-93), and Richard of Middleton (12491306). As Grice-Hutchinson observed:
Medievalwritersviewed the poor manas consumer rather than producer. A cost-of-production theory would have given merchants an
excuse for over-chargingon the pretext of covering their expemes,
and it was thought fairer to relyon the impersonalforcesof the market
which reflected the judgment of the whole community, or, to use the
medievalphrase, the "commonegimation." At anyrate, it,wouldseem
that the phenomena of exchange carne increasingly to beexplained in
psychological temas.5
Even Henry of Langenstein (1325-83), who ofall the Scholastics was the most hostile to the free market and advocated government fixing of the just price on the basis of status and cost,
developed the subjecUve factor of utility as well as scarcity in bis
analysis of price. But it was the sixteenth-century
Spanish
Scholastics who developed the purely subjective and profreemarket theory of value. Thus, Luis Saravía de la Calle (c. 1544)
denied any role to cost in the determination of price; instead the
rnarket price, whích is thejust price, is determh'led by the forces
of supply and demand, which in turn are the result of the
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common estimation of consumers on the market. Saravia wrote
that, "excluding all deceit and malice, thejust price of a thing is
the price which it commonly fetches at the time and place of the
deal." He went on to point out that the price of a thing will
change in accordance with its abundance or scarcity. He proceeded to attack the cost-of-production theory ofjust price:
Those who measure the just price by the labour, costs, and risk incurred bythe person who deals in the merchandise or produces it, or by
the cost of transpor tor the expense of travelling.., or bywhat he has to
pay the factors for their industry, risk, and labour, are greatly in error,
and still more so are those who allowa certain profit ofa fifth ora tenth.
For the just price arises from the abundance or scarcity of goods,
merchants, and money.., and not from costs, labour, and risk. If we
had to consider labour and risk in order to assess the just price, no
merchant would ever suffer loss, nor would abundance or scarcity of
goods and money enter into the question. Prices are not commonly
f_ed on the basisof costs. Why should a bale oflinen brought overland
from Brittany at great expense be worth more than one which is
transported cheaply by sea?... Why should a book written out by hand
be worth more than one which is printed, when the latter is better
though it costs less to produce? . .. The just price is found not by
counng the cost but by the common estimation.6
Similarly the Spanish Scholastic Diego de Covarrubias y Leiva
(1512-77) a distinguished expert on Roman law anda theologian
at the University of Salamanca, wrote that the "value of an
article" depends "on the estimation of men, even if that estimation be foolish." Wheat is more expensive in the Indies than in
Spain "because men esteem it more highly, though the nature of
the wheat is the"same in both places." The just price should be
considered not at aU with reference to its original or labor cost
but only with reference to the common market value where the
good in sold, a value, Covarrubias pointed out, that will fall when
buyers are few and goods are abundant and that will rise under
opposite condions. 7
The Spanish Scholastic Francisco García (d. 1659) engaged in
a remarkahly sophisticated analysis of the determinants of value
and utility. The valuation of goods, García pointed out, depends
on several factors. One is the abundance or scarcity of the supply
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ofgoods, the former causing a lower estimation and the latter an
increase. A second is whether buyers or sellers are few or many.
Another is whether "money is scarce or plentiful," the former
causing a lower esUmation of goods and the latter a higher.
Another is whether "vendors are eager to sell their goods." The
influence of the abundance or the scarcity of a good brought
García almost to the brink, but not over it, of a marginal utility
analysis of valuation.
For example, we have said that bread is more valuable than meat
because it is more necessary for the preservation of human life. But
there may come a time when bread is so abundant and meat so scarce
that bread is cheaper than meat. 8
• the Spanish Scholastics also anticipated the Austí, ian school in
applying value theory to money, thus beginning the integration
of money into general value theory. It is generally believed, for
example, that in 1568 Jean Bodin inaugurated what is unfortunately called "the quandty theory of money" but which would
more accurately be called the applicadon of supply-and-demand
analysis to money. Yet he was anticípated twelve years earlier by
the Salamanca theologian the Dominican Martín de Azpilcueta
Navarro (1493-1587), who was inspired to explain the inflation
brought about by the importation of gold and silver by the
Spaniards from the New World. Citing previous Scholasdcs,
Azpilcueta declared that "money is worth more where it is scarce
than w_ere it is abundant." Why? Because "all merchandL_e
becomes dearer when it is in great demañd and short supply, and
that money, in so lar as it may be sold, bartered, or exchanged by
some other form of contract, is merchandise and therefore also
becomes dearer when it is in great demand and short supply."
Azpilcueta noted that "we see by experience that in France,
where money is scarcer than in Spain, bread, wine, doth, and
labour are worth much less. And even in Spain, in times when
money was scarcer, saleable goods and labour were given for
very much less than after the discovery of the Indies, which
flooded the country with gold and silver. The reason for this is
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that money is ¢íorth more where and when it is scarce than where
and when it is abundant. "_
Furthermore, the Spanish Scholastics went on to anticipate the
classical-Mises-Cassel purchasing-power parity theory of exchange rates by proceeding logically to apply the supply-anddemand theory to foreign exchanges, an institution that was
highly developed by the early modern period. The influx of
specie into Spain depreciated the Spanish escudo in foreign
exchange, as well as raised prices within Spain, and the Scholastics had to deal with this startling phenomenon. Ir was the eminent Salamanca theologian the Dominican Domingo de Soto
(1495-1560) who in 1553 first fully applied the supply-anddemand analysis to foreign exchange rates. De Soto noted that
"the more plentiful money is in Medina the more unfavourable
are the terms of exchange, and the higher the price that must be
paid by whoever wishes to send money from Spain to Flanders,
since the demand for money is smaller in Spain than in Flanders.
And the scarcer money is in Medina the less he need pay there,
because more people want money in Medina than are sending it
to Flanders. "_°What de Soto was saying is that as the stock of
money increases, the utility of each unit of money to the population declines and vice versa; in short, only the great stumbling
block of failing to specify the concept of the marginal unit
prevented hito from arriving at the doctrine of the diminishing
marginal utility of money. Azpilcueta, in the passage quoted
above, applied the de Soto analysis of the influence of the supply
of money on e-xchange rates, at the same time that he set forth a
theory of supply and demand in determining the purchasing
power of money within a country.
The de Soto-Azpilcueta analysis was spread to the merchants
of Spain by the Dominican fñar Tomás de Mercado (d. 1585),
who in 1569 wrote a handbook of commercial morality in
Spanish, in contrast to the Scholastic theologians, who invariably
wrote in Latin. It was followed by García and endorsed at the end
of the sixteenth century by the Salamanca theologian the
Dominican Domingo t de Bañez (1527-1604) and by the great
PortugueseJesuit Luis de Molina (1535-1600). Writing near the
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turn of the century, Molina set forth the theory in an elegant and
comprehensive
manner:
There is another way in which money may be worth more in one place
than in another; namely, because it is scarcer there than elsewhere.
Other things being equal, wherever money is most abundant, there will
it be least valuable for the purpose of buying goods and comparing
things other than money.
Justas an abundance of goods causes prices to fall (the quandty of
money and number of merchants being equal), so does an abundance
of money cause them to rise (the quantity of goods and number of
merchants being equal). The reason is that the money itself becomes
less valuable for the purpose of buying and compafing goods. Thus we
see that in Spain the purchasing-power
of money is far lower, on
account of its abundance, than it was eighty years ago. A thing that
could be bought for two ducats at that time is nowadays worth 5, 6, or
even more. Wages have nsen in the same proportion, and so have
dowries, the price of estates, the income from benefices, and other
things.
We likewise see that money is far less valuable in the New World
(especially in Pena, where ir is most plenuful), than it is in Spain. But in
places where it is scarcer than in Spain, there wiU it be more valuable.
Nor wiUthe value of money be the same in all other place,s, but will vary:
and this will be because of variations in its quantity, other things being
equal ....
Even in Spain itself, the value of money varies: it is usually
lowest of all in Seville, where the ships come in from the New World
and where for that reason money is most abundant.
Wherever the demand for money is greatest, whether for buying or
carrying goods ....
or for any other reason, there its qalue will be
highest. It is these things, too, which cause the value of money to vary in
course of Ume in one and the same place, u
The outstanding
revisionist work on the economic thought of
the medieval and later Scholastics is that of Raymond de Roover.
Basing his work in part on the Grice-Hutchinson
volume, de
Roover publíshed bis first comprehensive
discussion in 195572
For the medieval period, de Roover particularly pointed to the
early fourteenth-century
French Ockhamite
Scholastic Jean
Buridan
and to the famous early fifteenth-century
Italian
preacher
San Bernardino
of Siena (1380-1444).
Buridan in.
sisted that value is measured by the human wants of the community of individuals, and that the market price is thejust price.
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Furthermore, he was perhaps the first to make clear in a preAustrian manner that voluntary exchange demonstrates subjective preferences, since he stated that the "person who exchanges
a horse for money would not have done so, if he had not preferred money to a horse. 'q8 He added that workers hire themselves out because they value the wages they receive higher than
the labor they have to expend? 4
De Roover then discussed the sixteenth-century
Spanísh
Scholastics, centered at the University of Salamanca, the queen
of the Spanish universities of the period. From Salamanca the
influence of this school of Scholastics spread to Portugal, Italy,
and the Low Countries. In addition to summarizing GriceHutchinson's contribution and adding to her bibliography, de
Roover noted that both de Soto and Molina denounced as "fallacious" the notion of the late thirteenth-century ScholasticJohn
Duns Scotus (1266-1308) that thejust price is the cost of production plus a reasonable profit; instead that price is the common
estimation, the interaction of supply and demand, on the market. Molina further introduced the concept of competition by
stating that competition among buyers will drive prices up, while
a scarcity of purchasers will pull them down? 5
In a later article, de Roover elaborated on his researches into
the Scholastic theory of the just price. He found that the orthodox view of the just price asa station-in-life, cost-ofproduction price was based almost solely on the views of
fourteenth-century Viennese Scholastic Henry of Langenstein.
But Langenstein, de Roover pointed out, was a follower of the
minority views of William of Ockham and outside the dominant
Thomist tradition; Langenstein was rarely cited by later Scholastic writers. While some of their passages are open to a conflicting
interpretadon, de Roover demonstrated that Albertus Magnus
(1193-1280) and his great pupil Thomas Aquinas (1226-74) held
thejust price to be the market price. In fact, Aquinas considered
the case of a merchant who brings wheat to a country where
there is a great scarcity; the merchant happens to know that
more wheat is on the way. May he sell his wheat at the existing
price, or must he announce to everyone the imminent arrival of
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new supplies and suffer a fall in price? Aquínas unequivocally
answered that he mayjustly sell the wheat at the current market
price, even though he added as an afterthought that it would be
more virtuous of hito to inform the buyers. Furthermore, de
Roover pointed to the summary of Aquinas's position by his most
distinguished commentator, the late fifteenth-century Scholastic
Thomas de Vio, Cardinal Cajetan (1468-1534). Cajetan conduded that for Aquinas thejust price is "the one, which at a given
time, can be gotten from the buyers, assuming common knowledge and in the absence of all fraud and coercion. ''16
The cost-of-producon
theory ofjust price held by the Scodsts
was trenchantly attacked by the later Scholastics. San Bernardino of Siena, de Roover pointed out, declared that the market
price is fair regardless of whether the producer gains or loses, or
whether it is above or below cost. The great early sixteenthcenturyjurist Francisco de Vitoria (c. 1480-1546), founder of the
school of Salamanca, as well as his followers insisted that thejust
price is set by supply and demand regardless of labor costs or
expenses; inefficient producers or inept speculators must bear
the consequences of their incompetence and poor forecasuiag.
Furthermore, de Roover made clear that the general Scholasuc
emphasis on the jusuce of "common esUmation" (communis aestimatio) is identical to "market valuation" (aestimatiofori), since the
ScholasUcs used these two Laun expressions interchangeably. 17
De Roover noted, however, that this acceptance of market
pñce did not mean that the ScholasUcs adopted a laissez-faire
posifion. On the contrary, they were often willing to accept
governmental price fixing instead of market action. A few prominent Scholascs, however, led by Azpilcueta and induding
Molina, opposed all price fixíng; as Azpilcueta put ir, price
controls are unnecessary in times of plenty and ineffective or
positively harmful in times of dearth? s
In a comment on de Roover's paper, Davld Herlihy noted that,
in the northern Italian city-states of the twelfth and thn'teenth
cenmries, the birthplace of modern comm_rcial capitalism, the
market price was generally considered just oe _ause it was "true"
and "real," ir it was "established or utiltzed without deceit or
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fraud." As Herlihy summed ir up, thejust price ofan object is its
"true value as determined by one of two ways: for objects that
were unique, by honest negotiation between seller and purchaser; for staple commodities by the consensus of the marketplace established in the absence of fraud or conspiracy. "t9
John W. Baldwin's defmitive account of the theoñes ofjust
price during the High Middle Ages of the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries amply confirmed
de Roover's revisionist
insight.
Baldwin pointed out that there were three important and influential groups of medieval writers: the theologians (whom we
have been examining),
the Roman lawyers, and the canon
lawyers. For their part, the Romanists, joined by the canonists,
held staunchly to the principle of Roman private law that thejust
price is whatever is arrived at by free bargaining between buyers
and sellers. Baldwin demonstrated that even the theologians of
the High Middle Ages before Aquinas accepted the current
market price as the just price, el
Several years later, de Roover turned to the views of the
Scholastics on the broader issue of trade and exchange3 _ He
conceded the pardal validity of the older view that the medieval
Church frowned on trade as endangering personal salvation; or
rather that, while trade can be honest, it presents great temptation for sin. However, he point¢d out that, as trade and commerce grew after the tenth century, the Church began to adapt
to the idea of the merits of trade and exchange. Thus, while it is
true that the twelfth-century
Scholasdc Peter the Lombard (c.
110060) denounced
trade and soldiering as sinful occupations
per se, a far more benevolent view of trade was set forth during
the thirteenth
century by Albertus Magnus and his student
Thomas Aquínas, as well as by Saint Bonaventure
(1221-74) and
Pope Innocent V (1225-76). While trade presents occasions for
sin, it is not sinful per se; on the contrary,
exchange and the
division of labor ate beneficent in satisfying the wants of the
citizens. Moreover,
the early fourteenth-century
Scholastic
Richard of Middleton developed
the idea that both the buyer
and the seller gain by exchange, since each demonstrates
that he
prefers what he receives in exchange to what he gives up. Mid-
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dleton also applied this idea to international trade, poindng out
that both countries benefit by exchanging their surplus products. Since the merchants and citizens of each country benefit,
neither party is exploiting the other.
At the same time, Aquinas and other theologians denounced
"covetousness" and love of profit, mercantile gain being only
jusdfiable when directed toward the "good of others"; furthermore, Aquinas attacked "avaríce" as attempting to improve one's
"station in life." But, as de Roover pointed out, the great early
sixteenth-century Italian Thomist Cardinal Cajetan corrected
this view by demonstrating that, if this were true, every person
would have to be frozen in his current occupaaon and income.
On the contrary, asserted Cajetan, people with unusual ability
should be able to rise in the world. In contrast to su,ch northern
Europeans as Aquinas, Cajetan was quite familiar with the commerce and upward social mobility in the Italian cities. Furthermore, even Aquinas explicidy rejected the idea that prices
should be determined by one's station in life, poinUng out that
the selling price of any good tends to be the same whether the
entrepreneur is poor or wealthy.
De Roover hailed the early fifteenth-century Scholastic San
Bernardino of Siena as being the only theologian who dealt in
detail with the economic function of the entrepreneur.
San
Bernardino wrote of the uncommon qualities and abilities of the
successful entrepreneur, including effort, diligence, knowledge
of the market, and calculation of risks, with profit on invested
capital jusdf'lable as compensation for the risk and effort of the
entrepreneur.
The acceptance of profit was immortalized in a
motto in a thirteenth-century
account book: "In the name of
God and of profit. "_
De Roover's final work in this area was a booklet on San
Bernardino and his contemporary Sant' Antonino (1389-1459)
of Florence. _ In San Bernardino's views of trade and the entrepreneur, the occupation of trade ma), lead to sin, but so ma)'
all other occupations, including that of hishops. As for the sins
of traders, they consist of such iUicit activity as fraud, misrepresentation of products, the sale of adulterated products, a-id the
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use of false weights and measures, as well as keeping creditors
waiting for their money after a debt is due. As to trade,
there are several kinds of useful merchants, according to San
Bernardino: importer-exporters,
warehousemen, retailers, and
manufacturers.
San Bernardino described the rare qualities and virtues that
go into the making of successful businessmen. One is efficiency
(industr/a), which includes knowledge of qualities, prices, and
costs and the ability to assess risks and estimate profit opportunities, which, he declared, "indeed very few are capable of
doing." Entrepreneurial
ability therefore includes the w.illingness to assume risks (per/cu/a). Businessmen must be responsible
and attentive to detail, and trouble and toil are also necessary.
The rational and orderly conduct of business, also necessary to
success, is another virtue lauded by San Bernardino, as are
business integrity and the prompt settlement of accounts.
Turning again to the Scholastic view of value and price, de
Roover pointed out that, as early as Aquinas, prices were treated
as determined, not by their philosophic rank in nature, but by
the degree of the usefulness or utility of the respective products
to man and to human wants. As de Roover wrote of Aquinas,
"These passages are alear and unambiguous; value depends
upon utility, usefulness, or human wants. There is nowhere any
mention of labor as the creator or the measure of value. ''25 A
century before the Spanish Scholasdcs anda century and, a half
before the sophiscated formulation of Francisco Garaa, San
Bernardino had demonstrated that price is determined by scarcity (raritas), usefulness (virtuositas), and pleasurability or desirability (complacibil_tas).Greater abundance of a good will cause a
drop in its value and greater scarcity a rise. To have value,
furthermore, a good must have usefulness, or what we may call
"objecuve udlity'; but within that framework, the value is determined by the complacibilitas, or "subjective utility," that it has
to individual consumers. Again, only the marginal element is
lacking for a full-scale pre-Austrían theory of value. Coming to
the brink of the later Austrian solution to the classical
economists' "paradox of value," San Bernardino

noted that a
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glass of water to aman dying of thirst would be so valuable as to
be almost priceless, but fortunately water, though absolutely
necessary to human life, is ordinarily so abundant that it commands either a low price or even no price at all.
Correcting Schumpeter's ascription of the founding of subjectire utility to Sant' Antonino and observing that he had derived it
from San Bernardíno, de Roover showed further that recent
scholarship demonstrates that Bernardino derived his own
analysis almost word for word from a late thirteenth-century
Provenzal Scholastic, Pierre de Jean Olivi (1248-98). Apparently, Bernardino did not gire credit to Olivi because the latter,
coming from another branch of the Franciscan order, was at that
time suspected of heresy. _
Turning to the concept of the "just price," de Roover made it
clear that San Bernardino, following Olivi, held that price of a
good or service to be "the estimadon made in common by all the
citizens of the community." This he held explicitly to be the
valuaUon of the market, since he defined the just price as "the
one which happens to prevail at a given time according to the
estimation of the market, that ís, what the commodities for sale
are then commonly worth in a certain place. ''7
Wages were treated by the two Italian friars as equivalent to
the prices of goods. For San Bernardino, "The same rules which
apply to the prices of goods also apply to the price of services
with the consequence that thejust wage will also be determined
by the forces operating in the market of, in other words, by the
demand for labor and the available supply." An architect is paid
more than a ditchdigger, asserted Bemardino, because "the
former's job requires more intelligence, greater ability, and
longer traíning and that, consequendy, fewer qualify .... Wage
differentials are thus to be explained by scarcity because skilled
workers are less numerous than umkíUed and high positions
require even a very unusual combination ofskills and abilities. 'ns
And Sant' Antonino conduded that the wage of a laborer is a
price which, like any other, is properly determined by the common estimation of the market in the absence of fraud.
Duñng and after the sixteenth century, the Roman Cat,holic
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church and Scholastic philosophy carne under increasingly virulent attack, first from Protestants and then from rationalists, but
the result was not so much to eliminate any influence of Scholastic philosophy and economics as to mask that influence, since
their proclaimed enemies would often fail to cite their writings.
Thus, the great early seventeenth-century
Dutch Protestant
jurist Hugo Grotius (1583-1645) adopted much of Scholasdc
doctrine, including the emphasis on want and utility as the major
determinant of value, and the importance of the common estimation of the market in determining price. Grotius, in fact,
explicitly cited the Spanish Scholastics Azpilcueta Navarro and
Covarrubias. Even more explicitly followíng the Spanish
Scholastics of the sixteenth century were the Jesuit theologians
of the following century, including the highly influential
Flemish Jesuit Leonardus Lessius (1554-1623), a friend of Luís
de Molina, and the even more influential Spanish Jesuit Cardina] Juan de Lugo (1583-1660), whose treatise was originally
published in 1642 and was reprinted many times in the next
three centuries. Also explici.tly following the Scholastics and the
Sa]amanca school in the seventeenth century was the Genoese
philosopher and jurist Sigismundo Scaccia (c. 1618), whose
treatise was widely reprinted, as well as Antonio de Escobar
(c. 1652), author of a mora] manual.
To return to what would be the dominant Protestant trend for
later economic thought, Grodus's legal and economic doctrines
were followed dosely in the tater seventeenth century by the
Swedish Lutheran jurist Samuel Pufendorf (1632-94). While
Pufendorf followed GroUus on udlity and scarcity and the common estimation of the market in determining value and price,
and while he certainly consulted the writings of the Spanish
Scholastics, it is the rationalist Pufendorf who dropped all citations to these hated Scholastic influences upon his teacher.
Hence, when Grotian doctrine was brought to Scodand by the
early eighteenth-century professor of moral philosophy at Glasgow Gershom Carmichad (1672-1729), who translated Pufendorf into English, knowledge of Scholastic influences was losL
Hence, with Carmichael's great smdent and successor Francis
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Hutcheson, utility began to be weakened by labor and cost-ofproduction theories of value, until finally by the time Hutcheson's student Adam Smith (1723-90) wrote the Wealth of Nations,
pre-Austrian Scholastic influence had unfortunately dropped
out altogether. Hence the view of Schumpeter, de Roover, and
others that Smith and later Ricardo shunted economics onto a
wrong track, which the later marginalists (including the Austrians) had to correct.
Scholastic doctrine hada more lasting influence on economists
on the Continent, particularly in Catholic countries. Thus, the
brilliant mid-eighteenth-century
Italian the Abbé Ferdinando
Galiani (1728-87) is often credited by historians with inventing
full-blown the concept of utility and scarcity as the determinants
of príce. No one wished to stress Scholastic writings in that
rationalistic age, but strong Scholastic influence is detectable in
Galiani's work, whose section on value even contains an explicit
citation to the Salamanca Scholastic Diego Covarrubias y Leiva.
Galiani's uncle Celestino, who brought up the youthful
economist, had been professor of moral theology before becoming an archbishop and was therefore undoubtedly familiar with
the Scholastic literature on the subject, which f'dled the Italian
libraries of the eighteenth century. Galiani's contemporary Italian economist Antonio Genovesi (1712-69) was also directly influenced by Scholastic thought; he had served as professor of
ethics and moral philosophy at the University of Nal61es.
From Galiani the central role of utility, scarcity, and the common estimation of the market spread to France, to the late
eighteenth-century French abbé Etienne Bonnot de CondiUac
(1714-80), as well as to that other great abbé Robert Jacques
Turgot (1727-81). Knowing only Galiani as his predecessor,
Turgot echoed the Salamanca school in holding the pñces of
goods and the value of money, as the result of the "common
estimation" of the market, to be bu_lt up out of the subjecUve
valuatíons of individuals in that market. Fran_:ois Quesnay
(1694-1774) and the eighteenth-century French physiocrat:
often considered to be the founders of economic science--were
also heavily ínfluenced by the Scholastics, both in their natural
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law theory and in their emphasis on consumption and subjective
value. Scholastic doctrine even appears in the fiercely anfiCatholic Encyclopedie, including the doctrine of natural law, as
well as the analysis of price as determined by the current com°
mon estimation of the market. Even during the nineteenth century strong traces of Condillac and Turgot appear in Jean Baptiste Say (1767-1832), who upheld a utility model for the
future. 2_
At about the same time as Schumpeter, Grice-Hutchinson,
and de Roover published their researches, Emil Kauder set f0rth
a similar revisionist viewpoint. Kauder traced the connection
between the Scholastics and Galiani, f'n'st to the mid-sixteenthcentury Italian politician Gian Francesco Lottini (1512-72)? o He
showed that Lottini first worked out a rudimentary concept of
time preference: that people estimate present wants higher than
future. The next link was the late sixteenth-century Italian merchant Bernardo
Davanzati
(1529-1606),
who applied
subjective-value theory to money in 1588. Indeed, Schumpeter
was soon to point out that Davanzati also solved the "paradox of
value," that water is very useful but not valuable on the market
because it is highly abundant. Whether or not Davanzati was
influenced by San Bernardino is not known. 31He was followed
almost a cenmry later by the Italian mathematics professor
Geminiano Montanari (1633-87). Galiani was then def'mitely
influenced by Davanzati.
Kauder then developed in an original way the great contributions of Galiani. For not only did Galiani comprehensively set
forth the familiar theory ofutility and scarcity as determinants of
price--which lacked only the marginal principle to arrive at the
Austrian theory--but he also went on to apply the utility theory
to the value of labor and other factors of production. For the
value of labor is, in mm, determined by the utility and scarcity of
the particular kind of labor being considered. The highly skilled
are paid muela more than the common laborer, since namre
produces only a small number of able men. But not only that; for
Galiani it is not labor costs that determine value, but value--and
consumer choice---that determines labor cost. Furthermore,
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Galiani touched on a pre-B6hm-Bawerk theory of interest, with
interest being the difference between present and future
money?* Turgot then anácipated the Austrians in applying
Galiani's utility theory to a detailed analysis of isolated exchange,
showing that both parUes benefit in utility from the exchange.
Turgot, furthermore, as Schumpeter pointed out, developed a
time analysis of producfion and worked out a pre-Austrian general analysis of the law of eventually diminishing returns that was
not to be matched until the end of the nineteenth century. Quite
justly Schumpeter wrote that "it is not too much to say that
analytic economics took a century to get where it could have got
in twenty years after the publication of Turgot's treatise had its
content been properly understood and absorbed by ah alert
profession. 'm Instead, as Kauder pointed out, it was left to
Condillac to offer a last-ditch and neglected defense'of Galiani's
utility theory against the rising tide of British cost theory. In
Condillac's trenchant phrase, "A thing does not have value because it costs, as people suppose; instead it costs because it has a
value.

TM

In a fascinating companion article, Kauder speculated on the
persistence of utility-and-subjective-value theory on the Connent, as compared to the ríse and dominance of a quantity-oflabor-and-cost-of-production theory in Great Britain. as He was
particularly intrigued by the fact that the pre-nineteenthcentury French and Italian subjecvists were a!l Cathofics (and,
of course, he might have added the medieval and sixteenth,
century Scholastics as weH), while the British cconomists were all
Protestants, or, more precisely, Calvinists. Kauder speculated
that it was their Calvinist training that led John Locke and
particularly Ad_m Smith to reject the Continental tradition
(Smith knew Turgot and read Grotius) and to emphasize a labor
theory of vídue. The Calvinísts believed that work of labor was
divine; could not this imprint have led Smith and the others to
adopt a labor theory of economic value? Furthermore, Kauder
pointed out that until the míddle of the eighteenth century the
French and Italian universitíes were dominated by Arístotelian
phil__ophy, particularly as transmitted by the Jesuits and other
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religious orders. Kauder added that, in contrast to Calvinism,
Aristotelian-Thomist philosophy did not glorify work or labor
per se as divine; work may be necessary, but "moderate
pleasure-seeking and happiness"--in short, utility--"form the
center of economic acUons." Kauder concluded that "if pleasure
in a moderate form is the purpose of economics, then following
the Aristotelian concept of the f'mal cause, all principles of
economics including valuation must be derived from it.''8_
Kauder admitted that his is a conjecture that cannot be
proved, and also that ir does not particularly hold for the
nineteenth century. However, he did offer an intriguing explanation for Alfred Marshall's failure to adopt the full marginal
utility theory and, instead, his shunting of the theory aside in
favor of a recrudescence of Ricardo's objective cost-ofproduction theory. That explanation lies in Marshall's undoubtedly strong Evangelical and Calvinist background. _
Finally, Emil Kauder convincingly demonstrated the direct
influence of Aristotelian philosophy on the founders of the
Austrian school and contrasted the result with the other marginalist schools of the late nineteenth century. First, in contrast
to Jevons and Walras, who believed that economic laws are
hypotheses dealing with social quantiUes, Carl Menger and his
followers held that economics investigates, not the quantities of
phenomena, but the underlying essences of such real entities as
value, profit, and the other economic categofies. The belief in
underlying essences inherent in superficial appearances is Aristotelian, and Kauder pointed out that Menger studied and cited
Aristotle extensivdy in his methodological work. He also noted
the similañties discovered by Oskar Kraus between the Austrian
and the Aristotelian theories ofimputation. Kauder also pointed
out that Menger applied the fundamental Aristotelian distinction between matter and forro to economic theory: economic
theory deals with the underlying form of events, while history
and statistics deal wit_hthe concrete matter. The concrete historical cases are the exemplifications of general regularities, the
Añstotelian matter that contains potentialities, while the
tvonomic laws "ale the Aristotelian forms which actualize the
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potendal, i.e., they provide the laws and concepts valid for all
times and places. ''_
Secondly, Menger held, in contrast toJevons and Walras, that
economic laws as expressed in ma_emadcal equations ate only
arbitrary statements; on the contrary, genuine economic laws
are "exact," in Menger's terminology meaning fixed laws that
describe sequences invariable to time and place_ Thus, Menger
and the Aust'rians build up an "eternal structure ofeconomics...
stripped of all historícal peculiarides." In short, Menger and,
following him, B6hm-Bawerk were Aristotelian social ontologists, maintaining the absolute and apodictic reality of
economic laws. Kauder perceptively pointed out that in contemporary economics, "only von Mises, the most faithful student of
the three [Austrian] pioneers, maintains the ontological character of economic laws. His theory of human acnon . . . is a
'reflection about the essence of action.' Economic laws provide
'ontological facts.' ,,a_
Finally, the Jevons-Walras mathematical method necessarily
deals with "functions of interdependent phenomena," whereas,
for Menger and the Austrians, economic laws ate genedc and
causal, proceeding from the utility and the action of the consumer to the market result. As Kauder put it:
For Marshall,
value and cost, supply and demand are inter'dependent
factors whose functional connecdon can beexplained in an equation or
a geometrical figure. For Wieser, Menger, and especially for B6hmBawerkthe wants of the consumer are the beginning and the end of
the causal nexus. The purpose and the cause of economic action
are identical. There is no dffference between causality and teleology, claims B6hm-Bawerk. He knew the Aristotelian origin of bis
argument. 40
Kauder also pointed out that the characteristica/ly Austrian
method of proceeding by words from a Robinson Crusoe model
and then proceeding step by step to a fuUy developed economy
accords with the Aristotelian concept of en telech y, in which "the
motion from the potentiality to the actualization determines not
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only the structure of the system but also the presentation
of the
thoughts. ''41
In attempdng
to explain the Austrian choice among all the
marginalists
for philosophical
realista and social ontology,
Kauder pointed to the late nineteenth-century
ínfluences on the
Austrian intellectual climate of Aristotle, Thomas Aquinas, and
other schools of realistic philosophy. Most influential was Aristotle, who was studied
carefully
down to the middle of the
nineteenth century, and who was often taught in the secondary
schools in Austria. And while realism gave way to empiricism in
the Austrian schools by the turn of the twentieth century, "the
Viennese Schotteng_mnasium, the intellectual
nursery of many
famous Austrians including Wieser, required, even after 1918,
the students
to read Aristode's
metaphysics
in the original
Greek. "_ In contrast, of course, the influence of Aristotelian
philosophy in Britain or even France during the nineteenth
century was virtually níl.
In recent decades, the revisionist scholars have clearly altered
our knowledge
of the prehístory of the Austrian
school of
economics.
We see emerging a long and mighty tradition of
proto-Austrian
Scholasfic economics, founded on Aristotle, continuing through the Middle Ages and the later Italian and
Spanish Scholastics, and then influencing the French and Italian
economísts before and up till the day of Adam Smith. The
achievement of Carl Menger and the Austrians was not so much
to found a totally new system on the framework of Bridsh classical politícal economy as to revive and elaborate upon the older
tradition that had been shunted aside by the classical school.
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Philosophical and Ethical
Implications of
Austrian Economics
Israel M. Kirzner
The rifle of this paper contains an apparent paradox: it assumes that Austrian economic theorycan have philosophical and
ethical implications, while the tradition within Austrian
economics has been strongly in support of Wertfre_eit asa cardinal precept of scientific propriety. A good deal of what I have to
say in this paper relates to the resolution of this paradox. Let us
first rapidly review the history of the doctrine of value-freedom
in economics.
WERTFREIHEIT:

A THUMBNAIL

SKETCH

In his 1884 Untersuchungen Carl Menger included an appendix that briefly but very clearly crificized the tendency of the
German "historical" economists to confuse ethical positions with
the condusions of economics? At that time holders of chairs of
economics at the German universities considered themselves
social reformers. They fused their economics with their personal
views on social justice and morality. In their lectures they reportedly permitted their emotions free rein. Adolf Wagner, for
example, would shake his fist at imaginary opponents of his
proposals. Other professors would lecture as if addressing
preelection meetings, to the cheers of their students, s It was with
this style of economic discussion that Menger was expressing his
disenchantment.
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In subsequent decades the figure to mount a vígorous campaign for Wertfreiheit in the social sciences was, of course, Max
Weber. He described the fusion of ethical and scientific statements as "the work of the devil."3The issue was heatedly debated
at the 1909 meeting of the Verein fr Sozialpolitik in what
Schumpeter described as almost amounung to a row.4 In Weber's
opinion, when a scientist combines his scientific conclusions
with his ethical views, he may mislead the layman into supposing
that these views carry with them the authority of science. For
science to be interpersonally valid, it must not depend on the
personal views of any one scholar. Any departure from an austere neutrality on the part of the scientist qua scientist with
respect to judgments of value must be denounced. Weber not
only stated value-freedom to be a canon of scientific procedure
to be jealously guarded but also defended the possibility of
pursuing this procedure in economics. Others argued that since
economics and social science in general deal with material permeated with ethical content--values, ínterests, and motives--it is
impossible to engage in value-free research in these areas.
Weber's contribuuon was to point out that the investigator's own
valuejudgments need not (and also should not) color the conclusions that he reaches concerning the admittedly value-laden
activities and phenomena with which his research deals.
Writing in the early 1930s, Lionel Robbins pursued the Weber
doctrine still further. Under the influence of Austrian thought,
Robbins offered a def'mition of economics with the incidental
property of establishing that the economist's value judgments
have nothing at all to do with his concerns as a scientific investigator, s Robbins defmed economics as the science concerned
with the implications of the imight that men are economizmg
individuals who seek to allocate given scarce resources among
given competing ends. Because both the ends and the means are
given, what is being investigated is strictly the patterns of behavior generated by the particular configuration of ends and
means that happen to be given. The concrete content of the ends
does not determine these patterns of behavior. Ah ends-means
conf_uration applicable to a specif'te facu_ situation may also
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be applicable to ah entirely different situation in which the
concrete content of both ends and means is entirely different.
Economic science, therefore, is value-free in the sense that the
part/odar ends being pursued are not essential to the economic
analysis of a given situation. The purposes being aimed at in the
economizing aspects of men's activities may be lofty or mundane.
The generalizadons economic science develops concerning
economizing behavior are equally valid in both situations. Thus
Robbins was able to show that Wer_Creiheitemerges as an implicadon of this def'mition of economics.
In the writings of Ludwig von Mises the Wertfreiheit tradidon
was vigorously upheld. Mises was deeply concerned with insuring that the sciendfic truths embodied in economics be perceived
as such, that they should not be disparaged as partisan propaganda. Accordingly, it was essential to guard jealously against
any lapses from Wertfreiheit -- lapses that might lay economics
open to the charge of being the expression of someone's vested
interests. As is well known, Mises fh-mly rejected all suggestions
(such as those contained in Marxist literature and in the literature on the sociology of knowledge) that science is subject to a
relativísm in logic, that its condusions must inevitably reflect the
class consciousness or interests of the scientists. 6 Logic, Mises
insisted, ís universally and interpersonally valid; so is economic
science. To surrender Wertfreiheit will unnecessarily and tragicallyjeopardize the acceptance of sciendfic condusions by those
not sharing the values revealed by the non-wer9%i scientist.
THE CRITICS OF WERTFREIHEIT
The Wertfre/he/t doctrine had come under attack in a number
of different ways. One episode of particular interest involves the
evolution of Gunnar Myrdars attitude toward the doctrine. In
The Po "htieal
Eleraent in the Development of Economic Theory, published in 1929 when he was still a young man and not translated
into English ntil 1954, he charged that economists have consistently violated the Wertfre/he/t ideal. From the beginning of
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economic science until our own times, economists have consciously or unconsciously--possibly
quite innocently-permitted their value judgments and ethical positions to color
their analyses and help determine their normative conclusions.
He saw his task as being to complete Weber's work by criticizing,
from the perspective of the Wertfreiheit doctñne, "the poliUcal
speculation in classical and neoclassical economic theory. "7 This
task required him to expose the errors introduced into economic
doctrines by "the insertion of valuations. ''s Both from his 1929
preface and from the 1953 preface to the English translation, it is
clear that what stimulated his research was his wish to protest the
"uncompromising laissez-faire doctrine" that "dominated the
teaching of economics in Sweden" in the late 1920s. By exposing
the valuaUons that must be smuggled into económic analysis
before such a normaUve doctrine as laissez-faire can be extracted, he hoped to discredit the dominant
"economic
liberalism" of his time?
Thus, in this early work, Myrdal had no quarrel with Weberian Wertfrd&eit asa sciennfic ideal. He was merely pointing out
how seriously, in his view, this ideal has been trampled on in the
course of the history of economics. But in his later writings he
drastically shifted his point of view. As he himself put it,
"Throughout [this early work] there lurks the idea that when all
metaphysical elements are radically cut away, a healthy body of
positive economic theory will remain, which is altogether independent of valuañons. ''1° This idea he later emphatically rejected. Such an idea, asa
belief in the existence of a body of sdendfic knowledge acquired
independently of all valuauons is... naive empiricism. Facts do not
organize themselves into concepts and theoriesjust bybeing looked at;
indeed, except within the frameworkof concepts and theories, there
are no scientific facts but only chaos....
QuesUons must be asked
before answers can be given. The questions ale an expression of our
interest in the world, they are at bottom valuations, n
Nor does Myrdal shy away from the rejection of the Wertfrei&,it
doctrine that his later views emai!. "I have therefore arrived at
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the belief in the necessity of working always, from the beginning
to the end, with explicit value premises. "lz This position-emphasizing the impossibility of.werOCreisocial science---Myrdal
vigorously pursued in a series of writings, the most important of
which have been collected under the tifle Value in Social Theory
(London: Roudedge and Kegan Paul, 1958),
Myrdal was not, of course, alone in this rejection of
Wer_Creiheit.It will perhaps suffice, for my purpose in this article,
merely to refer to the excellent history of the debate concerning
Wertfreiheit contained in T.W. Hutchison's "'Positive"Economics
and Poli o Objectives (Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
1964). We should, however, also note that after the publication
of Hutchison's book Myrdal's skepticism concerning the possibility of Wer_reiheit in the social sciences came to characterize the
position often taken by scholars on the New Left. Throughout
the various branches of the social sciences, thes.e writers denounced all claims of Wer9%iheit to be either examples ofdownñght fraud or else evidence of naiveté.
It is against this Myrdal tradition, which denies the possibility
and/or desirability of Wertfrei_eit in economics, that we must
contrast the mainstream perspective of Austrian economics
from Menger down to Mises as outlined earlier. Furthermore,
this Austrian perspective forces us to confront certain apparent
inconsistencies in the Austrian (and particularly the Misesian)
position.

MISES, WERTFREIHEIT, AND POLICY PRESCRIPTIONS
In his 1929 book Myrdal g-aveAustrian economics relatively
good marks for disinterested objectivity:
In Austria, economics has never had direct polical aims in spite of the
dose connection of the Austrian marginalulility theorywith ulitarian
philosophy. The Austriam were preoccupied with value theory and
never elaborated a detailed theory of welfare economics._
h is interesting to note that Fñtz Machlup, in his review of the
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English translation of Myrdal's book, asked with amazement
whether Myrdal was not familiar with Mises's strongly antiinterventionist writings. _4Misesian economics, it is implied in
Machlup's quesfion, can hardly qualify as being free of "direct
political aims." Again, we find Hutchison in a foomote rather
dearly implying that Mises was guilty of this inconsistency. _5He
juxtaposed two positions taken by Mises, which, it appears,
Hutchison considered to be mutually incompatible. On the one
hand, Mises vigorously defended the Wertfre/he/t doctrine; on
the other hand, he made strong normative statements concerning the desirability of the free market. Here then is the apparent
difficulty that we must confront: can we reconcile Mises's strong
normative position in economics with his declared insistence on
Wergrrefieit? I believe that we can. I believe moreover that such a
reconciliafion bears a de£mite relationship to the spedfically
Austrian character of Misesian economics.
In arguing that a reconciliauon is possible in this way, it is
necessary for me to modify to some extent a posítion I defended
a short while ago. In an eloquent article in Intercollegiate Review,
John Davenport advocated a closer relationship between
economics and philosophy. TM Davenport deplored the gap in
communication between the economists, concerned only with
pure (i.e., abstract) efficiency, and those scholars in philosophy
and ethics, concerned with the concrete nature of the goals and
ends of efficient acUon. If we are to achieve a good society,
Davenport argued, discussions of efficiency cannot remain divorced from philosophical concepts of the good and the bad, the
beautiful and the ugly, the true and the untrue. In pursuing Iris
critique of economics from this point Of view, Davenport referred approvingly to Robbins and to Mises as having to some
extent "humanized" economícs. The emphasis that both Robbins and Míses placed on human choice and purpose made it
inevitable, Davenport explained, that attention be paid to the
nature of choice and purpose. To this extent, therefore, Davenport credited Robbins and Mises with having "madea beginning
at least of rebuilding the bridge that connects [economics] with
philosophy. "lT
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Commenting recently on Davenport's paper, I took issue with
this last point and argued that the subjecuvism of Robbins and
Mises in no way requires or implies the possibility of a synthesis
between ethical values and the value-free propositions of
economic sdence) s The tradition of Wertfreiheit, so stoufly upheld by both Robbins and Mises, was not at all inconsistent--even
by implication--with
their emphasis on purposeful decision
making. It would, it seemed to me, be a distortion of both the
Robbinsian and the Misesian points ofview to perceive either of
them as uniquely capable ofinidadng the kind of bridge building
between economics and ethics that Davenport advocated) 9
It now appears necessary for me to modify this position. While
I would stiUinsist that Misesian purposefulness in no way implies
the need to surrender the ideal of Wertfreiheit, Davenport's observation regarding Mises may embody an insight I previously
missed. Furthermore, it is by means of this insight that I hope to
reconcile the apparent ínconsistency between Mises's pronouncements concerning the economic advantages of the free
market and his insistence on Wer_Creiheitin economics.
The Misesian emphasis on purposeful choice enables us to
avoid discussions of efficiency that depend on such notions as
utility and welfare. Efficiency, in the Misesian framework, does
not mean welfare maximizauon (not individual welfare maximization nor social welfare); it means instead the fulf'dlment of the
purposes deemed most important rather than the fulfillment of
less important purposes. It is impossible therefore to speak of
efficiency in terms other than those of the purposes of specific
individuals under discussion. Nothing in the concept of Misesian
efficiency is consistent with the belief that an economist's approval of, say, a specific policy reflects his own approval of the
ends of that policy, or even his belief that the ends will command
general approval. For Mises, professional approval by an
economist of a specific policy proposal merely meam that the
economist believes the policy will enhance the fulfillment of the
purposes of those interested in the economist's professional
opinion. (By contrast, other approaches to economic welfare
that do not place this emphasis on individual purpose__ even
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though it is acknowledged that welfare depends on individual
tastes--tend tojeopardize their Wertfreiheit when making policy
pronouncements. It is now a well-established conclusion of welfare economics that such policy pronouncements, insofar as they
imply a maximization of social welfare, cannot escape arbitrary,
and thus value-laden, assignments of weights to individuals.)
And, indeed, when one examines Mises's many statements
about economic polio/, whether they be about price controls,
tañffs, antitrust policy, or anything else, one invariably discovers
that his conclusions do not at all reflect his own personal valuations. They reflect only his opinions concerning the degree of
success with which o_ers are pursuing the/r purposes. Sometimes Mises made clear whose purposes he had in mind. Sometimes it is taken for granted that the reader will be aware of
whose purposes are being used asa frame of reference, and that
the general nature of the preferences expressed in these purposes is also well known. One may on occasion question such an
assumption; one may on occasion f'md language superficially
implying that a certain policy is simply wrong or bad. But a
careful reading of Mises will support the interpretation we are
placing here on his policy pronouncements. This was made ver),
clear índeed in Mises's oral presentations. He would emphasize
again and again that interventionist policies are "wrong," not
from the point of view of the economist himself, but from the
point ofview of those initiating these policies (or at least from the
point of view of those whose well-being the policies are supposed
to enhance).

SOME FURTHER REMARKS ON VALUE-FREE ECONOMICS
In discussiom concerning Wertfreil_ in economics, analogies
have often been drawn with medical research. Almost a cenmry
anda hall ago Archbishop V_ately used such ah analogy in
responding to criUcism directed against the study of economics.
The critics felt that the "science of wealth" was too mundane a
discipline, concerned with too sinful a subject matter, to be the
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proper concern of moral persons. Whately's defense was to point
to medical research asa model. The critics, identifying wealth as
sinful, saw the economistas
promoting sin. Not so, argued
Whately. The researcher investigating the causes of disease
surely cannot be accused of promoting disease. If wealth be
sinful, then it behooves us to encourage the study of political
economy in order most effectively to eliminate the offensive
immoral affluence. 2o
To put Whately's defense in other words, we may say that pure
research itself ís wer_erei.If a scientist searches for and identifies
the factors that foster a specific phenomenon, we are unable
without additional information to determine whether his motivation has been fueled by pure curiosity, by a desire to promote
the phenomenon in question, or by a desire to eliminate it. In
Misesian context the phenomenon in quesfion turns out to be the
fulfHlment of individual purposes. Economic analysis is able to
provide insight into the circumstances and policies that foster or
frustrate the fulf'dlment of individual purposes. Without fur ther
information one is unable to identify any specific valuations as
being implied in an economist's polio/conclusions; he may be in
favor of these purposes, he may abhor them, or he may be
indifferent about them. Value judgments are simply not prerequisites for policy condusions.
It has sometimes been argued that, in providing a dient with
polio/advice, the economist is after all making a moraljudgment
to the effect that the dient's ptirposes are worthy of support.
Surely, it is pointed out, an economist should not asa moral
being offer a prospecve mass murderer wertfre/advice on how
to achieve his purposes most effectively, u Apparently, economic
polio/advice tums out inevitably to reflect and endorse the
values of those to whom advice is being proffered. This reasoning does not, it should be dear, invalidate our daím that the
policy condusions of economics can be entirdy consistent with
the ideals of awrtfr¿,/science. Here again Whately's analogy is
helpful.
Research into the causes of a dread disease can, we have seen,
be entirely wertfre/. Nonetheless, we recognize that what motio
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vates a scienust to dedicate his life to such re__arch may be his
wish to free mankind from the scourge. Or, again, a malevolent
individual intent on harming his enemies may be interested in
the results of this research for sinister reasons. The Wertfreiheit of
the research itself and the objectivity of its conclusions are not
affected in the least by our recognition that the researcher
should notas a moral being divulge these conclusions to the man
of malevolence. The choice of his dients must indeed be governed by the scientist's moral values; policy advice canindeed be
given only to those whose purposes are not repugnant to the
professional; but the objectivity and Wertfrefieit of the analysís
that led to these policy conclusions are not one whit compromised by these considerations.
To pursue this argument one step further, in many cases the
economist discovers policy condusíons that are applícable to
situations in which a wide variety of quite differe_t purposes
may be involved. A policy statement pointing out that voluntary
exchange benefits both participants (in their own prospective
esUmation) may after aHbe made wíthout regard to what is being
exchanged or the purposes to whích the exchanged items will be
put. In publishing such a general policy conclusion the
economist can, therefore, hardly be accused of seeking personally out of his own sense of moral worth to promote any spec/fu:
purposes that may in fact mm out to be served by free exchange.

POLICY ST,4 TEMENTS, INTERPERSON/IL
.4ND COORDIN/I TION

COMPzlRISONS,

Implicít in our discussion of Mises's wertfrei approach to
economic policy and in our argument that it is the peculiarly
Austrian aspect of the Misesian approach that makes it possible is
ah insight to which we llave bríefly referred. This insight is
important and deserves to be spelled out more fully.
Statements by non-Austrian economists on economic policy
are made against the background of the theory of welfare
economics. Crucial to this theory is the attempt to a8gregate, in
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some sense, the tastes, the purposes, or the saUsfacfions of individuals into an entity that it is the ideal of economic policy to
maximize. The principal conceptual difficulties involved in this
procedure are two. The first is well known: the problem of
interpersonal comparisons of welfare inevitably stands in the
way of any kind of aggregation. The second difficulty, less well
known but no less serious, was pointed out by Hayek many years
ago: welfare economics, in discussing effidency at the aggregate
level, is compelled to make the illegitimate assumption that the
bits of informafion scattered throughout society concerning Individual tastes (and everything else) can somehow be spontaneously integrated and fed into a single mind in order for the
notion of aggregate welfare maximization to be meaningful. 2z
These diff'multies make it clear that, for policy statements to be
made without these embarrassments, an analytical framework is
needed that preserves the individuality of individual purposes. If
policies or imntutions can bejudged on the extent to which they
permit individual purposes--seen simply as the unaggregated
preference structures of individuals--to be fulfdled, then both
of the aforementioned difficuldes can be avoided. Sucia ah approada has been found, on Austrian fines, in the noUon of
¢oord/nat/on.n
In the coordination approada to normative economics it is
made dear that the ideal is not the maximizaUon of aggregate
social welfare or a_nysuda enUty. Imtead, the far more modest,
but meaningful, criterion of success in social economíc arrangements is the degree to which the purposes of separate individuals
can be harmonized through coordinaUon of decision making
and action. The obvious example of coordinated acuon is voluntary interpersonal exdaange in whida each parUcipant acts to
improve his position, with suda improvement possíble only because eada participant's acdon is coordinated precisely with that
ofhis trading partner. In using the coordination criterion as the
theoretical basis for evaluating social efficiency, the individuality
of purposes is not lost sight of; on the contrary, the very notion of
¢x_ordh-mtionprohibits submersion of these purposes into any
aggregate.
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The thesis advanced in this paper, that Misesian policy pronouncements are entirely consistent with Wertfreiheit, depends
crucially on the nonaggregation of individual purposes. What
we have been at pains to emphasize is that this Austrian feature
of Misesian economics may be exploited--through the cognate
notion of coordination--m escape those pitfalls that other approaches have characteristically been unable to avoid.
WERTFREIHEIT: _/CONCLUDING REMARK
Mises the defender of the free market and Mises the economíc
scientist were indeed one and the same individual. It was not
necessary for Mises, in order to extol the market and condemn
intervention, to remove his value-free scientist's cap and don a
political one. To extol and to condemn were for Mises so circumscribed as to be strictly within the limits of Wer¢freiheit. It
remains ibr his followers to subject themselves to similar selfimposed restraints, not only because of Weberian ídeals of scientific propriety, but also because explicitly value-laden perspecuves are frequently found consorting with Austrian economics.
There is, of course, nothing improper about the proponent of
a value-laden polítical position seeking support in the werOCre/
condusions of science. One who values the preservation of lífe
and crusades against cigarette smoking is acting quite-properly
in citing the conclusions of medical research to the effect that
smoking is dangerous to health. Similarly, one who wishes to
promote a free society with unhampered markets may legitimately cite the conclusions of economic science with respect to
the coordLnative-allocave properties of competitive markets.
What is essential, however, if such scientific support is to be
persuasive, is that the scientLfic research not only be conducted
with strict objectivity but also be widely recognized as having
been so conducted. Any suspicion that the condusions of the
economic theorist depend upon the perception of particular
goals as being more valid than offiers will only jeopardize the
acceptance of those conclusions as objectively determined
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truths. At every stage of the process of economic reasoníng,
Wertfreiheit thus becomes a crucially important element in scientific procedure. Until the stage where scientific conclusions come
to be marshalled as fuel for explicifly political-persuasive
positions, any surrender
of Wer_reiheit carries with it, therefore and
in fact, the altogether unwholesome
prospect that such positions
will necessarily be taken without the benefit of scientific information at all. Surely, if one is imbued with the valuejudgment
that
scientific truth is worth pursuing and disseminating,
one can be
expected to be prepared
to exercise the restraint necessary to
prevent that truth from being dismissed in the eyes of the public
as mere propaganda.
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Praxeology,
Value Judgments,
and Public Policy
Murray N. Rothbard
Ethics is the discipline, or what is called in classical philosophy
the "science," ofwhat goals men should or should not pursue. AII
men have values and place posiUve or negative valuejudgments
on goods, people, and events. Ethics is the discipline that provides standards for a moral critique ofthese valuejudgments. In
the final analysis, either such a discipline exists anda rational or
objecuve system of ethics is possible, or else each individual's
valuejudgments ate ultimately arbitrary and solely a creature of
individual whim. It ís not my province to try to settle one of the
great questions of philosophy here. But even ir we believe, as I
do, that an objective science ofethics exists, and even if we
believe still further that ethical judgments are within the province of the historian or social scientist, one thing is certain:
praxeology, economic theory, cannot itself establish ethical
judgments. How could it when it deals with the formal fact that
men act rather than with the content of such actions? Furthermore, praxeology is not grounded on any valuejudgments of the
praxeologist, since what he is doing is analyzing the fact that
people in general have values rather than inserting any value
judgments of his own.
What, then, is the proper relationship of praxeology to values
or ethics? Like other sciences, praxeology provides laws about
reality, laws that those who frame ethical judgments disregard
only at their peril. In brief, the citizen, or the "ethicist," may have
89
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framed, in ways which we cannot deal with here, general ethical
rules or goals. But in order to decide how to arrive at such goals,
he must employ all the relevant conclusions of the various sciences, all ofwhich are in thernselvesvalue-free. For example, let us
suppose that a person's goal is m improve his health. Having
arrived at this value--which I would consider to be rational and
others would consider purely emotive and arbitrary--the person
tríes to discover how to reach his goal. To do so, he must employ
the laws and f'mdings, value-free in themselves, of the relevant
scíences. He then extends thejudgment of"good," as applied to
his health, on to the means he believes will further that health.
His end, the improvement of his health, he pronounces to be
"good"; he then, let us say, adopts the findings of medical science
that x grams of vitamin C per day will improve his health; he
therefore extends the ethical pronouncement of "good"---or,
more technically, of "right"wto taking vitamin C as well. Similarly, ifa person decides that it is "good" for him to build a house
and adopts this as his goal, he must try to use the laws of
engineering--in themselves value-free---to figure out the best
way of constructing that house. Felix Adler put the relationship
clearly, though we may question his use of the term social before
science in this context:
The...
end being given, the ethical formula being supplied from
elsewhere, socialsciencehas itsmostimportantfuncaon todiSchargein
Ffllingin the formula with a richercontent, and, byá more comprehensive surveyand study of the means that lead to the end, to gire to the
ethical imperativesa concretenessand deFmitenessof meaning which
otherwise they could not possess.Thus ethicalrule mayenjoin upon us
to promote.., health.... but so long as the lawsof hygiene remain
unknown or ignored, the practical rules which we are to adopt in
reference to health willbe scanty and ineffecmal. The new knowledge
of hygiene which social science supplies will enrich our moral code in
this particular. Certain things which we freely did before, we now know
we may not do; certain things which we omitted to do, we now know we
ought to do.1
Praxeology has the same methodological status as the other
sdences and the same relation to ethics. Thus, to take a deliber-
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ately simple example: ir our end is to be able to f'md gasoline
when we pull up to the service station, and value-free praxeological law tells us--as it does--that, if the government fixes a
maximum price for any product below the free-market price, a
shortage of that product will develop, then (unless other goals
supervene) we will make the ethical pronouncement that itis
"bad" or "wrong" for the government to impose such a measure.
Praxeology, like the other sciences, is the value-free handmaiden
of values and ethics.
To our contentíon that the sciences, includíng praxeology, are
in themselves value-free, it might be objected that ir is values or
ethics that directs the interest of the scientist in discovering the
spedfic laws of his discipline. There is no question about the fact
that medical science is currently lar more interested in discovering a cure for cancer than in searching for a cure for some
disease that might only have existed in parts of the Ukraine in
the eighteenth century. But the unquestioned fact that values
and ethics ate important in guiding the attention of scientists to
specific problems is irrelevant to the fact that the laws and
disciplines of the science itself are value-free. Similarly, Grusoe
on his desert island may not be particularly interested in investigating the science of bridge building, but the laws of that
science itself are value-free.
Ethical questions, of course, play a lar smaller role in applied
medicine than they do in politics or political economy. A basic
reason for this is that generaUy the physician and bis patient
agree--or are supposed to agree--on the end in view: the advancement of the patient's health. The physician can advise the
patient without engaging in an intense discussion of their mutual
values and goals. Of course, even here, the situaon is not always
that dear-cut. Two examples will reveal how ethical conflicts
may arise: fa'st, the patient needs a new kidney to continue m
live; is it ethical for the physician and/or the patient to murder a
third party and extract his kidney? Second, is it ethical for the
physician to pursue medical research for the possible good of
humanity while treating his patient as ah unwitting guinea pig?
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These are both cases where valuational and ethical conflicts
enter the picture.
In economic and political questions, in contrast, ethical and
value conflicts abound and permeate the society. It is therefore
impermissible for the economist or other social scientist to actas
ir he were a physician, who can generally assume complete
agreement on values and goals with his patient and who can
therefore prescribe accordingly and with no compunction.
Since, then, praxeology provides no ethics whatsoever but only
the data for people to pursue their various values and goals, it
follows that it is impermissible for the economist qua economist
to make any ethical or value pronouncements or to advocate any
social or political policy whatsoever.
The trouble is that most economists burn to make e_ical
pronouncements and to advocate political policies--to say, in
effect, that policy X is "good" and policy Y "bad." Properly, an
economist may only make such pronouncements in one of two
ways: either (1) to insert his own arbitrary, ad hoc personal value
judgments and advocate polio/clearly on that basis; or (2) to
develop and defend a coherent ethical system and make his
pronouncement, not as an economist, but as an ethicist, who also
uses the data of economic scíence. But to do the latter, he must
have thought deeply about ethical problems and also believe in
ethics as an objective or rational discipILne---and precious few
economists have done either. That le.aves hi'm with'the first
choice: to make crystal clear that he is speaking not as an
economist but asa pñvate citizen who is making his own confessedly arbitrary and ad hoc value pronouncements.
Most economists pay lip service to the impermissibility of
making ethical pronouncements qua economist, but in practice
they either ignore their own criteria or engage in elaborate
procedures to evade them. Why? We can think of two possible
reasons. One is the disreputable reason that, if Professor Doakes
advocates polio/X and basically does so as an economics profeasor, he will be listened to and foHowed with awe and respect;
whereas ifhe advocates policy X as plainJoe Doakes, the maH of
the citizenry may come to the peffectly vah'd conchmion that
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their own arbitrary and ad hoc valuejudgments arejust as good
as bis, and that therefore there ís no particular reason to listen to
him at all. A second and more reponsible reason might be that
the economist, despite bis professed dísbelief in a science of
ethics,
realizes
deep down that there is something
unfortunate---we might even say badmabout unscienfific and
arbitrary value judgments in public policy, and so he tries desperately to square the circle, in order to be able to advocate policy
in some sort of scientific manner.
While squañng this cirde is impossible, as we shall consider
further, I believe that this putative uneasiness at making arbitrary value judgments is correct. While it is surely admirable
(ethical?) for an economist to distinguish clearly and carefuUy
between the value-free science and bis own valuejudgments,
I
contend further that ir is the responsibility of any scientist, indeed any intellectual, to refrain from any valuejudgment whatever unless he can support it on the basis of a coherent and
defensible ethical system. This means, of course, that those
economists who, on whatever grounds, ate not prepared to think
about and advance an ethical system should strictly refrain from
any value pronouncements or policy conclusions at all. This
position is of course itself an ethical one. But it relates to the
ethical system that is the precondition of all scíence; for, even
though particular scientific laws are themselves value-free, the
very procedures of science rest on the ethical norm of honesty
and the search for truth; that norm, I believe, indudes the
responsibility to lend coherence and system to all one's pronouncements íncluding valuafional ones. I might add in passing
that anyone conceding the necessity of honesty in science ipso
facto becomes willy-nilly a believer in objective ethics, but I will
leave that point to the ethícal subjecvists to grapple with. z
L,._ me clarify with an example. Henry C. Simons, after trenchanfly criticizing various aUegedly scientific arguments for
progressive taxation, om e out flatly in favor of progression as
follows:
The case for drasc progression in taxation must be rested on the case
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against inequality--on the ethical or aesthetic judgment that the prevailing distribution of wealth and income reveals a degree (and/or
kind) of inequality which is distinctly evil or unlovely?
My point is that, while it was surely admirable for Simons to
make the distinction between his scientific and his personal value
judgments crystal clear, that is not enough for hito to escape
•censure. He had, at the very leas t, the responsibility of analyzing
the nature and implications of egalitarianism and then attempting to defend it as an ethical norm. Flat declarations of unsupported valuejudgments should be impermissible in intellectual,
let alone scientific, discourse. In the intellectual quest for truth it
is scarcely sufficient to proclaim one's valuejudgments as ir they
must be accepted as tablets from on high and not be themselves
subject to inteUectual criticism and evaluation.
+
Suppose, for example, that Simons's ethical or estheticjudgment was not on behalf of equality but ofa very different social
ideal. Suppose that instead he had come out in favor of the
murder ofall short people, ofall adults under tire feet six inches
in height. And suppose that his sole defense of this proposal
were the foUowing:
The case for the liquidation of all short people must be rested on the
case against the existence of short people--on the ethical or aesthetic
judgment that the prevailing number of short adults is distirjctlyevil or
unlovely.
One wonders if the reception accorded to Simons's remarks by
his fellow economists or social scientists would have been quite
the same. 4 Yet, of course, the logic ofhis st_nce would have been
precisely the same.
More usual is ah attempt by the economist to place himself in
the status of the physician of our foregoing example, that is, as
someone who is merely agreeing to or ratifying the values either
ofa majority in society or of every person in it. But even in these
cases, it must be remembered that the physician is in no ser.se
value-free, though he is simply shañng the value of his patient,
and that the value of health is so deeply shared that there is no
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occasion for making it explicit. Nevertheless, the physician does
make a value judgment, and, even if every person in society
shares the same value and goal, the economist who goes along
wkh such a value is still making a valuejudgment, even if indeed
universally shared. He is still illegifimately going beyond the
bounds of the economist per se, and his valuejudgments must
stiU be supported by rational argument.
The weakest path to an economist's adopfion of social values is
to appeal to the majority. Thus, John F. Due commented on the
progressive income tax in his text on public finance:
The strongest argument for progression ís the fact that the consensus
of opinion in society todayregardsprogressionas necessaryfor equity.
This is, in turn, based on the principle that the pattern of income
distribufion,before taxes, involvesexcessive inequality(which)can be
condemned on the basisof inherent unfaimess in terms of the standards accepted by society.
But once again the fact that the majoñty of society might hold
market inequality to be "unfair" does not absolve Due of the fact
that, in ratifying that judgment, he himself made that value
judgment and went beyond the province of the economist.
Furthermore, on scienUfic standards, the ad hoc and arbitrary
valuejudgments of the majority are no better than those of one
person, and Due, like Simons, failed to support thatjudgment
with any sort of argumentadon. Furthermore, when we radfy
the majority, what of the rights or the utílides of the minority?
Felix Adler's strictures against the utilítarian ethic clearly apply
here:
Othersociologistsfranklyexpress their ideals in termsof q.uandtyand,
in the fashion of Bentham, pronounce the greatest happmess of the
greatest number to be the social end, although they fail to make it
intelligiblewhy the happinessof the greater numbershould be cogent
as ah end upon those who happen to belong to the lesser number,e
Again, with Due as with Simons, one wonders about the treatment of such a posidon by the American intellectual community
if his ímprimatur on the "consensus of opinion in society toda),"
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had been applied instead to the treatment of the Jews in Germany in the 1930s.
Just as the physician who advises his client commits himself to
the ethic of good health, so the economist who advises a client is
not, much as he would like to think so, a mere technician who is
not commiting himself to the valuejudgment ofhis client and his
dient's goals. By advising a steel company on how to increase íts
profits, the economist is thereby committed to share in the steel
entrepreneur's valuejudgment that his greater profit is a desirable goal. It is even more important to make this point about the
economist who advises the State. In so doing, he commits himself
to the valuejudgments, not simply of the majority of the society as
in the case of Due, but to the valuejudgments of the rulers of the
State apparatus. To take a deliberately dramatic example, let us
suppose that an economist is hired by the Nazis to advise the
government on the most efficient method of setting up concentration camps. By agreeing to help make more efficient concentration camps, he is agreeing to make them "better," in short, he
is committing himself willy-nilly to concentrafion camps asa
desirable goal. And he would, again, still be doing so even íf this
goal were heartily endorsed by the great majority of the German
public. To underscore this point, it should be alear that an
economist whose value system leads hito to oppose concentration camps might well gire such advice to the German governmentas to make the concentrauon camps _sinef_wíent as'possible,
that is to sabotage their operations. In short, whatever advice he
gives to his clients, a value commitment by the economist, either
for or against his clients' goals, is inescapable. 7
A more interesting varíant of the economist's attempt to make
value-free value judgments is the "unanímity principle," recently emphasized byJames M. Buchanan. Here the idea is that
the economist can safely advocate a policy ir _
in the
society also advocates it. But, in the fu'st place, the unanimity
principle is still subject to the aforementioned strictures: that,
even if the economist simply shares in everyone else's value
judgment, he is still making a valuejudgment. Furthermore, the
superficial attr-,_:tiveness of the un_animit,/principle fades away
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under more stringent analysis; for unanimity is scarcely sufficient to establish an ethical prinople. For one thing, the requirement of unanimity for any.action or change begins with
and freezes the status quo. For an action to be adopted, the
jusce and ethical propriety of the status quo must first be
established, and of course economics can scarcely be prepared to
do that. The economist who advocates the unanimity principle as
a seemingly value-free pronouncement is thereby making a massive and totally unsupported value judgment on behalf of the
status quo. A stark but not untypical example was the debate in
the Bridsh Parliament during the early nineteenth century on
the aboliuon of slavery, when early adherents of the "compensation principle" variant of the unanimity principle (which has its
own addidonal and grave problems) maíntained that the masters
must be compensated for the loss oftheir investment in slaves. At
that point, Benjamín Pearson, a member of the Manchester
school, declared that "he had thought ir was thé slaves who
should have been compensated. ''s Here is a striking example of
the need in advocating public polio/of some ethical system, of a
concept ofjustice. Those ethicists among us who hold that slavery is unjust would always oppose the idea of compensaUng the
masters and would rather think in terms of reparadons to compensate the slaves for their years ofoppression. But what is there
for the value-free economíst qua"economist to say?
There are other grave problems with the compensadon pñnciple as a saivaging attempt to make ir possible for value-free
economists to advocate public policy. For the compensadon
principle assumes that it is conceptually possible to measure
losses and thereby to compensate losers. But since praxeology
informs us that"utility" and "cost" are purely subjective (psychic)
concepts and therefore cannot be measured or even esdmated
by outside observers, ir become impossible for such observers to
weigh "social costs" and "social benefits" and to decide that the
latter outweigh the former for any public polio/, much less to
make the compemations involved so that the losers are no longer
i¢6ers. The usual attempt is to me_sure psychic lossesm uálity by
the monetary price of aja asset; thus, ir a railroad damages the
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land ofa farmer by smoke, it is assumed that the farmer's loss can
be measured by the market price of the land. But this ignores the
facts that the farmer may have a psychic attachment to the land
that puts its value far above the market price and thatu
especially in this kind of situation that does not involve direct
acfion and exchange by the individuals--it is impossible to find
out what the farmer's psychic attachment to the land may be
worth. He maysay, for example, that his attachment to the land
requires the compensation of $10 million, even though the market price is $100,000, but of course he may be lying. However,
the government or other outside observer has no scientific way
of finding out one way of another. ° Furthermore, the existence
in the society ofjust one militant anarchist, whose psychic grievance against government is such that he cannot be compensated
for his psychic disutility from the existence of government, is
enough by itself to destroy the social-utility and compensationprinciple case for any government action whatever. And surely
at least one such anarchist exists.
Can praxeological economics, then, say nothing about social
utility? Not quite. Ifwe define an "increase in social utility" in the
Paretian manner asa simatíon where one or more persons gain
in utility while nobody loses, then praxeology f'mds a def'mite,
but restricted, role for the concept. But it is a role where social
utilities remain unmeasurable and incomparable between persons. Briefly, praxeology maintains that when a persot_ acts, his
utility, or at least his ex ante utility, increases; he expects to enjoy
a psychic benefit from the act, otherwise he would not have done
it. When, in a voluntary free-market exchange, for example, I
huy a newspaper from a newsdealer for 15 cent_, I demomtrate
by my actíon that I prefer (at least ex ante) the newspaper to the
15 cents, while the newsdealer demonstrates by hís action the
reverse order of preference. Since each of us is better off by the
exchange, both the newsdealer and I have demonstrably gained
in utility, while nothing has demonstrably happened to anyone
else. Elsewhere I have called this praxeological concept "demonstrated preference," in which action demomtrates preference, in contrast to various forros of psychologizing, which tries
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to measure other person's value scales apart from action, and to
behaviorism, which assumes that such values or preferences
do
not exist, lo The compensation
principle that I have been criticizing rests on the illegitimate psychologizing
notion that a scientific economist-observer
can know anything about someone else's
value scale except as it is demonstrated
through such action as
the purchase of sale of a newspaper. And since the compensadon principle is necessarily divorced from demonstrated
preference, it cannot be employed by the sciendfic economist. Incidentally, I might note here that "demonstrated
preference"
is very
different from Samuelson's famous concept of "revealed preference," for Samuelson, in illegitimate psychologizing
fashion,
assumed the existence of an underlying
preference
scale that
forms the basis of a person's action and that remains constant in
the course of his acfions over me. There is, however, no warrant for the scientific economist to make any such assumption.
All we can say is that ah action, at a specific point of time, reveals
some of a person's preferences at that time. There is no warrant
for assuming that such preference
orderings
remain constant
over time. u
Now since praxeology shows, by the concept of demonstrated
preference,
that both the newsdealer and I gain in utilíty from
the exchange, and nothing has demonstrably happened
to anyone else, we can conclude
scientifically,
as praxeological
economists,
that social utility has increased
from the sale and
purchase of the newspapermsince
we have defined social" utility
in the Paretian manner. It is true, of course, that third parUes
may well be grinding
their teeth in hatred at the exchange.
There may be people, for example, who through envy suffer a
psychic loss because the newspaper dealer and/or I have gained.
Therefore, if we employ the Paretian def'mition of"social utility"
in the usual psychologizing
sense, we can say nothing about
social utility one way or the other. But if we confine the concept
to its strict scientific compass in demonstrated
preference, then
we can state that social utility increases from the exchange. Still
further, we may know as historians, from interpretive
understañding of the hearts and minds of envious neighbors, that they
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do lose in utility. But we are trying to determine in this paper
precisely what scientific economists can say about social utility or
can advocate for public policy, and since they must confine
themselves to demonstrated preference, they must affirm that
social utility has increased.
Conversely, since every act of the State involves coercion, at
least the coercion oftaxadon, and since in its every act there is at
least one demonstrable loser in udlity, we must also conclude
that no act whatever of the State can increase social ufility. Here,
of course, is another good reason why the economic scientist
cannot use the concept of "social utility" to establish any sort of
unanimity pñnciple or any other case for government action. It
has been pointed out that, similarly, we cannot say that any
action of the State decreasessocial utility, at least in the short run,
and that too is correct.
We must emphasize, however, that the praxeological condusion that the free market maximizes social utility is not sufficient
to enable the praxeological economist to advocate the free market while abstaining from value judgments or from an ethical
system. In the first place, whyshou/d an economist favor increasing social utility? This in itself requires an ethical of value judgment. And, secondly, the social-utility concept has many other
failings, induding the fact that whíle the envious and the egalitarian or the admirer of coercion per se may not be induded in the
social-ufility concept, the contempora D, historian knows that he
is there, lurking in the wings; it therefore requires aja ethical
judgment, which cannot be supplied by praxeology, to overrule
him. Furthermore, rnany of the strictures against the unanimity
principle apply here too; for example, should we really be eager
to preserve the udlity of the slaveholder against losa? And ir
so, why?
Let us now mm to the position of Ludwig von Mises on the
entire matter of praxeology, valuejudgments, and the advocao/
of public policy. The case of Mises is particularly interesdng, not
only because he was a leader in the modern Austrian school and
in praxeology, Imt also because he was, of all the economists in
the twentieth century, the most uncompromising and passionate
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adherent of laissez-faire and at the same time the most rigorous
and uncompromising advocate of value-free economics and opponent of any sort of objective ethics. How then did he attempt
to reconcile these two positions? 12
Essentially, Mises offered two very different solutions to this
problem. The first is a variant of the unanimity principle. Essentially this variant affirms that an economist per se cannot say that
a given governmental policy is "good" or "bad." However, if a
given policy will lead to consequences, as explained by praxeology, that every one of the supporters of the policy will agree is bad,
then the value-free economist is justified in calling the policy a
"bad" one. Thus, Mises wrote:
An economist investigates whether a measure a can bring about the
resultp for the attainmentofwhich it isrecommended, and f'mdsthata
does not result inp but in_, ah effect which even the supporters of the
measurea consider undeslrable. If the economiststates the outcome of
his invesagaUon by saying that a is a bad measure, he does not pronounce ajudgment ofvalue. He merely saysthat from the pointof view
of those aiming at the goalp, the measure a is inappropriate.ta
And again:
Economics does not say that.., government interference with the
prices of only one commodity.., is unfair, bad, or unfeasible. It says,
that it makes condiUonsworse, not better,fr0m thepo/nt of v/av of the
gov_
andthose
¿____ng/ts/_erference.
__
Now thisissurely
an ingenious
attempttoallowpronouncementsof "good"or "bad"by theeconomistwithoutmaking a
valuejudgment;for the economístissupposedto be onlya
praxeologist,
a technician,
pointing
outtohisreaders
orlisteners
thatthe),
willall
considerapolicy
"bad"oncehe reveals
its
full
consequences.
But ingenious
asitis,
theattemptcompletely
fails.
For how couldMises/mo_v
whattheadvocates
of theparticular
policy
consider
desirable?
How couldhe know whattheir
value
scales
atenow ofwhatthe),
will
bewhen theconsequences
ofthe
measureappear?One ofthegreatcontribuonsofpraxeology,
as I have pointedout above,isthatthe praxeologist,
the
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economist, doesn't know what anyone's value scales are except as
those value preferences are demonstrated by a person's concrete
action. In the case of my purchase of the newspaper, historians
or psychologists may make more or less informed estimates of
the newsdealer's or my value scales through the process of interpretive understanding, but all that the economist can know
scientifically and with certainty is the preferences relative to 15
cents or the newspaper as demonstrated through concrete action. Mises himself emphasized that
one must not forget that the scale of values or wants manifests itself
only in the reality of action. The.sescales have no independent existence apart from the actual behavior of individuals. The only source
from which our knowledge concerning these scales is derived is the
observaon of a man'sactions.Everyaction is alwaysin perfect agreement with the scaleof values or wantsbecause these scale_are nothing
but an instrument for the interpretationof a man's acnng?_
Given Mises's own analysís, then, how can the economist know
what the motives for advocating various policies really are or
how people will regard the consequences of these policies?
Thus, Mises, qua praxeologist, míght show that price control
(to use his example) will lead to unforeseen shortages of a good
to the consumers. But how could Mises know that some advocates of pfice control do not want shortages? The)' ma),, for
example, be socialists, anxious to use the controls ás a step
toward full collectivism. Some may be egalitarians who prefer
shortages because the rich will not be able to use their money to
huy more of the product than poorer.people. Some may be
nihilists, eager to see s_hortagesof goods. Others may be one of
the legion of contemporary íntellecv_als who are eternally complaining about the excessive affluence ofour society or about the
great waste of energy; they may all delig_t in the shortages of
goods. Still others may favor price control, even after learning of
the shortages, because they or their political aUies will enjoy
wel]-paying _
or power in a price-control bureaucracy. Al1
sorts of such possibilifies exist, and _
of them are compatible
with the asseron of Mises, asa value-free economist, that all
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supporters of price control---or of any other government
intervendon--must concede, after learning economics, that the
measure is "bad." In fact, once Mises conceded that even a single
advocate of price control of any other interventionist measure
may acknowledge the economic consequences and still favor it,
for whatever reason, then, asa praxeologist and economist, he
could no longer call any of these measures "bad" or "good" or
even "appropriate" or"inappropñate" without inserting into his
economic polio/pronouncements the ver), valuejudgments that
he himself held to be inadmissible in a scienfist of human action. le He would no longer be a technical reporter to all advocates ofa certain polio/but an advocate participating on one side
of a value conflict.
Moreover, there is another fundamental reason for advocates
of"inappropriate"
policies to refuse to change theír minds even
after hearing and acknowledging the praxeological chain of
consequences. For praxeology may indeed show that all types of
government policies will have consequences that most people, at
least, will tend to abhor. But, and this is a vital qualificaUon, most
of these consequences take t/me, some a great deal of time. No
economist has done more than Ludwig von Mises to elucidate
the universality of time preference
in human affairs--the
praxeologic law that everyone prefers to attain a given satisfaction sooner than later. And certaiñly Mises, as a value-free scientist, could never presume to criticize anyone's rate of time preference, to say that A's was "too high" and B's "too low." But, in
that case, what about the high-time-preference
people in society
who retort to the praxeologíst: "Perhaps this high tax and subsidy polio/will lead to a decline of capital; perhaps even the pñce
control will lead to shortages, but I don't care. Having a high
time preference, I value more highly the short-run subsidies, or
the short-run enjoyment of buying the current good at cheaper
prices, than the prospect of suffering the future consequences."
And Mises, asa value-free scientist and opponent ofany concept
of objective ethics, cou/d not call them wrong. There is no way that
he could assert the superiority of the long run over the short run
without overriding the values of the high-áme-preference
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people; and that could not be cogently done without abandoning
his own subjecfivist ethics.
In this connecfion, one of Mises's basic arguments for the free
market is that, on the market, there is a "harmony of the rightly
understood interests of all members of the market society." It is
clear from his discussion that he could not merely mean "interests" after learning the praxeological consequences of market
activity or of government intervention. He also, and in particular, meant people's long-run interests. As he stated, "For 'ñghtly
understood' interests we mayas well say interests 'in the long
run. '''17But what about the high-fime-preference folk, who prefer to consult their short- run interests? How can the long run be
called "better" than the short run? Why is "right understanding"
necessarily the long run?
•We see, therefore, that Mises's attempt to advooate laissezfaire while remaining value-free, by assuming that all of the
advocates of government intervention wíU abandon their position once they learn of its consequences, falls completely to the
ground. There is another and very different way, however, that
Mises attempted to reconcile his passionate advocacy of laissezfaire with the absolute value-freedom of the scíentist. This was to
take a posion much more compatible with praxeology, by recognizing that the economist qua economist can only trace chains
of cause and effect and may not engage in valuejudgments or
advocate public policy. In so doing, Mises conceded that the
economic scientist cannot advocate laissez-faire but then added
that asa dt/zen he can do so. Mises, asa citizen, proposed a value
system but it is a curiously scanty one. For he was here caught in a
dilemma. Asa praxeologist he knew that he could notas an
economic scientist pronounce valuejudgments or advocate policy. Yet he could not bring himself simply to assert and inject
arbitrary value judgments. And so, asa uUlitarian (for Mises,
along with most economists, was indeed a utiE_tarian in ethics,
although a Kantian in epistemology), he made only one narrow
valuejudgraent: that he desired to fulfill the goals of the majority of ¿he public (happily, in this formulation, Mises did not
presume to Lnow the goals of e¿¢ry0ne).
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As Mises explained in his second variant:
Liberalism(i.e., laissezfaireliberalism)is a political doctrine .... Asa
political doctrine liberalism (in contrast to economic science) is not
neutral with regard to values and ultimate ends sought by action. It
assumes that all men of at least the majority of people are intent upon
attaining certain goals. It gives them informadon about the means
suitable to the realization of their plans. The champions of liberal
doctrines are fuUyaware of the fact that their teachings are valid only
fox,people who are committed to their valuadonal principles. While
praxeology, and therefore economics too, uses the terms happiness
and removal ofuneasiness in a purely formal sense, liberalismattaches
to them a concrete meaning. It presupposes that people prefer life to
death, health to sickness.., abundance to poverty. It teaches men how
to act in accordance with these valuations,t8
In this second variant, Mises successfully escaped the selfcontradiction of being a value-free praxeologist advocating
laíssez-faire. Granting in this variant that the economist may not
make such advocacy, he took his stand asa citizen willing to make
valuejudgments. But he was not willing, as Simons was, to simply
assert ah ad hoc value judgment; presumably he felt that a
valuing intellectual must present some sort of system to jusdfy
such valuejudgments. But for Mises the uulitarian, his system is
a curiously bloodless one; even asa valuing laissez-faire liberal,
he was only willing to make the one i,aluejudgment that he joined
the majority of the people in favoring their common peace,
prosperity, and abundance. In this way, as an opponent of objectire ethics, and uncomfortable as he must have been with making
any value judgments even as a citizen, he made the minimal
possíble degree of suchjudgments; true to his utilitarian position
his valuejudgment is the desirability of fulfilling the subjecvely
desired goals of the bulk of the populace.
A fuU critique ofthis position must involve a critique of udlitarian ehhics itself, and this cannot be done here. Buta few points
may be made. In the first place, while praxeology can, indeed
demonstrate that laissez-faire will lead to harmony, prosperity,
and abundance, while government intervention leads to conflict
and impoverishme_nt, _s and while it is probably true that most
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people value the former highly, it is not true that these are their
only goals of values. The great analyst of ranked value scales and
diminishing
marginal udlity should have been more aware of
such competing values and goals. For example, many people,
whether through envy of a misplaced theory of justice, may
prefer far more equality of income than will be attained on the
free market. Many people, pace the aforementioned
intellectuals, may want less abundance
in order to whitde down our
allegedly excessive affluence. Others, as I have mentioned,
may
prefer to loot the capital of the rich or the businessman
in the
short run, while acknowledging
but dismissing the long-run ill
effects, because they have a high time preference. Probably very
few of these people will want to push statist measures to the point
of total impoverishment
and destructionwalthough
this may
happen, as in the case of Communist
China. But, a majofity
coalition of the foregoing might well opt for some" reduction in
wealth and prosperity on behalf of these other values. They may
well decide that it is worth sacrificing a modicum of wealth and
efficient production because of the high opportunity
cost of not
being able to enjoyan alleviation of envy, of a lust for power, ora
submission to power, of, for example, the thrill of "nadonal
unity," which they might enjoy from a (short-lived)
economic
crisis.
What could Mises reply to a majoñty of the public who have
indeed considered all the praxeological consequences'and
still
prefer
a modicumuor,
for that matter,
even a drastic
amount---of statism in order to achieve some oftheir competing
goals? As a utilitarian,
he could not quarrel with the ethical
nature of their chosen goals: for he had to con f'me himself to the
one valuejudgrnent
that he favored the majority's achieving their
chosen goals. The only reply that Mises could make wíthin his
own framework
was to point out that govemment intervention
has a cumulative effect, that eventually the economy must more
either toward the free market or toward full socialista, which
praxeology shows will bring chaos and drastic impoverishment,
at least to ah industrial society. But this, too, is nota
fully
satisfactory
answer.
While
many
programs
of statist
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intervention--especially
price controls--are
indeed cumulative,
others are not. Furthermore,
the cumuladve impact takes such a
long time that the time preferences of the majority would probably lead them, in full acknowledgment
of the consequences,
to
ignore the effect. And then what?
Mises attempted to use the cumulative argument to answer the
contention
that the majority of the public prefer egalitarian
measures even knowingly at the expense of a pordon of their
own wealth. Mises's comment was that the "reserve fund" was on
the point of being exhausted in Europe, and therefore that any
further egalitañan measures would have to come direcdy out of
the pockets of the masses through increased
taxation. Mises
assumed that once this became clear, the masses would no longer
support interventionist
measures, z° In the first place, this is no
argument against theprevious egalitarian measures of in favor of
their repeal. But secondly, while the masses might be convinced,
there ís certainly no apodictic certainty involved; the masses have
in the past and presumably will in the future continue knowingly
to support egalitarian and other statist measures on behalf of
others of their goals, despite the knowledge that their income
and wealth would be reduced. Thus, as William E. Rappard
pointed out in his thoughtful
critique of Mises's positíon:
Does the British voter, for instance, favor con f'_.atory taxation of large
incomes primarily in the hope that ir will redound to his material
advantage, or in the certainty that it tends to reduce unwelcome and
irritating social inequalities? In general, is the urge towards equality in
our modero democracies not often stronger than the desire to improve
one's material lot?2t
Rappard also noted that in his own country, Switzerland, the
urban industrial and commercial majority of the country have
repeatedly, and often at popular referendums,
endorsed measures to subsidize the minority of farmers in a deliberate effort to
retard industrialization
and the growth of their own incomes.
The urban majority did not do so in the "absurd belief that they
were thereby increasing their real income." Instead, "quite deliberately and expressly, political parties have sacrificed the im-
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mediate material welfare of their members in order to prevent,
of at least somewhat to retard, the complete industrializaUon of
the country. A more agricultural Switzerland, though poorer,
such is the dominant wish of the Swiss people toda),.''vzThe point
here is that Mises, not only asa praxeologist but also asa utilitarian liberal, could have no word of crificism against these statist
measures once the majority of the public take their praxeological
consequences into account and choose them anyway on behalf of
goals other than wealth and prosperity.
Furthermore, there ate other types of statist intervention that
clearly have little or no cumulative effect and that ma), even have
very little effect in diminishing production or prosperíty. Let us,
for example, assume---and this assumption is not very farfetched in view of the record of human history--that the great
majority of a society hate and revile redheads, perháps, to cite
Simons again, because they find redheads "evil or unlovely." Let
us further assume that there are ver), few redheads in the society.
This large majority then decide that they would like very much
to murder all redheads. Here they are; the murder of redheads
is high on the value scales of the great majority of the public;
there are few redheads so that there will be litfle loss in production on the market. How could Mises rebut this proposed polio/
either asa praxeologist or asa utilitarian liberal? I submit that he
could not do so.
Mises made one further attempt to establish his position, but it
was even less successful. Criticizing the arguments for state intervention on behalf of equality or other moral concerns, he
dismissed them as "emotional talk." After reaffirming that
"praxeology and economics..,
are neutral with regard to any
moral precepts," and asserting that "the fact that the immense
majority ofmen prefer a richer supply of material goods to a less
ample supply is a datum of history; it does not llave any place in
economic theory," he concluded by insisting that "he who disagrees with the teachings of economics ought to refute them b),
discursive reasoning, not by... the appeal to arbitrary, allegedl),
ethical standards. "_a
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But I submit that this will not do; for Mises would have to
concede that no one can decide upon any policy whatever unless
he makes an ultimate ethical or valuejudgment. But since this is
so, and since ac¢ording to Mises all ulfimate valuejudgments or
ethical standards are arbitrary, how then could he denounce
theseparticular ethicaljudgments as"arbitrary"? Furthermore, it
was hardly correct for Míses to dismiss thesejudgments as "emotional," since for hito as a utilitarian, reason cannot establish
ultímate ethical principles, which can therefore only be established by subjective emotions. It was poinfless for Mises to call for
his critics to use "discursive reasoning" since he himself denied
that discursive reasoning can be used to establish ultimate ethical
values. Furthermore, the man whose ulfimate ethical principles
would lead hito to support the free market could also be dismissed by Mises as equally "arbitrary" and "emoUonal;' even if
he takes the laws of praxeology into account before making his
ultimately ethical decision. And we have seen above that the
majority of the public very often have other goals which they
hold, at least to a certain extent, higher than their own material
well-being.
The burden of this paper has been to show that, while
praxeological economic theory is extremely useful for providing
data and knowledge for framing economic policy, it cannot be
sufficient by itself to enable the economist to make any value
pronouncements or to advocate any public policy whatsoever.
More specifically, Ludwig von Mises to the contrary notwíthstanding,
neither praxeological economics nor Mises's
utilitarian liberalism is sufficient to make the case for laissezfaire and the free-market economy. To make such a case, one
must go beyond economics and ulitarianism
to establish ah
objecve ethics that affirms the overriding value of liberty and
morally condemns aU forms of staÚsm, from egalitarianism to
the murder of redheads, as weU as such goals as the lust for
power and the satisfaction of envy. To make the full case for
líberty, one cannot be a methodological slave to every goal that
the majority of the public might happen to cherish.
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PART 3
APPLICATIONS

Equilibrium versus
Market Process
Israel M. Kirzner
A characteristic feature of the Austrian approach to economic
theory is its emphasis on the market as aprocess, rather than as a
configuratíon of prices, qualities, and quantities that ate consistent with each other in that they produce a market equilibrium
situadon. _This feature of Austrian economics is closely bound
up with dissatisfaction with the general use made of the concept
of perfect competition. It is interesting to note that economists of
sharply differing persuasions within the Austrian tradition all
display a characteristic dissenchantment with the orthodox emphasis on both equilibrium and perfect competition. Thus
Joseph A. Schumpeter's well-known position on these matters is
remarkably close m that of Ludwig von Mises. z Oskar Morgenstern, in a notable paper on coñtemporary economic theory,"
expressed these same Austrian criticisms of modern economic
theory?

EQUILIBPdUM _4ND PROCESS
Ludwig M. Lachmann indicated that his own unhappiness
with the notion of equilibrium primarily concerns the usefulness
of the Walrasian general-equilibrium construction rather than
that of the simple Marshallian partial-equilibrium construction. 4
But it is precisely in the context of the simple shor t-run one-good
market that I shall point out some of the shortcomings of the
equilibrium approach.
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In our dassrooms we draw the Marshallían cross to depict
competitive supply and demand, and then go on to explaín how
the market is deared only at the price corresponding to the
intersecáon of the curves. Of ten the explanation of market price
determination proceeds no further-- almost implying that the
only possible price is the market-clearing price. Somedmes we
address the question ofhow we can be confident that there is any
tendency at all for the intersection price to be attained. The
discussion is then usually carried on in terms of the Walrasian
version of the equilíbration process. Suppose, we say, the price
happens to be above the intersecdon level. Ir so, the amount of
the good people are prepared to supply is in the aggregate larger
than the total amount people are prepared to buy. There will be
unsold inventories, thereby depressing price. On the other
hand, ir price is below the íntersecáon level, there will be excess
demand, "forcing" price up. Thus, we explain, there will be a
tendency for price to gravitate toward the equilibrium level at
which quantity demanded equals quanuty supplied.
Now this explanation has a certain rough-and-ready appeal.
However, when price is described as being above or below
equilibrium, it is understood that a single price prevails in the
market. One uncomfortable question, then, is whether we may
assume that a single price emerges before equilibrium is attained. Surely a single price can be postulated only as the result
of the process of equifibration itself. At least to this extent, the
Walrasian explanaáon of equilibrium price determination appears to beg the question.
Again, the Walrasían explanation usu_ally assumes perfect
compeudon, where all market participants are price takers. But
with only price takers parácipating, ir is not alear how unsold
inventories or unmet demand effect price changes. Ir no one
raises or lowers price bids, how do prices rise of rail?
The Marshallian explanation of the equilibrating process-not usually Lntroduced into classroom discussion---h similar to
the Walrasían but uses quantity rather than price as the principal
decision variable, s Instead of drawing horizontal price lines on
the demand-supply diagram to show excess supply os" unmct
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demand, the Marshallian procedure uses vertical lines to mark
off the demand prices and the supply prices for given quarttities.
With thís procedure the ordinate oía point on the demand curve
indicates the maximum price at which a quantity (represented by
the abscissa of the point) will be sold. Ir this price is greater than
the corresponding supply price (the mínimum price at which the
same quantity will be offered for sale), larger quantities will be
offered for sale. The reverse takes place when supply price
exceeds demand price. In this way a tendency toward equilibrium is allegedly demonstrated to exist.
This procedure also assumes too much. Ir takes for granted
that the market already knows when the demand price of the
quantity now available exceeds the supply price. But disequílibríum occurs precisely because market participants do not know
what the market-c|earing price is. In disequílibrium "the" quantity is not generally known nor is the highest (lowest) price at
whích this quantity can be sold (coaxed from suppliers). Thus ir
is not clear how the fact that the quantity on the market is less
than the equilibrium quantity assures the decisions of market
participants to be so modified as to increase ir.
Clearly neither of these explanations for the attainment of
equilibrium is satisfactory. From the Austrian perspective, which
emphasizes the role of knowledge and expectatiom, these exphnations take too much for gran_ed. What is needed is a theory
of the market process that takes explicit notice of the way in
which systemati¢ changes in the information and expectations
upon which market participants act lead them in the direction of
the postulated equilibrium "solution." The Austrian point of
view does, in fact, help us arrive at such a theory.
ROBBINSIAN ALLOCATION AND MISESIAN ACTION
In developing a viable theory of market process it is hdpful to
call attention to the much-neglected role ofentrepreneurship. The
neglect of entrepreneurship in modern analysis is a direct consequence of the general preoccupation with fmal equilibñum
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positions. In order to understand the distinction between a
process-conscious market theory, which makes reference to entrepreneurship, and an equilibrium market theory, which ignores entrepreneurship, it will help to compare the Misesian
concept of human action with the Robbinsian concept of
economizing, that is, allocative decision making.
Ir may be recalled that Lord Robbins defined economics as
dealing with the allocative aspect of human affairs, that'is, with
the consequences of the circumstance that men economize by
engaging in the allocation of limited resources among multiple
competing ends. 6 Mises, on the other hand, emphasized the
much broader notion of purposeful human action,'embracing
the deliberate efforts of men to improve their positions. 7 Both
concepts, it should be noticed, are consistent with methodological individualism
and embody the insight that market
phenomena are generated by the interaction of individual decision makers, s But the two construcuons do differ significantly.
Robbinsian economizing consists in using known available resources in the most efficient manner to achieve given purposes.
Ir entails the implementation of the equimarginal principle, that
is, the setting up of an allocative arrangement in which it is
impossible to transfer a unit of resource from one use to another
and receive a net benefit. For Robbins, economizing simply
means shuffling around available resources in order to secure
the most efficient utilization ofknoum inputs in terms of a g/ven
hierarchy of ends. Ir is the interaction in the market of the
allocative efforts of numerous economizing individuals that
generates all the phenomena that modern economics seeks to
explain.
The diff'malty with a theory of the market couched in exdusively Robbinsian terms is that in dísequilibrium many of the
plans of Robbinsian economizers are bound to be unrealized.
Disequilibrium is a situation in which not all plans can be carried
out together; it reflects mistakes in the price informauon on
which individual plans were made. Market experience by way of
shortages and surplus reveals the incorrecmess of the oxiginal
price expectations. Now the Robbimian framework suggests
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that the unsuccessful plans will be discarded or revised, but we
are unable to say much more than this. The notion of a Robbinsian plan assumes that informaon
is both given and known to
the acting individuals. Lacking this information market parti¿ipants are blocked from Robbinsian acUvity altogether. Without
some clue as to what new expectations will follow disappointments in the market, we ate unable to postulate any sequence of
decisions. All we can say is: if all the Robbinsian decisions
dovetail, we have equilibrium; if they do not dovetail, we have
disequilibrium. We lack justification within this framework for
stating, for example, that unsold inventories will depress price;
we may only say that with excessive price expectafions Robbinsian decision makers will generate unsold inventories. As decísion makers they do not raise or lower price; they are stricfly
price takers, allocating against a background of given prices. If
all parUcipants are pñce takers, how then can the market price
rise or rail? By what process does this happen, ifit happens at all?
In order for unsold inventories to depress price, market participants with unsold goods need to realize that the previously
prevailing price was too high. Participants must modify their
expectations concerning the eagerness of other parucipants to
huy. But in order to make these asserUons we must transcend the
narrow conf'mes of the Robbinsian framework. We need a concept of decision making wide eno'ugh to encompass the element
of entrepreneursh_o to account for the way in which market participants change their plans. It is here that the Misesian notion of
human acfion comes to our assistance.
Mises's concept of human acfion embodies an insight about
man that is entirely lacking in a world of Robbinsian economizers. Thís insíght recognizes that men ate not only calculating
agents but ate also alert to opportunities. Robbinsian theory only
applies after a person is confronted with opportunifies; for ir
does not explain how that person learns about opportunities in
the first place. Misesian theory of human action conceives of the
individual as having bis eyes and ears open to opportunifies that
are "just around the comer." He is alert, waiting, continually
receptive to something that ma), turn up. And when the prevail-
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ing price does not dear the market, market participants realize
they should revise their estimates of pñces bid or asked in order
to avoid repeated disappointment. This alermess is the entrepreneurial element in human action, a concept lacking in
analysis carried out in exclusively Robbinsian terms. At the same
time that it transforms allocative decision making into a realistic
view of human action, entrepreneurship converts the theory of
market equilibrium into a theory of market process.
THE ROLE OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP
There have, it is true, been other definitions of the entrepreneuñal role. The principal views on the question have been
those of Schumpeter, Frank H. Knight, and Mises. I have argued, however, that these alternative defmidons upon analysis
all have in common the element of alermess to opportunities. 9
Alermess should be carefully disfinguished from the mere possession of knowledge. And it is the distinction between being
alert and possessing knowledge that helps us understand how
the entrepreneurial market process systema_caUy detects and
helps eliminate error.
A person who possesses knowledge is not by that criterion
alone an entrepreneur. Even though an employer hires an expert for his knowledge, it is the employer rather than the
employee who is the entrepreneur. The employer may not have
all the information the hired expert possesses, yet the employer
is better "informed" than anyone else--he knows where knowledge is to be obtained and how it can be usefully employed. The
hired expert does not, apparenfly, see how his knowledge can be
usefuUy employed, since he is not prepared to act as bis own
employer. The hired expert does not perceive the opportunity
presented by the possession of bis information. The employer
does perceive iL Entrepreneurial
knowledge is a rarefied,
abstract type of knowledge-- the knowledge of where to obtain
information (or other resources) and how to deploy ir.
This entrepreneurial alermess is crucial to the market process,
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Disequilibrium represents a situation of widespread market ignorance. This ignorance is responsible for the emergence of
profitable opportunities.
Entrepreneurial
alertness exploits
these opportunities when others pass them by. G. L. S. Shackle
and Lachmann emphasized the unpredictability of human
knowledge, and indeed we do not clearly understand how entrepreneurs get their flashes of superior foresight. We cannot
explain how some men discover what is.around the corner before others do. We may certainly explain -- on entirely Robbinsian lines -- how men explore for oil by carefully weighing
alternative ways of spending a limited amount of search resources, but we cannot explain how a prescient entrepreneur
realizes before others do that a search for oil may be rewarding.
As an empirical matter, however, opportunities do tend to be
perceived and exploited. And it is on this observed tendency that
our belief in a determinate market process is founded.
ADVERTISING
PROCESS

AS /iN dSPECT OF THE COMPETITIVE

Characterízation of the market process as one involving
entrepreneuñal discovery clarifies a number of ambiguies
about the m_rket and dispels several misunderstandings about
how it funcons. Advertising provides ah excellent example on
which to base our discussion.
Advertising, a pervasive feature of the market economy, is
widely misunderstood and of ten condemned as wasteful, inefficient, inimical to competition, and generally destructive of consumer sovereignty. In recent years there has been somewhat of a
rehabilitation of advertising in economic literature, along the
fines of the economics of information. According to this view
adversing messages beamed at prospecve
comumers are
quanties of needed knowledge, for which they are prepared to
paya price. The right quantity of information is produced and
delivered by the adversing industry in respome to consumer
d_ires. For reasons having to do with cost economy, it is most
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efficient for this information to be produced by those for whom
such production is easiest, namely, by the producers of the
products about which information is needed. There is much of
value in this approach to an understanding of the economics of
advertising, but it does not explain everything. The economicsof-information approach tries to account for the phenomena of
adverfising entirely in terms of the demand for and supply of
nonentrepreneurial knowledge, information that can be bought
and sold and even packaged. But such an approach does not go
beyond a world of Robbinsian maximizers and fails to comprehend the true role of advertising in the market process.
Let us consider the producer of the advertised product. In his
entrepreneurial role, the producer anticipates the wishes of
consumers and notes the availability of the resources needed for
a product to satisfy consumer desires. This function _ight appear to be fulf'flled when the producer produces the product and
makes ir available for purchase. In other words, it might seem
that the entrepreneur's function is fulfiiled when he transforms
an opportunity to produce a potential product into an opportunity for the consumer to buy the finished product. Consumers
themselves were not aware of the opportunitíes this production
process represents; it ís the supeñor alertness of the entrepreneur that has enabled him to fulf'dl his task. It is not sufficient, however, to make the product available; consumers must
be aware of its availability. If the oppormnity to bu)t is not
perceived by the consumer, it is as ifthe opportunity to produce
has not been perceived by the entrepreneur. It is not enough to
grow food consumers do not know how to obtain; consumers
must know that the food has in fact been grownl Providing
consumers with information is not enough. It ís essential that the
opportunities available to the consumer attract his attention,
whatever the degree of bis alertness may be. Not only must the
entrepreneur-producer marshal resources to cater to comumer
desires, but also he must insure that the consumer does not miss
what has been wrought. For this purpose advertising is dearly an
indispensable imtrument.
By viewing adverfising as an entrep_neuríal device, we are
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able to understand why Chamberlin's distinction between fabrícation costs and selling costs is invalid, lo Fabrication (or production) costs are supposedly incurred for producing a product, as
distinguished from selling costs incurred to get bu.yers to buy the
product. Selling costs allegedly shift the demand curve for the
product, while the costs of fabrication (production) affect the
supply curve only. The distinction has been criticized on the
grounds that most selling costs tum out to be disguised fabrication costs ofone type or another? _Our perspective permits us to
view the issue from a more general framework, which embodies
the insight that all fabrication costs are at once selling costs as
well. Ir the producer hada guaranteed market in which he could
sell all he wanted of his product at a certain price, then his
fabrication costs might be only fabrication costs and include no
sum for coaxing consumers to buy it. But there never is a guaranteed market. The producer's decisions about what product to
produce and of what quality are invariably a reflection of what
he believes he will be able to sell at a worthwhile price. It is
invariably an entrepreneurial choice. The costs he incurs are
those that in his estimation he must in order to sell what he
produces at the anticipated price. Every improvement in the
product is introduced to make it more attractive to consumers,
and certainly the product itself is produced for precisely the
same reasons. AII costs are in the last analysis selling costs.
PROFITS /IND THE COMPETITIVE

PROCESS

The Austrian concept of the entrepreneurial role emphasizes
profit as being the prime objective of the market process. As such
it has important implications for the analysis of entrepreneurship in nonmarket contexts (such as within fá'ms or under
socialism or in bureaucracies in general). I have already remarked that we do not know precisely how entrepreneurs expeñence superior foresight, but we do know, at least in a general
way, that entrepreneurial alermess is stimulated by the lure of
profits. Alermess to an opportunity rests on the attractiveness of
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that opportunity and on its ability to be grasped once irhas been
perceived. This incentive is different from the incentives present
in a Robbinsian world. In the nonentrepreneuñal context, the
incendve is constituted by the satisfactions obtainable at the
expense of the relevant sacrifices. Robbinsian incentives are
communicated to others by simply arranging that the satisfactions offered to them ate more significant (from their point of
view) than the sacrifices demanded from them. Incentive is
thereby provided by the comparison of known alternaves. In
the entrepreneurial context, however, the incentive to be alert to
a future opportunity is quite different from the incentive to
trade off already known opportunities; in fact it has nothing to
do with the comparison of alternatives. No prior choice is involved in perceiving an opportunity waiting to be nouced. The
incentive is to try to get something for nothing, ff only one can
see what it is that can be done.
Robbinsian incenfives can be offered in nonmarket contexts.
The bureaucrat, employer, or official offers a bonus for greater
effort. For entrepreneurial incentives to operate, on the other
hand, it is necessary for those who perceive opportunities to gain
from noticing them. An outstanding feature of the market system is that it provides these kinds of incentives. Only by analysis
of the market process does this very important entrepreneurial
aspect of the market economy come into view. The real
economic problems in any society arise from the phenomenon of
unperceived opportunities. The manner in which a mar'ket society grapples with this phenomenon cannot be understood within
an exclusively equilibrium theory of the market. The Austrian
approach to the theory of the market therefore holds considerable promise. Much work still needs to be done. It would be good
to know more about the insututional settings that are most conducive to opportunity discovery. It would be good to apply basic
Austrian theory to the theory of speculation and of the formation of expectations with regard to future pñces. AH this would
enrich our understanding of the economics of bureaucracy and
of socialista. It can be convincingly argued that Mises's famous
proposiUon concerning economic calculation under socialista
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flows naturally from bis "Austriánism."
Here, too, there is room
for further elucidation. In all this agenda, the Austrian emphasis
on process analysis should stand up very well.
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On the Central Concept of
Austrian Economics:
Market Process
Ludwig M. Lachmann
In setting up the market process as the central concept of Auso
trian economics, as opposed to the general-oquilibrium
approach of the neoclassical school, Austrian economists have a
choice of strategies: They might, on the one hand, attempt to
show the absurdity of the notion of general equilibrium, the arid
formalista of the style of thought that gave rise to it, and its
"irrelevance" to many urgent problems. They might, without
denying the signif'mance of equilibrating forces, stress the time
aspect and show that the equilibrating forces can never do their
work in time, that long before general equilibrium is established
some change will supervene to render the data obsolete. They
would, however, face the objecUon that the notion of market
process requires equilibraUng forces to make it work, an objection that, because it is a half-truth, might be hard to refute
without drawing a disUncáon between "equilibrium of the individual" and "equflibrium of the economic system."
In my view, however, Austrian economists should present
their case for the market process by offering a fairly comprehensive account of the human forces governing it rather than by
engaging in piecemeal discussions of its varíous interconnected
aspects, which must, in the absence of the total picture, remain
obscure. The defects of the neodassical style become obvious ir
the Austrian economists simply point to facts the neodassical
conceptual tools are unable to explain.
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What keeps the market proizess in perpetual motion? Why
does it never end, denoting the f'mal state of equilibrium of our
system? If Austrian economists answered by saying, "Something
unexpected always happens," they would be accused of vagueness and reminded that only perpetual "changes in data" could
have this effect. Ah ,attempt to show that continuous autonomous changes in demand or supply do account for the permanent character of the market process would involve a drawn-out
discussion of the effects of ever-changing patterns of knowledge
on the conduct of consumers and producers, a discussion in
which Austrian economists would be at a serious disadvantage
without prior elucidation of the term knowledge.
The market process is the outward manifestation of an unending stream of knowledge. This insight is fundamental to Austrian economics. The pattern of knowledge is continuously
changing in society, a process hard to describe. Knowledge defies all attempts to treat it asa "datum" oran object identifiable in
time and space.
Knowledge may be acquired at a cost, but is not always, as
when we witness an accident or "learn by doing" for other than
cognitive reasons. Sometimes, knowledge isjealously and expensively guarded; sometimes, it may be broadcast to reach a
maximum number of listeners, as in advertising. Now knowledge, whether cosfly or free, may prove valuable to one and
useless to another, owing to the ¿omplementarity of new and old
knowledge and the diversity of human interests. Hence
it is impossible to gauge the range of appfication of some bit
of knowledge until it is obsolete. But we can never be certain
that knowledge is obsolete since the future is unknown. AII
useful knowledge probably tends to be diffused, but in
being applied for various purposes it also may change character,
hence the difficulty of identifying it.
Knowledge then is an elusive concept wholly refractory to
neoclassical methods. It cannot be quantified, has no location in
space, and defies insertion into any complex of functional relationships. Though it varíes in time, it is no variable, either dependent of independent.As soonas wepermit time to elapse, we must
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permit knowledge to change, and knowledge cannot be regarded asa
function of anything else. The state of knowledge of a society
cannot be the same at two successive poínts of time, and time
cannot elapse without demand and supply shifting. The stream
of knowledge produces ever new disequilibrium situations, and
entrepreneurs continually manage to Fmd new price-cost differences to exploit. When one is eliminated by strenuous competion, the stream of knowledge throws up another. Profit is a
permanent income from ever-changing sources.
Certain consequences of what has been said seem to concern
the modus operandi of the market, but one appears to be significant for the methodology of all social sciences.
In the first place, how do we determine the true origin of any
particular bit of knowledge? When and how do ill-founded
surmises and half-baked ideas acquire the stams of respectable
knowledge? We can neither answer nor ignore thesé questions.
Two things we may assert with reasonable confidence. As Karl
Popper showed, we cannot have future knowledge in the present. 1 Also, men sometimes act on the basis of what cannot
really be called knowledge. Here we encounter the problem of
expectations.
Although old'gnowledge is continually being superseded by
new knowledge, though nobody knows which piece will be obsolete tomorrow, men have to act with regard to the future and
make plans based on expectations. Experience teaches us that in
an uncertain world different men hold different expectations
about the same future event. This fact has certain implications
for growth theory m in my view important implications m with
which I deal in my paper "Toward a Critique of Macroeconomics" (included in this volume). Here we are concerned
with the fact that divergent expectations entail incoherent plans.
At another place I argued that "what keeps this process in
continuous motion is the occurrence of unexpected change as
well as the inconsistency of human plans. Both are necessary
condions. "2 Are we entifled, then, to be confident that the
market process will in the end eliminate incoherence of plans
which would thus prove m be onJy transient? What is being asked
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here is a fairly fundamental question about the nature of the
market process.
The subject of expectations, a subjecfive element in human
action, is eminently "Austrian." Expectations must be regarded
as autonomous, as autonomous as human preferences are. To be
sure, they are modified by experience, but we are unable to
postulate any particular mode of change. To say that the market
gradually produces a consistency among plans is to say that the
divergence of expectations, on which the initial incoherence of
plans rests, will graduaUy be turned into convergence. But to
reach this conclusion we must deny the autonomous character of
expectations. We have to make the (diminishing) degree of divergence of expectations a function of the time sequence of the
stages of the market process. If the stream of knowledge is nota
function of anything, how can the degree of divergence of expectations, which are but rudimentary forros of incomplete
knowledge, be made a function of time?
Umuccessful plans have to be revised. No doubt planners
learn from experience. But what they learn is not known; also
different men learn different lessons. We might say that unsuccessful planners make capital losses and thus gradually lose their
control over resources and their ability to engage in new enterprises; the successful are able to plan with more confidence and
on a much larger scale. Mises used such an argument_ But how
can we be sure? History shows many examples of men who were
"ahead of their times," whose expectations were vindicated when
it was too late, who had to gire up the struggle for lack of
resources when a few more would have brought them triumph
instead of defeat. There is no reason why aman who fails three
times should not succeed the fourth. Expectations are autonomous. We cannot predict their mode of change as prompted by
faure or success.
What we have here is a difference of opinion on the nature of
the market process. For one view the market process is propelled
by a mechanism of given and known forces of demand and
supply. The outcome of the interaction of these forces, namely,
equilibrium, is in principle predictable. But outside forces in the
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form of autonomous changes in demand and supply continually
impinge on the system and prevent equilibrium from being
reached. The system is ever moving in the direction of an
equilibrium, but it never gets there. The compeutive action of
entrepreneurs tending to wípe out price-cost differences is regarded as "equilibrating"; for in equilibrium no such differences
could exist.
The other view, which I happen to hold, regards the distinction between external forces and the internal market mechanísm
as essentially misleading. Successive stages in the flow of knowledge must be manifest in both. Market action is not independent
of expectations, and every expectation is an attempt "to catch a
glimpse of future knowledge now." To say that each market
moves toward a price that "clears" it has litfle meaning where
speculators are busy piling up and unloading stocks. The relauonship between dífferent markets in disequilibrium is in finitely
complex. I shall say nothing more about it here, though Ideal
with some aspects of this complex problem in "Toward a
Critique of Macroeconomics" (included in this volume).
Having set out to replace the paradigm of general equilibrium
by that of the market process, why should we concentrate on the
equilibrating nature of the latter m on showing that but for the
perennial impact of external forces general equilibrium would
be reached after all? It might be held, however, that every
process must have adirection, and unless we are able tOshow that
every stage of the market process "points" in the direction of
equilibrium, no satisfactory theory of the market process is
possible.
But this is nota convincing view. In the f'wst place, though a
process may have a direction at each point of time, it may change
direction over time. The direction the process follows need not
be the same throughout. Second and more important, two kinds
of process have to be distinguished here. The fa'st is a limited
process, in the course of which we witness the successive modes
of interaction of a set of forces, given initially and limited in
number. Sucia a process may termirmte or go on forever; whatever happem depends entirely on the nature of the (given) setof
,i
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forces. The system may be subjected to random shocks from
external sources, which it may take some time to absorb, such
absorption interfering with the interaction of the forces. The
second variety of process is the very opposite of the first. No
initíal set of forces delimits the boundaries of events. Any force
from anywhere may at any time affect our process, and forces
that impinged on it yesterday may suddenly vanish from the
scene. There is no end or final point of rest in sight. Need I assert
that history is a process of the second, not of the fh-st, variety?
While our market process is not of the first kind, it is not
completely unlimited. Two things may be said about it. The
notion of general equilibrium is to be abandoned, but that of
individual equilibrium is to be retained at all costs. It is simply
tantamount to rational action. Without it we should lose our
"sense of direction." The market process consists of a sequence
of individual interactions, each denoting the encounter (and
sometimes collision) of a number of plans, which, while coherent
individually and reflecting the individual equilibrium of the
actor, are incoherent asa group. The process would not go on
otherwise.
Walrasians, in using the same notion of equilibrium on the
three levels of analysis _ the individual, the market, and the
entire system _ succumbed to the fallacy of .unwarranted
generalization: they erroneously believed that the key that unlocks one door will also unlock a number of others. Action
controlled by one mind is, as Mises showed, necessarily consistent. The actions of a number of minds in the same market lack
such consistency, as the simultaneous presence ofbulls and bears
shows. Gonsistency of actions in a number of markets within a
system consUtutes an even greater presumption.
Finally, the divergence of expectations, apart from being an
obstade to equilibrium, has an imlgortant posítive funcdon in a
market economy. Ir is ah anticipatory device. The more extended
the range of expectaUons, the greater the fikelihood that somebody will catch a glimpse of things to come and be"ñght." Those
who take their orientation from the future rather than the present, the "speculators," permít the future to make its impact on
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the market process earlier than otherwise. They contrive to
inject a glimpse of fumre knowledge into the emergent market
pattern. Of course they may make mistakes for which the)' will
pay. Without divergent expectations and incoherent plans, however, ir could not happen at all.

NOTES
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The Theory of Capital
Israd M. Kirzner
It is not my purpose here to offer a concise Austrian theory of
capital. Rather I shall presentan Austrian perspective on several
concepts fundamental to modern capital theory. I shall show
how this perspective enables us to fit certain characterisucally
Austrian ideas about capital into the more comprehensive Austrian view of the way in which the market system operates. To
clarífy what constitutes the uniquely Austrian way of thinking
about capital, I shall begin with a criUcal interpretation of a 1974
paper by SirJohn Hicks. My use of Hicks's work as a springboard
also helps to explain why Hicks considered his book on capital
theory to be "neo-Austrian" in character?

HICKS, MATERIALISTS,

AND FUNDISTS

Hicks grouped the numerous views on capital that have been
expounded throughout the history of economic thought under
two broad headings. _By means of this classification Hicks called
attenuon to the two basic ways economists conceptualize the
notion of a stock of capital goods existing in the economy at a
given moment in time. One is to see the stock asa collecUon of
physical goods; by this approach aggregation into a stock provides us with a rneasure of the'_¢olume of capital." An important
implicaon of this view is that "as between two economies which
have capital stocks that ate physically idenucal [the] Volume of
Capital must be the same. "s Those who share this view of the
aggregate stock of capital, Hicks called _materialists." The alternave view conceives of the aggregate stock of capital goods, not
133
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asa volume of physical capital, but as a "sum of values which may
conveniently be described asa Fund" -- something evidently
quite different from the physical goods themselves -- with the
values derived from the expected future output flows. Those
holding this view, Hicks called "fundists. ''4
This fundist-materialist dichotomy is an elaboration (and partial revision) of a comment that Hicks made in the 1963 edition
of his Theory of Wages.5 In that discussion Hicks identified "the
two basic ways in which economists have regarded the capital
stock of an economy" as involving, fu,st, a "physical concept,"
which treats capital "as consisting of actual capital goods," and,
second, a "fund concept," which reduces capital to the "consumption goods that are foregone to get it.''_These are the same
two concepts Hicks identified in his 1974 paper, except that
there he preferred an interpretation of the fund vie¢rin temas of
future outputs rather than in terms of opportunity cost.
FUNDISTS : A TERMINOLOGICAL

PUZZLE

Now Hicks's use of the labelfund to identify that notion of
capital not viewed as physical goods is puzzling and could cause
much confusion about the meaning of his discussion. Hicks
declared that he "of course" borrowed the termfund from the
history of economic thought; it is here that theconfusion begins.
The notion of capital as a fund is well known in the history of
capital theory. It was carefully developed by John Bates Clark 7
and repeatedly expounded by Frank H. Knight. 8 Those who
objected most vigorously to this view of capital were Eugen ron
B6hm-Bawerk in the first decade of the cenmry and Friedrich A.
Hayek in the fourth decade. B6hm-Bawerk declared that Clark's
concept of capital was mystical, and he insisted that to measure a
stock of capital in value units in no way implies that what is being
measured is an abstract quanty apart from the physical goods
themselves.' Hayek, in hís debate with Knight, argued against
the noUon of capital as a fund of value, that is, a quanUty apart
from the particular goods makáng up the capital stock? ° Thus
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Hicks's list of fundists must indude Clark and Knight, and
B6hm-Bawerk and Hayek must be on his list of materialists
(certainly not on the list of fundists).
However, this was not the way Hicks classified these
economists. J. B. Clark was "dearly" a materialist, and Hayek "of
course, was a fundist. "H Also, B6hm-Bawerk."kept the fundist
flag flying! "_ A basic familiarity with the history of capital theory
leaves one puzzled, if not startled, by Hicks's choice of terminology. Let us look more closely at how he employs his definiáons.

HICKSlAN FUNDISM
To Hicks, the termfund apparently denotes a concept entirely
different from that Clark and Knight had in mind when they
used it. Knight's capital-as-a-fund notion refers to a special way
of viewing capital goods mas the temporary embodiment of a
permanent store, or "fund," of value. Hicks's declarafion that
the Austrians are fundists has to do with their treatment of
capital goods as essentially forward-looking components of
multiperiod plans. TMThe Clark-Knight view of capital as something other than the capital goods themselves is quite different
from Hicks's fundists' view. Hicks himselfnow a "neoAustrian" -- is on the side of his brand of fundists m the
forward-looking kind. Without denying the propriety of a
materialist, or backward-looking, perspective on capital, Hicks
endorsed a "sophisticated" fundism in which the forwardlooking character of capital goods is repeatedly emphasized.
This made it easier for Hicks to recognize the importance of
expectations in capital theory--a characteristicaUy Austrian
point of. view.
Hicks apparenfly was inspired in his novel use of the termfund
by B6hm-Bawerk's notion of a subsistence fund. __Despite my
criticism of Hicks's usage of the termfund, I must agree that
B6hm-Bawerk did set a precedent for using it in this way.
Moreover, by insisting that the notion of a subsistence fund is
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characterisdc of B6hm-Bawerk's approach, Hicks preserved
what we must consider to be the essentially pure Austrian element in B6hm-Bawerk's theory. Some effort has been made in
recent work to ignore the forward-looking, multiperiodplanning aspect of B6hm-Bawerk's theory. The productivity
side of his system has been emphasized, and the time-preference
aspect has been either suppressed altogether of treated as an
inessential encumbrance. _5However, as Hicks recognized, the
notion of a subsistence fund is an essenUal element of B6hmBawerk's thinking about capital. This nofion embodies the insight that, in choosing between processes of production of different durations, men appraise the prospecfive sacrifices these
processes call for in terms of abstaining from more immediate
consumption. Crucial to such appraisals is the size of the available capital stock, because it influences the prospective disutility
associated with each of the alternatively required periods of
waiting. Not only is this notion of a subsistence fund central to
B6hm-Bawerk's theory of capital, but it also is w in spite of his
disconcerung concessions to the productivity-interest theorists ta
m the essentially "Austrian" element in his thought. In the
subsistence-fund concept is encapsulated B6hm-Bawerk's concern for forward-looking, multiperiod human decision making;
here the influence of subjective comparative evaluation of alternauve future streams of income makes itself felt; and here there
is room for a discussion of expectations and uncertaiñty. Hicks
recognized all this when he identified the Austrians as fundists.
Not only does the notion of the subsistence fund qualify B6hmBawerk as a Hicksian fundist, but it also, as Hicks implied,
epitomizes what is "Austrian" in B6hm-Bawerk's theory. I heartily agree with all this. At the same time, to emphasize the differences between the fund noUon as used by Hicks andas usually
associated wit.hClark and Knight, we may recall Hayek's powerfui criucisms of the subsistence-fund idea. t7 Hayek's extreme
opposition to the Clark-Knight notion ofa fund led hito to point
out some diff'_'uldes in BShm-Bawerk's original presentation of
the subsistence-fund idea. While we can understand why Hicks
labeled B6hm-Bawerk a fundist, we must still decide whether
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Hicks was correct in naming Hayek and modern-day Austrians
fundists as well.

.,qUSTRI/INS, MHTERIALISTS,

/IND FUNDISTS

Where indeed does modern Austrianism stand in relation to
the Hicksian materialisbfundist dichotomy? I contend that
whatever validity Hicks's view of the Austríans has in terms of
the older Austrian writers-- Austrianism today does not at all fit
this classification. Austrian economists occupy a position that is
neither fundist nor materialist; they dismiss the basic question to
which the fundists and materialists have traditionally addressed
themselves as being unhelpful and completely irrevelant.
Austrians reject the fundist-materialist dichotomy because of
their special understanding of the role individual plans play in
the market process. A capital good ís not merely a produced
factor of production. Rather it is a good produced as part of a
multiperiod plan in which it has been assigned a specific function
in a projected process of productíon. A capital good is thus a
physical good with ah assigned productive purpose. To treat the
stock of capital goods asa Hicksian materialist would is out of the
question, for as Hicks recognized, this approach ignores the
future streams ofoutput that these capital goods are designed to
help produce. But to treat the stock of capital goods asa Hicksian
fundist might is also unacceptable, for it submerges the individualities of the various capital goods into a stock and replaces
them with the sum of values supposed to represent the aggregate
expected future value of the output imputed to these goods. To
treat the stock of capital goods this way ignores the problem of
the degree of consistency that prevails among the purposes
assigned to each of the goods composing the capital stock. It also
ignores questions of complementarity among goods, as well as
the possibility that the productive purpose assigned by one producer to a particular capital good is unrealizable in the light of
the plans of other producers or potential users of other capital
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goods. But aU this is precisely what, to an Austrian economist,
cannot be ignored.
In somewhat different terms, the Hicksian materialist-fundist
dassification is objeconable not so much for these alternative
formulations as for the incompatibility of the task they attempt
to carry out with the Austrian approach. That task is to arrive at a
single value aggregate to represent the size of the stock of capital
goods in an economy. It is this very attempt to collapse the
multidimensional
collection of capital goods into a single
number that Austrian economists find unacceptable. If one
wishes to talk about the total stock of all capital goods in an
economy at a particular moment in time, one must not overlook
the roles assigned to the various goods by individuals; in other
words, one must treat the stock as consisting at ,all times of
essentially heterogeneous items that defy aggregation. They
defy aggregation not only because of physical heterogeneity but
also, more important, because of the diversity of the purposes to
which these goods have been assigned. Mises emphaticaUy dismissed the very notion of an aggregate of physical capital goods
as empty and useless. The "totality of the produced factors of
producuon," Míses wrote, "is merely aja enumeration of physical
quantities of thousands and thousands ofvarious goods. Such an
inventory is of no use to acting. It is a description ofa part of the
universe in terms of technology and topography and has no
reference whatever to the problems raised by the endeavors to
improve human well-being. ''ls
ON MEASURING

CAPITAL: THE INDIVIDUAL

Other economi._ts as well as the Austria__nssee the serious
theoretical diff'z'ulties that face all attempts m measure real
capital. It seems useful to review briefly where these diffmulties
lie, both in the attempt to measure a single Lndividuars stock of
capital goods and the attempt m measure society's stock of capital goods? s
Comider a list of all the physical items that make upa s".mgle
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individual's stock of capital goods. Their physical heterogeneity
prohibits "adding them up" m there is no natural unit of measurement. Instead one may try to devise an index number that
will permit the heterogeneous items to be treated as one dimensional. But if the measure thus obtained is to be interpreted as
representing the quantity of physical goods in the stock, the
attempt hardly seems worthwhile. Not only is the advantage in
replacing a list by a number unclear, but such a replacement
obviously hides an important aspect of economic reality. A man's
future plans depend not only on the aggregate size of bis capital
stock but also very crucially upon the particular properues of the
various goods making up the stock. Goods that can be used in a
complementary relationship permit certain plans that a purely
physical measure necessarily suppresses.
Imtead ofseeking to measure the quanfity ofphysical goods as
physical goods, one may seek to measure one's capital stock in
terms of the amount of past sacrifice undertaken to achieve the
present stock. This would be a backward-looking measure. For
such a measure, the heterogeneity of the goods making up the
capital stock would present no difficulty. While one may question the usefulness of measuring past sacrifice, itis at least a task
that does not lack meaning. On the other hand, measuring the
size of the capital stock in te rms of past sacrifice raises
heterogeneity problems of a dffferent kind. Past sacrifices are
unlikely to have been homogeneous in character. And even ff
market values, say, are employed to express past sacrifices, there
remaim a very special"heterogeneity" difficulty arising from the
circumstance that past sacrifices were undertaken at different
dates in the past. These difficulties must necessarily render the
search for a backward-looking measure unsuccessful.
A far more popular alternative is to measure the size of stocks
of capital goods in terms of expected contribuuon to fumre
streams of output. Attempts to arrive at so-ca__iledforwardlooking measures of capital me, of course, the essence of Hicksian fundism. It is misleading to taIk of a particular resource as
being unambiguously associated with a def'Lnitestream of forthcoming output, in the se_se that such an output stream flows
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automatically from the resource itself. Decisions must be made
as to how a resource is to be deployed before one on talk ofits
future contribufion to output. Because there are alternative uses
for a resource and alternative dusters of complementary inputs
with which a resource may be used, it is confusing to see a
resource as represenáng a def'mite future output flow before the
necessary decisions on its behalf have been made.
Nonetheless, recognizing all these difficulties, it cannot be
denied, in the last analysis, that forward-looking measures of the
size of capital stocks are being made aU the time. Individuals do
measure the potential contñbutions of particular capital goods
to future output. They do so whenever these goods are bought
and sold, and whenever owners of such goods refrain from
selling them at going market prices. What cannot be "objectively" measured by the outsider turns out to be evaluáted subjectively by the relevant decision maker.
ME/ISURING

CAPITAL: THE ECONOMY

The difficulties involved in measuring the size ofan individual's stock of capital goods become exaggerated when it is the size
of an entire nations's stock of capital goods that one is measuring. The theorefical dífficules involved in aggregatíngrphysical
items present formidable obstacles to thoroughgoing, "aggregave," Hicksian materialism. As Hicks correctly pointed out, Austrian economists have little sympathy with such aja approach. But
measuring the size of the capital stock in economic rather than in
physical terms is hardly more promising. We may dismiss
backward-looking measures as having failed, even at the individual level. Forwarddooking measures of ah individual's capital
stock are impossible to achieve in an objective way but ale being
made all the time in the private dealings of individual agents. In
considering forward-looking measures of a nation's stock of
capital goods _ that is, Hicks's fundism in the 1973 version--the possibility of subjectíve evaluation loses virtually all meaning
(except in a seme to be discussed in the subsequent secon); the
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problems that prevent objective measurement at the level of the
individual are intensely reinforced by additional problems. One
difficulty is relating a given item (in the inventory of the social
stock of capital goods) to its pr_spective output before the preliminary decisions, necessary for the identification of that output, have been made; another is that the prospective output
associated with a capital good owned by Jones may be inconsistent with a capital good owned by Smith. A forward-looking
measure of Jones's capital stock and also of Smith's must presume plans on the part ofJones and of Smith, but Jones's plan
and Smith's plan may be, in whole of in part, mutually exclusive.
Perhaps Jones expects rain and builds a factory to produce
umbrellas, whereas Smith expects fine weather and builds a
factory to produce tennis racquets. That one of the two has
overestimated the possible output ofhis factory (and thus will, in
the future, be seen to have incorrecdy measured the size of his
capital stock) is not signif'w.ant. What is significant is that it is
already n0w meaningless to add a valuation of Jones's factor), to a
valuation of Smith's factor), when each valuation depends on the
expectation of one that the expectation of the other will prove
erroneous. We ate, therefore, forced as Austrian economists to
decline Hicks's invitation to join the fundist club. To víew the
aggregate capital stock asa fund requires us in the end to gire up
our concern with individual plans upon which forward-looking
measures ultimately depend for their very meaning! By refusing
to surrender our Austrian interest in individual plans, however,
we face another dífficulty.

ON THE NOTION OF THE QUANTITY OF
CAPITAL PER HEdD
We have seen that attempts to measure the quantity of capital
goods in an economy must fail on theoreUcal grounds. Yet it is
virtually impossible to avoid making statements in whích such
measurement is implied. In the wñtíng of Mises, for example, ,,ve
f'mdfrequent referente to the consequences of the fact that one
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country possesses a greater quantity of capital (ora greater
quantity of capital per worker) than a second country. _oSuch
statements imply the possibility that aggregate capital measurement has a rough meaningfulness. Yet how'do we reconcile our
theoreUcal rejection of aggregative capital measurement with a
willingness to make statements of this kind?
The answer to this difficulty lies in the possibility, menáoned
above, of subjecdve evaluation by an individual of the aggregate
worth of his own stock of capital goods. Individual forwardlooking measurement is both possible and feasible, because the
problem of possibly inconsistent plans does not arise. An individual evaluates each component of his capital stock in terms of
the plans he has in mind; he may have to take care to avoid
possible inconsistencies, but in appraising his measurement of
his capital we may assume that he has successfully iniegrated his
own plans. What cannot, except in the state of general equilibrium, be assumed for an economy asa whole is assumed asa
matter of course for the individual.
Underlying statements that compare the quantity of capital in
one country with that in another is a convenient and relatively
harmless fiction. One imagines that one has complete control
over all the items in a nation's capital stock _ that one is, in
effect, the economic czar of a socialist economy. One is then in
exactly the same position in relation to the nation's stock of
capital as an individual is in relation to hi__s
own stock. By the use
of thís fiction, problems of inconsistent plans have been simply
imagined away.
In sidestepping in this way the theoretical difficulties that
frustrate attempts to arrive at aggregate measures of capital, we
have, it may be argued, endorsed Hicksian fundism after all. But
this is by no means the case. In the context ofa market economy
the f'a:tion that aU inconsistencies among plans may be ignored is,
for most purfmses, highly hazardous and misleading. Although
there are instances in which needed reference to the aggregate
quantity of capital can be supported in the way described, to use
t.hisf'g'tion to construct a general treatment ofaggregated capital
is entirely unacceptabte to Austrian economists. It is the market
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process that has the property
of discovering
inconsistencies
among plans and ofoffering
incentives for their eliminatioB. To
introduce capital into the analysis of the market process in a way
that assumes that plan inconsistencies
do not exist is to espouse
decidedly non-Austrian
assumptions
and to become enmeshed
in those insoluble contradictions
characterizing
orthodox microeconomic
theory, the escape from which provides
the
strongest case for a return (oran
advance) to the Austrian
position.
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On Austrian Capital
Theory
Ludwig M. Lachmann
To most economists today the words/lustrian capital theory
denote work in the line of succession of Eugen von B6hmBawerk. Sir John Hicks noted that the tradition originated bo
fore the last quarter of the níneteenth century and can even be
traced to the Renaíssance, yet described bis book Capital and Time
as A Neo-,4ustrian Theory inasmuch as it deals with producdon
processes that take time to complete? How many know that Carl
Menger regarded BShm-Bawerk's theory as "one of the greatest
errors ever comrnitted'; a
I wish to argue, however, that BShm-Bawerk's model, being
essenfiMly macroeconomic, does not provide ah adequate basis
for a capital theory that could properly be called Austrian. Work
in constructing such a theory must start at the foundaUon, and
this means at the level of individual actíon. B6hm-Bawerk never
meant to be a capital theorist. He was essentially a Ricardian who
asked a Ricardian quesUon: "Why are the owners of impermanent resources able m enjoy a permanent income and what
determines its magnitude?" The notion of a temporal capital
structure consisting of a sequence of stages of production was a
mete by-product of ah inquiry into the causes and the magnitude of the tate of return on capital and not the main subject.
In pursuit of this Ricardian inquiry B6hm-Bawerk batded on
and failed like a Ricardian. In bis model there are one factor of
producon,
labor, and one final consumption good. Ricardo
failed when trying to apply conclusions holding in a simple com
¢¢otmmy to a mulcommodity world, in which the real wage rate
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depends on the workers' expenditure pattern and reladve prices
of wage goods (hence on choicel). B6hm-Bawerk's argument
foundered on the same rock.
With a number ofconsumption goods, we need a price system
which must be invariant to changes in the tate of interest that
accompany the accumulation of capital. But such a price system
cannot exist. Moreover, with the subsistence fund consisting of a
number of goods, some of the capital invested will be malinvested ifthe composition of the fund does not correspond to the
workers' expenditure pattern. In the absence of perfect
foresight on the part of the capital owners, some malinvestment
is inevitable, and some of the capital accumulated vanishes from
the scene.
There ate other reasons for abandoning BShm-Bawerk's
theory. As Samuelson pointed out a and Hicks noted,4 the possi*
bility of "reswitching" affects the "average length of the peñod
of production" justas much as the "quantity of capital."
Moreover, to reduce the whole complex of relationships among
capital resource_ within fn'ms as well as between firms in
different industries and stages of processing, often with relations of complementarity in ume but justas of ten not--to the
single dimension of time is a bold idea (originating with Ricardo), but nota very good one. From an Austrian point ofview, too
much violence is done to the diversity of the world.
I suggest that we reverse the I¢icardian approach to the problem of capital and make the capital structure the primary object
of smdy by startíng at the ground level, that is, at the microlevd
where production plans are made and carried ouL
On the other hand, can the rate of return on capital, Ricardo's
and B6hm-Bawerk's primary object, have any place in a market
economy ff, in an Austrian mood, the variet'/of goods and
services and its corollary, the heterogeneity of capital, are recognized? This rate of return ís of central concern to the neodassical
theorists, from Irving Fisher to Robert Solow, and constitutes
the main issue of controversy. For the neoclassical economist it is
a dependant variable of the general-equih'brium system. To the
contrar'/, the neo-_dians
hold that it has to be determined
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outsíde this system since there can be no quandty of capital and
hence no marginal product of it. In my view this controversy
about a fictitious macroeconomic magnitude is a symptom of the
arid macroeconomíc formalism that afflicts both schools. For in a
market economy a uniform rate of return on all capital invested
does not exist.
If we follow Menger instead of B6hm-Bawerk, a distincfion
ma), be made between the rate ofinterest on loans and the rate of
profit on capital ínvested. The former does exist, that is, there is
a structure of interest rates determíned daily in the loan market
as its equilibrium price. The latter does noL 5 There is also in a
market economy a uniform rate of (dividend and earnings) yield
on capital assets that the market assigns to the same dass. But this
uniform tate of yield has nothing to do with either Ricardo's tate
of profits or Fisher's tate of return over cost. It reflects all capital
gains and losses made since the ínception of the company in
question. It is precisely the diversity of such gains and losses
recorded on the stock of different companies that permits the
market to make the present rate of yield on all assets uniform.
This Mengerian criticism of B6hm-Bawerk is conf'trmed by
Hicks, the leading neoclassical thinker, who, having proclaimed
the "'Austrian' aff'fliation of my ideas" and paid a tribute to
B6hm-Bawerk, e nevertheless concluded on the last page of his
book that "only in the steady state can we unambiguously determine the size of profits. Out of the steady state the profit that is
allocated to a particular period depends on expectañom...
there is no such convention that is unambiguously right, m But
the "steady state," like all equilibria, is a f'lcfion, and the real
Austñan view has been Hicks's final view all the dmel
Our main task is to hay the foundaon
for a theory of the
capital structure. Our capital theory, unlike B6hm-Bawerk's, is
not devised to serve asa basis for an interest theory. Its purpose
is to make the shape, order, and coherence of the capital structure intelligible in temas of human action.
Starting wíth the facts of the heterogeneity of capital and
following ira logic, we f'mdin every f'n'ma capital combinaUon---a
combination of land, buildings, equipment, machines, and
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stocks of various goods. There are constraints on the possible
modes of complementarity of these resources, some of them
technological, some the results of the market situation. Relevant
here are both the market for the products of the firm and those
for labor and materials. Within these boundañes the managerentrepreneur chooses a mode for the use of the capital under his
control to maximize his profits. And since his decision involves
the future as well as the present, he bases his plan on his
expectations.
Since his capital combination could produce a number of
different output streams of various composition, he has to
choose among them. But his capital combination is not immutable; he can reshuffle it, discarding some capital goods and buying others. Entrepreneurial acfion with regard to __.ital, ti'len,
requires continuous "alermess" to change anda willingness to
make frequent changes, the switching "on" or "off" of various
output streams as well as the reshuffling of capital combinations.
The firm and its resources are immersed in the stream of knowb
edge. Technical progress in the form of "learning by doing"
probably takes place within the fh'm's walls. But new knowledge
usually reaches it by way of the markets for its products, factor
services and alternative capital goods that might be added to, or
used as subsmtes in, the existing capital combinaUons.
A comparison may be made between the just d¢scribed
heterogeneity of capital and hhat in other models. Neodassical
writers like Samuelson and Solow apparently admit the
heterogeneity of capital asa matter of fact and in principle, but
eschew the consequences, whenever a problem germane to it
arises, by means of such devices as the surrogate production
function or the assumption of a one-commodity world. NeoRicardian criticism emphasizes the need for a price system invariant to interest changes but can carry the matter no farther
since the dynamics of the market process is beyond íts reach.
In commodity markets prices are fixed directly and incomes
indirectly. Each firm with its capital combinaon
is always in
disequifibrium and by its action in this state contributes to the
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The individuality of each firm rests on the varying interpretations it places on the ceaseless stream of knowledge, different
segments in the minds of different manager-entrepreneurs
finding expression in the specific composition of their capital
combinations. In time, output streams are switched on and off,
and the composition of capital combinations is modified. New
investment ís but a by-product of the regrouping of existing
capital resources. Hence the futility ofall attempts to "measure"
capital.
In dealing with the capital structure of society and its complex
relationships with the capital combinations of the firms, we
should be aware of the prototypical relationship it reflects between an aggregate and its particles, between the macrostructure and its microelements. If we criticize the inadequacy of
macromodels, we should be able to show that we can do better.
We must be able m deal with them without losing sight of their
microbasis.
The capital structure of society is an aggregate of capital
combinations, but only in a state of general equilibrium can the
capital goods belonging to different firms be regarded as addíave, when they stand to each other in a relationship of complementarity. It is, however, a type ofcomplementarity different
from that governing capital goods within the same capital combination. We have to distinguish between the planned complementarity of the latter, the result of entrepreneurial choice
and decision, and the unplanned complementarity of capital
resources at vañous stages of production, which is an outcome of
the operation of the market process.
The capital structure of society is never completely integrated.
The competitive nature of the market process entails incoherence of plans and limits the coherence of the resulting order. A
tendency toward the integration of the structure does exist.
Capital goods that do not fit into any existing combination are
useless to theír owners, ate "not re_,dlycapital," and will soon be
acrapped. "Holes" in the existing complementarity pattern, on
the other hand, must cause price.cost differences and thus call
for their elimma"tion. But expectations of early change in the
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present situation may impede the process of adjustment, and
even when this does not happen, the forces ofadjustment themselves may be overtaken by other forces.
One result of the recent discussion on "reswitching" is to the
advantage of the Austrian school. As long as all capital is regarded as homogeneous, managers may respond to a marginal
faU in the tate of interest by a marginal act of subsUtutíon of
capital for labor. But heterogeneíty of capital entails a regrouping of the existing capital combination; some capital goods may
have to be discarded, others acquired. Ir is no longer a marginal
adjustment that is called for but entrepreneurial choice and
decision. As Pasinetti pointed out, "Two techniques may weU be
as near as one likes on the scale of variation of the rate of profit
and yet the physícal capital goods they require may be completely different. "s
In a world of disequílibrium, entrepreneurs continually have
to regroup theír capital combinations in response to changes of
all kinds, present and expected, on the cost side as well as on the
market side. A change in the mode of income distribution is
merely one special case of a very large dass of cases to which the
entrepreneur has to give constant attention. No matter whether
switching or reswitching is to be undertaken, or any other response to market change, expectatiom play a part, and the
individuality ofeach firm f'mds its expression in its own way. Yet
only "reswitching" has of late attracted the interest of theoreticians. There is more in the world of capital and markets than is
dreamt of in their philosophy.
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Toward a Critique
of Macroeconomics
Ludwig M. Lachmann
In reconstrucdng
Austrian economics, I have recommended
the concept of market process as the foundation
of all economic
life (see my paper "On the Central Concept," included in this
volume). In other words, we must start at the microlevel. How,
then, shall we deal with such aggregates
as income, _consumption, and wages, which, according to the same terminology, must
be regarded as macroeconomic
magnitudes?
In my paper "On Austrian Capital Theory" (also included in
this volume) I said that we may regard the relationship between
the capital structure of society and its capital combinations
as the
prototype
of the relatíonship
between a macroeconomic
magnitude and its microelements.
In other words, the former must
never be brought into an argument
without giving a careful
account of the latter; for changes in the constelladon
of the
microelements
will affect the macromagnitude
itself.
"
However,
in modern
macroeconomic
literature,
whether
neoclassical or neo-Ricardian,
there is little awareness of this
fundamental
postulate. From the moment of inception,
the
macroeconomic
aggregates in the,se writings seem to lead a life of
their own, to be endowed with qualities sufficient to allow their
adjustment
to change in their environment,
but change within
them is ignored.
Among the macroeconomic
aggregates, we have to distinguish
between stocks and flows. While it is generally agreed that the
former cannot in a world of uncertainty
be measured,
the
reasons given ate not satisfactory. Why, then, cannot capital be
measured?
152
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In stationary equilibrium capital can be measured;
for here,
but only here, the discounted
present value of the highest income stream obtainable from a given capital resource must be
exactly equal to its cost of reproduction
if the same interest rate is
used for both calculations. Otherwise there would be investment
or disinvestment,
state.

neither

of which is compatible

with a stationary

Outside the equilibrium
of the stationary state, replacement
cost and present value ofa discounted future income stream will
diverge. If we regard the latter as the economically
significant
valuewand
few economists
doubt
that
(bygones
ate
bygones)--we
still have no yardstick by which to measure the
assets of different firms. The neo-Ricardians
stress the tole of
the interest rateas a discount factor; every time it changes, so
does capital value. True as this may be, the real reason for our
inability to measure capital lies in the subjective nature of expectations concerning future income streams. Ir we tried to measure
capital by asking each owner for bis valuation ofhis capital stock
flor example, fire insurance value), we would get a set of consistent answers, but every change in ownership would invalidate at
least one answer. Such an attempt to extract measurable objectire value from subjective valuation must fail. This does not
mean, however, that in a more limited context and for more
limited purposes similar attempts may not be more sucessful.
The second part of the argument is that, while stocks cannot
be measured,
flows can. AII of modern macroeconomics---the
theories about investment, income, exports, and wages, as well as
the social accounting systems that are widely regarded as one of
its triumphs--rests
on the assumption
that output and income
streams can be measured. Can they? As we shall see, the main
support
for this assumption
is superficial
as well as highly
misleading.
Here we have one of the most intricate problems of measurement we encounter
in a muiticommodity
world. In a classícal
corn economy ali stocks and flows have their physical measures,
but in a multicommodity
world gallons of brandy and of whiskey, surgical instruments
and musical instruments
cannot be
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added up. Like David Ricardo and Eugen von B6hm-Bawerk,
we need a price system invariant to the very effects of the variations of the variables we wish to measure. Can such a system
exist?
The market prices on which national income measurement is
ostensibly based are presumably equilibrium prices. But what
kind of equilibrium prices are they? Is consistent aggregation,
which macroeconomic thought requires to make sense, possible
on the basis of prices that may not be consistent? WalrasianParetian long-run equilibrium does provide a consistent price
system, but the market prices at which output flows are
evaluated in the national income statistics are no such long-run
equilibrium prices. They are market-day-equilibrium
prices at
best. There is no reason why they should be consistent with each
other. The whole argument for using average market prices
over ayear asa basis for the valuation of output flows appears to
rest on a confusion between long-run, short-run, and marketday equilibrium. Only prices belonging to the first category are
elements of a coherent price system and might be used for the
purpose of consistent aggregation. Al| the others are not. An
average of market-day-equilibrium
prices over a long pefiod is
not the same thing as a Walrasian long-run equilibrium price.
Yet the computation of the macroeconomic aggregates that are
released daily by the media and are so prominent in the products
of the textbook industry rests on such elementary contusion.
Even if such a coherent long-run equilibrium price system did
exist and could be known, it would not last. Its data would not
remain the same for long. The steady flow of knowledge will
tomorrow produce a pattern of knowledge different from today's, and apparent changes in demand and supply will entail a
new set of equilibrium prices. Not without reason are we compelled to Iook for a paradigm to replace the general-equilibrium
model.
In a market economy, on the other hand, we have in the stock
exchange a center for the consistent daily evaluation of all the
more important capital combinations. This, to be sure, is not
objective measurement. The measurement of capital is forever
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beyond our reach. But it is something more than mere subjective
evaluation. Stock exchange prices of capital assets reflect a balance of expectations. There are two classes of traders in the
market, and in an asset market thefundamentum divisionis is the
optimism or pessimism of expectations. Hence, market prices of
securities (and the capital assets they represent) have social significance, we might say a "social objectivity," whích transcends
the mere subjective expectations of buyers and sellers on which
they are based. The objects of valuation are not individual capital
goods but fractions of capital combinations that are the substrate
of multiperiod
plans. It is expectations about the success
of multiperiod plans that bulls and bears are continuously
expressing.
Stock exchange equilibrium is market-day equilibrium. Tomorrow's set of equilibrium prices will be different from today's.
But as we are dealing with an exchange economy, nota production economy, the fact of change does not impair the consistency
and significance of market valuation. Free access to all parts of
the market, together with the speed at which brokers carry out
their dients' instructions, makes it possible to be at once a buyer
ofone kind of security anda seller ofanother. Arbitrage does the
rest to produce a valuation of all company-owned assets that is
consistent in that it reflects a balance of expectations between
bulls and bears. The fact that tomorrow's balance will be differ°
ent from today's faithfully reflects the flow of knowledge.
The difference between the commodity market and the securities market is instructive. Today's potato price may not be
consistent with today's prices for other vegetables. If so, equilibrating forces that require time will come into operation. But
today's market equilibrium price may also be inconsistent with
the long-run supply and demand for potatoes. The equilibrating
forces released by the second disparity may impede or reinforce
those released by the first. Certainly they require a different time
dimension to be fully deployed. And the longer the time required by any force, the greater the probability that ir will be
affected by unexpected change. To opt for the market process
against general equilibrium means to accept the implication that
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a fully coherent price system providing a basis for consistent
aggregation can never exist.
We find here another reason why steady growth--uniform
motion of that supermacroaggregate,
the economic system---has
to be regarded as absurd. Equilibrating forces in different markets, even if none is affected by unexpected change, require
different time periods to do their work. This is obvious if we
contrast agricultural produce markets with those for industrial
goods. Steady growth, however, requires all equilibrating forces
to operate within the same time period.
But the main argument against steady growth is a necessary
consequence of the divergence of expectations. Equilibrium in a
production economy requires an equilibrium composition of the
capital stock. 1 With at least some capital goods durable and
specific, can we conceive ofsuch a state? A growing economy is a
changing economy. It exists in an uncertain world in Which men
have to formulate expectations on which to base their plans.
Different men will characteristically have different expectations
about the same future event, and they cannot all be right. Some
expectations will be disappointed, and the plans based upon
them will have to be revised. The capital invested will turn out to
have been malinvested. But the existence of malinvested capital
is incompatible with the equilibrium composition of the capital
stock. Hence steady growth is impossible. "Macroequilibrium in
motion" is notan acceptable paradigm and has to be repllaced by
the market process.
As has been noted, the stock exchange, a fundamental institution of the market economy, imparts an element of social objec" vity to individual stock valuations. This is by no means its only,
or even its only significant, function. It facilitates the take-over
bid by means of which capital resources get into the hands of
those who can promise their owners a higher return. Without a
stock exchange such bids would of course still be possible.
Shareholders could be notifíed that, if their capital resources
were used in a different way (by producing a different output
stream), better results could be obtained. But in the absence of
market prices shareholders would be without a yardsfick to
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measure the advantage offered them. For the optimal use of
existing resources in a socialist economy, an elaborate bureaucratic organization would be needed to shift resources from
points of lower to points of higher usefulness.
Perhaps the most important economic function of the stock
exchange is the redistribution of wealth by means of the capital
gains and losses it engenders in accordance with the market view
about the probable success or failure of present mulñperiod
plans. In certain neoclassical writings the present distribution of
resources is a datum of the set of equilibrium prices and quantiUes at each point of time. Over time, however, the mode of
distribution of wealth changes as reflected in capital gains and
losses. In fact, the present mode of distribution of wealth is
nothing less than the cumulative result of the capital gains and
losses of the past. Devotees of a redistribution of wealth in the
name of social justice should be aware that, even if the state by
the use of coercion were able to produce a supposedly socially
desirable mode of distribution today, the market, if perm itted to
exist, via capital gains and losses would produce a different
mode tomorrow.
I have tried to show that--in contrast to an opinion apparently
widely held--flows in a multicommodity world are all too often
inconsistent aggregates, whereas stocks, while unmeasurable in
an uncertain world, may in favorable circumstances be subjected
to consistent evaluation. The former is particularly true of the
Keynesian I=S, current investment, the "net addition to the
capital stock." Ifthe stock is unmeasurable, how can we tell what
is ah addiUon to it? Gross investment is in principle measurable
and would be in practice ir we had a consistent price system for
capital goods. But to divide this flow into net investment and
replacement, we need ah objective criterion.
Individual decisions by capital owners on such division may be
consistent in the sense that the decisions of individual owners do
not conflict, but not in the sense that the word measurement
implies, that is, that different individuals measuring the same
object get identical results. Each owner'sjudgment
of bis investment expenditure for maintenance and replacement of bis exist-
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ing wealth on the one hand and for a "net addition" on the other
rests on a subjective expectation
about the future, as nobody
explained more forcefully than Keynes in his unjustly neglected
"Appendix
on User Cost. ''_ It follows that a macroeconomic
magnitude investment as an objecvely
measurable, that is, consistently ascertainable, entity does not exist. What does exist is ah
aggregate of subjective valuations dependent
on owners' expectations and the distribution of ownership. An important part of
what appears as investment in the official reports of government
and business rests on subjective estimates of those who compile
the statistics or of those who release the returns.
This imperfecfion
in macroeconomics,
like many others in an
imperfect world, could be regarded as inherent in any application of abstract theory to a concrete situation. This defense, however, is not valid. We have to distinguish between defects due to
the unsatisfactory nature of our material, that is, the state of our
statistical sources, and defects due to muddled thinking. A cure
for the former is no cure for the latter. Piero Sraffa on a famous
occasion made this point with vigor and darity. His position has
been summarized as follows:
Mr. Sraffa thought one should emphasize the distinction between two
types of measurement. First, there was the one in which the statisUcians
were mainly interested. Second, there was measurement in theory. The
staUsucians' measures were only approximate and provided a suitable
t'ield for work in solving index number problems. The theoreUcal
measures required absolute precision. Any imperfecfions in these
theoretical measures were not merely upsetng, but knocked down the
whole theorefical basis .... Mr. Sraffa took the view that ifone could not
get the measures required by the theorists' definitions, this was a
criucism of theory, which the theorists could not escape by saying that
they hoped their theories would not of ten fail. Ir a theory failed to
explain a situafion, ir was unsatisfactory. 3
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can) be followed ir expectations are appropriate to it, and if the initial
capital stock is appropriate to it; both conditions are necessary" (John
Hicks, Capital and Growth [Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1965], p.
116).
2. John Maynard Keynes, The General Theory of Employment, lnterest, and Mon o (New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, 1936), pp.
66-73.
3. Douglas C. Hague, "Summary Record of the Debate," in The
Theory of Capital, ed. F. A. Lutz and D. C. Hague (London: Macmillan &
Co., 1961), pp. 305-6.

The Austrian
Theory of Money
Murray N. Rothbard
The Austfian theory of money virtually begins and ends with
Ludwig ron Mises's monumental Theory of Money and Credit,
published in 1912.1 Mises's fundamental accomplishment was to
take the theory of marginal utility, built up by Austrian
economists and other marginalists as the explanauon for consumer demand and market price, and apply it to the demand for
and the value, or the price, of money. No longer did the theory
of money need to be separated from the general economic
theory of individual action and utility, of supply, demand, and
price; no longer did monetary theory have to suffer isolauon in a
context of "velociUes of circulation," "price levels," and "equations of exchange."
In applying the analysis of supply and demand to money,
Mises used the Wicksteedian concept: supply is the total stock of
a commodity at any given time; and demandis the total rnarket
demand to gain and hold cash balances, built up out of the
marginal-utility rankings of units of money on the value scales of
individuals on the marke_ The Wicksteedian concept is parcuiarly appropriate to money for several reasom: first, because the
supply of money is either extremely durable in relaUon to current producon, as under the gold standard, or is determined
exogenously to the market by government authority; and, second and most important, because money, uniquely among
commodities desired and demanded on the market, is acquired
not to be consumed, but to be held for later exchange. Demandto-hold thereby becomes the appropriate concept for analyzing
16O
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the uniquely broad monetary function ofbeing held as stock for
later sale. Mises was also able to explain the demand for cash
balances as the resultant of marginal utilities on value scales that
are strictly ordinal for each individual. In the course of his
analysis Mises built on the insight of his fellow Austrian Franz
Cuhel to develop a marginal utility that was strictly ordinal,
lexicographic, and purged of all traces of the error of assuming
the measurability of utilities.
The relative utilities of money units as against other goods
determine each person's demand for cash balances, that is, how
muda of his income or wealth he will keep in cash balance as
against how much he will spend. Applying the law of diminishing (ordinal) marginal utility to money and bearing in mind that
money's "use" is to be held for future exchange, Mises arrived
implicítly at a falling demand curve for money in relation to the
purchasing power of the currency unit. The purchasing power
of the money unit, which Mises also termed the "objective
exchange-value" of money, was then determined, as in the usual
supply-and-demand analysis, by the intersection of the money
stock and the demand for cash balance schedule. We can see this
visually by putting the purchasing power of the money unit on
the y-axis and the quanáty of money on the x-axis of the convenonal two-dimensional diagram corresponding to the price of
any good and íts quantity. Mises wrapped up the analysis by
pointing out that the total supply of money at any given time is
no more or less than the sum of the individual cash balances at
that time. No money in a society remains unowned by someone
and is therefore outside some individual's cash balance.
While, for purposes of convenience, Mises's analysis may be
expressed in the usual supply-and-demand
diagram with the
purchasing power of the money unit serving as the price of
money, relying solely on such a simplified diagram falsifies the
theor/. For, as Mises pointed out in a brilliant analysis whose
lessons have sll not been absorbed in the mainstream of
economic theory, the purc_asing power of the money unit is not
simply the inverse of the so-called price level of goods and
services. In describing the advantages of money asa general
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medium of exchange and how such a general medium arose on
the market, Mises pointed out that the currency unit serves as
unit of account andas a common" denominator of all other
prices, but that the money commodity itself is still in a state of
barter with all other goods and services. Thus, in the premoney
state of barrer, there is no unitary "pñce of eggs";a unit of eggs
(say, one dozen) will have many different "prices": the "butter"
price in terms of pounds of butter, the "hat" price in terms of
hats, the "horse" price in terms of horses, and so on. Every good
and service will have an almost infinite array of prices in terms of
every other good and service. After one commodity, say gold, is
chosen to be the medium for all exchanges, every other good
except gold will enjoy a unitary price, so that we know that the
price of eggs is one dollar a dozen; the price ofa hat is ten dollars,
and so on. But while every good and service except_gold now has
a single price in terms of money, money itself has a"virtually
infinite array of individual prices in terms of every other good
and service. To put it another way, the price of any good is the
same thing as its purchasing power in terms of other goods and
services. Under barter, ifthe price ofa dozen eggs is two pounds
of butter, the purchasing power of a dozen eggs is, inter alia, two
pounds of butter. The purchasing power of a dozen eggs will
also be one-tenth of a hat, and so on. Conversely, the purchasing
power of butter is its price in terms of eggs; in this case the
purchasing power of a pound of butter is a half dozen eggs.
After the arñval of money, the purchasing power of a dozen
eggs is the same as its money pñce, in our example, one dollar.
The purchasing power of a pound ofbutter will be fifty cents, of
a hat ten dollars, and so forth.
What, then, is the purchasing power, or the price, oía dollar?
It will be a vast array of all the goods and services that can be
purchased fora dollar, that is, ofall the goods and services in the
economy. In our example, we would say that the purchasing
power of a dollar equals one dozen eggs, of two pounds of
butter, or one-t.:,mth of a hat, and so on, for the entire economy.
In short, the price, of purchasíng power, of the money unir will
be an array of the quanties of alternative goods and services
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that can be purchased for a dollar. Since the array is heterogeneous and specific, it cannot be summed up in some unitary pricelevel figure.
The fallacy of the price-level concept is further shown by
Mises's analysis of precisely how prices rise (that is, the purchasing power of money falls) in response to an increase in the
quantity of money (assuming, of course, that the individual
demand schedules for cash balances of, more generally, individual value scales remain constant). In contrast to the hermetic
neoclassical separation of money and price levels from the relative pñces of individual goods and services, Mises showed that an
increased supply of money impinges differently upon different
spheres of the market and thereby ineluctably changes relaUve
prices.
Suppose, for example, that the supply of money increases by
20 percent. The result will not be, as neoclassical economics
assumes, a simple across-the-board increase of 20 percent in all
prices. Let us assume the most favorable case -- what we might
call the Angel Gabriel model, that the Angel Gabriel descends
and overnight increases everyone's cash balance by precisely 20
percent. Now all prices will not simply rise by 20 percent; for
each individual has a different value scale, a different ordinal
ranking of utilities, including the relative marginal utilities of
dollars and of all the other goods on his value scale. As each
person's stock of dollars increases, his purchases of goods and
services will change in accordance with their new position on his
value scale in relafion to dollars. The structure of demand will
therefore change, as will relative prices and relative incomes in
production. The composition of the array constituting the purchasing power of the dollar will change.
If relative demands and prices change in the Angel Gabriel
model, they will change much more in the course of real-wodd
increases in the supply of money. For, as Mises showed, in the
real world an inflation of money is alluring to the inflators
precisely because the injection of new money does not follow the
Angel Gabriel model. Instead, the government or the banks
create new money to be spent on specific goods and services. The
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demand for these goods thereby rises, raising these specific
prices. Gradually, the new money ripples through the economy,
raising demand and prices as it goes. Income and wealth are
redistributed to those who receive the new money early in the
process, at the expense of those who receive the new money late
in the day and of those on fLxed incomes who receive no new
money at all. Two types of shifts in relative prices occur as the
result of this increase in money: (1) the redistribufion from late
receivers to early receivers that occurs during the inflation process and (2) the permanent shifts in wealth and income that
continue even after the effects of the increase in the money
supply have worked themselves out. For the new equilibrium will
reflect a changed pattern of wealth, income, and demand resulting from the changes during the intervening inflationary process. For example, the fixed income groups permanently lose in
relative wealth and income?
If the concept of a unitary price level is a fallacious one, still
more fallacious is any attempt to measure changes in that level.
To use our previous example, suppose that at one point in time
the dollar can buy one dozen eggs, or one-tenth of a hat, or two
pounds of butter. Ir, for the sake of simplicity, we restrict the
available goods and services tojust the,se three, we are describing
the purchasing power of the dollar at that time. But suppose
that, at the next point in time, perhaps because of an increase in
the supply of dollars, prices rise, so that butter costs one dollar a
pound, a hat twelve dollars, and eggs three dollars a dozen.
Prices rise but not uniformly, and all that we can now say quantitatively about the purchasing power of the dollar is that it is
four eggs, or one-twelfth of a hat, or on pound of butter. It is
impermissible to try to group the changes in the purchasing
power of the dollar into a single average index number. Any
such index conjures up some sort of totality of goods whose
relative prices remain unchanged, so that a general averaging
can arrive ata measure of changes in the purchasing power of
money itself. But we have seen that relative prices cannot remaín
unchanged, much less the valuations that individuals place upon
these goods and services. 8
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Justas the price of any good tends to be uniform, so the price,
or purchasing power of money as Mises demonstrated, will tend
to be uniform throughout its trading area. The purchasing
power of the dollar will tend to be uniform throughout the
United States. Similarly, in the era of the gold standard, the
purchasing power of a unir of gold tended to be uniform
throughout those areas where gold was in use. Cfitics who point
to persistent tendencies for differences in the price of money
between one locaaon and another fail to understand the Austrian concept of what a good ora service actually is. A good is not
def'med by its technological properties but by its homogeneity in
relation to the demands and wishes of the consumers. It is easy to
explain, for example, why the price of wheat in Kansas will not
be the same as the price of wheat in New York. From the point of
view of the consumer in New York, the wheat, while technologically identical in the two places, is in reality two different commodities: one being "wheat in Kansas" and the other "wheat in
New York." Wheat in New York, being closer to his use, is a more
valuable commodity than wheat in Kansas and will have a higher
price on the market. Similarly, the fact that a technologically
similar apartment will not have the same rental price in New
York City as in rural Ohio does not mean that the price of the
same apartment commodity differs persistently; for the apartment in New York enjoys a more valuable and more desirable
locadon and hence wiU be more highly pñced on the market.
The "apartment in New York" is a different and more valuable
good than the "apartment in rural Ohio," since the respective
locations are part and parcel of the good itself. At all times, a
homogeneous good must be def'med in terms of its usefulness to
the consumer rather than by its technological properties.
To extend the analysis, the fact that the cost of living may be
persistenfly b_igher in New York than in rural Ohio does not
negate the tendency for a uniform purchasing power of the
doUar throughout the country. For the two locations consdtute a
different set of _
and ser¢ices, New York providing a vasdy
wider range ofgoods and services to the consumer. The higher
costs of living in New York ate the reflection of the greater
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locational advantages, of the more abundant range of goods and
services available.4
In his valuable history of the theory of international prices,
C. Y. Wu emphasized the Mises contribution and pointed out
that Mises's explanatíon was in the tradition of Ricardo and
Nassau Senior, who "was the first economist to give a alear
explanation of the meaning of the classical doctrine that the
value of money was everywhere the same and to demonstrate
that differences in the prices of goods of similar composition in
different places were perfectly reconcilable with the assumption
of an equality of the value of money. ''5 Pointing out that Mises
arrived at this concept independently of Senior, Wu then developed Mises's application to the alleged locatíonal differences
in the cost of living. As Wu stated, "To him [Mises] those who
believe in natíonal differences in the value ofmoney have left ot/t
of account the positional factor in the nature of economic goods;
otherwise they should have understood that the alleged differences are explicable by differences in the quality of the commoditíes offered and demanded." Wu concluded with a quote
from Mises's Theo'ty of Money and Credit: "The exchange-ratio
between commodifies and money is everywhere the same. But
men and their wants ate not everywhere the same, and neither
are commodities. "e
If the tendency of the purchasing power of money is to be
everywhere the same, what happens if one or more moneys
coexist in the world? By way of explanation, Mises developed the
Ricardian analysis into what was to be called the purchasingpower-parity theory of exchange rates, namely, that the market
exchange rate between two índependent moneys will tend to
equal the ratío of their purchasing powers. Mises showed that
this analysis applies both to the exchange rate between gold and
silver _ whether or not the two circulate side by side within the
same country -- and to independent fmt currencies issued by
two nations. Wu explained the difference between Mises's
theory and the unformnately better known version of the
purchasing-power-parity theory set forth a bit later by Gustav
Cassel. The Cassel version ignores the Aus'-'man emphasis on
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locational differences in accounting for differences in value of
technologically similar goods, and this in mrn complements the
broader Austrian and classical position that the purchasing
power of money is an array of specific goods. This contrasts with
Cassel and the neoclassicists, who think of the purchasing power
money as the inverse of a unitary price level. Thus Wu stated:
The purchasingpowerpañty theoryisthat the rate of exchange would
be in equilibrium when the "purchasing power of the moneys" is equal
in all trading countñes. Ifthe termpurchasingpowerrefers to the power
of purchasing commodities,which are not only similarin technological
composidon, but also in the same geographical situauon, the theory
becomes the classical doctrine of comparative values of moneys in
different countries and isa sound doctrine. But unfortunately the term
purchasing power in connection with the theory sometimes implies the
reciprocal of the general price level in a country. While so interpreted
the theory becomes that the equilibrium point for the foreign exchanges is to be found at the quotient between the pñce levels of the
different countries. That is... an erroneous version of the purchasing
power parity theory. 7
Unfortunately, Cassel, instead of correcng
the error in his
concept of purchasing power, soon abandoned the full-parity
doctrine in favor ofa different and highly attenuated contention
that only changes in exchange rates reflect changes in respective
purchasing power w perhaps because of his desire to use measurement and index numbers in applying the theory, s
When he set out to apply the theory of marginal utility to the
price of money, Mises confronted the problem that was later to
be called "the Austrian circle." In short, when someone ranks
eggs or beefor shoes on bis value scale, he values these goods for
their direct use in consumption. Sucia valuations are, of course,
independent ofand prior to pricing on the market. But people
demand money to hold in their cash balances, not for eventual
direct use in consumption, but precisely in order to exchange
those balances for other goods that will be used directly. Thus,
money is not useful in itself but bec.ause it has a prior exchange
value, because it has been and therefore presumably wiU be
exchangeable in terms of other goods. In short, money is de-
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manded because it has a preexisting purchasing power; its demand not only is not independent of its exi_sting price on the
market but is precisely due to its already having a price in temas
of other goods and services. But if the demand for, and hence
the u tility of, money depends on its preexisting price or purchasing power, how then can that price be explained by the demand?
It seems that any Austñan attempt to apply marginal udlity
theory to money is inextricably caught in a circular trap. For that
reason mainstream economics has not been able to apply
marginal udlity theory to the value of money and has therefore
gone off in multicausal (or noncausal) Walrasian directions.
Mises, however, succeeded in solving this problem in 1912 in
developing his so-called regression theorem. Briefly, Mises held
that the demand for money, or cash balances, at the present time
m say day X-- rests on the fact that money on the previous day,
day X-l, hada purchasing power. The purchasing power of
money on day X is determined by the interaction on day X of the
supply of money on that day and that day's demand for cash
balances, which in turn is determined by the marginal uálity of
money for individuals on day X. But this marginal utility, and
hence this demand, has an inevitable historical component: the
fact that money had prior purchasing power on day X-I, and
that therefore individuals know that this commodity has a
monetary function and will be exchangeable on fumre dad for
other goods and services. But what then determined the puro
chasing power of money on day X-l? Again, that puff.hasing
power was determined by the supply of, and demand for, money
on day X-l, and that in mm depended on the fact that the money
had had purchasing power on day X-2. But are we not caught in
an inf'mite regression, with no escape from the circular trap and
no ultimate explanation? No. What we must do is to push the
temporal regression to that poínt when the money commodity
was not used asa medium of indirect exchange but was de,.
manded purely for its own direct consumption use. Let us go
back logically to the second day that a commocfity, say gold, was
used as a medium of exchange. On that day, gold was demanded
partly because it hada preexisting purchasing power asa mone'/,
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or rather asa medium of exchange, on the first day. But what of
that fa'st da)'? On that day, the demand for gold again depended
on the fact that gold had hada previous purchasing power, and
so we push the analysis back to the last day of barter. The
demand for gold on the last day ofbarter was purely a consumption use and had no historical component referring to any previous day; for under barter, every commodity was demanded
purely for its current consumption use, and gold was no different. On the first day of its use asa medium of exchange, gold
began to have two components in its demand, or utility: first, a
consumption use as had existed in barter and, second, a monetary use, or use asa medium ofexchange, which hada historical
component in its utilíty. In short, the demand for money can be
pushed back to the last da),of barrer, at which point the temporal
element in the demand for the money commodity disappears,
and the causal forces in the current demand and purchasing
power of money are fully and completely explained.
Not only does the Mises regression theorem fully explain the
current demand for money and integrate the theory of money
with the theory of marginal utility, but it also shows that money
must have originated in this fashion _ on the market _ with
individuals on the market gradually beginning to use some previously valuable commodity asa medium of exchange. No
money could have originated eith.er by a social compact to consider some previously valueless thing asa "money" or by sudden
govemmental fiat. For in those cases, the money commodity
could not have a previous purchasing power, which could be
taken into account in the individuars demands for money. In
this way, Mises demomtrated that Carl Menger's hlstorical insight into the way in which money arose on the market was not
simply a historical summary but a theoretical necessity. On the
oth¢r hand, while money had to originate asa direcfly useful
commodity, for example, gold, there is no reason, in the light of
the regression theorem, why such direct uses must continue
afterward for the commodity to be used as money. Once established asa money, gold or gold substimtes can lose or be deprived of their direct use function and still continue as money;
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for the historical reference to a previous day's purchasing power
will already have been established?
In bis comprehensive 1949 treatise, Human/lction, Mises successfully refuted earlier criticisms of the regression theorem by
Anderson and Ellis._oSubsequently criticisms were leveled at the
theory by J. C. Gilbert and Don PaUnkin. Gilbert asserted that
the theory fails to explain how a new paper mono/can be
introduced when the previous monetary system breaks down.
Presumably he was referring to such examples as the German
Rentenmarh after the runaway inflation of 1923. But the point is
that the new paper was not introduced de novo; gold and foreign
currencies had existed previously, and theRentenmark could and
did undergo exchange in terms of these previously existing
moneys; furthermore, it was introduced at a fixed relation to the
previous, extremely depreciated mark. t_ Padnkin criticized
Mises for allegedly daiming that the marginal utility of mono/
refers to the marginal utility of the goods for which mono/is
exchanged rather than the marginal utility of holding mono/
itself; he aro charged Mises with inconsistendy holding the latter
view in the other parts of The Theory of Money and Credit. But
Patinkin was mistaken; Mises's concept of the marginal utility of
money always refers to the utility of holding mono/. Mises's
point in the regression theorem is a different one, namely, that
the marginal utility-to-hold is itself based on the pñor fact that
mono/can be exchanged for goods, that is, on the prior purchasing power of mono/in terms of goods. In short, thát mono/
prices of goods, the purchasing power ofmoney, has first to exist
in order for money to have a marginal utility to hold, hence the
need for the regression theorem to break out of the circularity? t"
Modern orthodox economics has abandoned the quest for
causal explanation in behalf of a Walrasian world of "mutual
determination" suitable for the current fashion of mathematical
economics. Patinkin himself feebly accepted the circular trap by
stating that in analyzing the market Cmarket experiment") he
began with utility while in analyzing utility he began with prices
("individual experiment").
With characteristic arrogance,
Samuelson and Stigler each attacked the Austrian concern with
_t
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escaping circularity in order to analyze causal relations. Samuelson fell back on Walras, who developed the idea of "general
equilibrium in which MI magniiudes are simultaneously determined by efficacious interdependent
relations," which he contrasted to the "fears of literary writers" (that is, economists who
write in English) about circular reasoning. TM Sgler dismissed
B5hm-Bawerk for his "failure to understand some of the most
essential elements of modern economic theory, the concepts of
mutual determination and equilibrium (developed by the use of
the theory of simultaneous equations). Mutual determination
... is spurned for the older concept of cause and effect." Stigl¿added the snide note that "B6hm-Bawerk was not trained in
mathematics. "14Thus, orthodox economists reflect the unfortunate influence of the mathematical method in economics. The
idea of mutual functional determination m so adaptable to
mathematical presentation mis appropriate in physics, which
tries to explain the unmotivated motions of physical matter. But
in praxeology, the study of human action, of which economics is
the best elaborated part, the cause is known: individual purpose.
In economics, therefore, the proper method is to proceed from
the causing action to its consequent effects.
In Hurtan Action, Mises advanced the Austrian theory of
money by delivering a shattering blow to the very concept of
Walrasian general equilibríum. To arrive at that equilibrium, the
basic data of the economy-- values, technology, and resources
must MIbe frozen and understood by every participant in the
market to be frozen indefinitely. Given such a magical freeze, the
economy would sooner or later setde ínto an endless round of
comtant prices and production, with each firm earning a uniforo rate of interest (or, in some constructions, a zero rate of
interest). The idea of certainty and f'txíty in what Mises called
"the evenly rotating economy" is absurd, but what Mises went on
to show is that in such a world of fixity and certainty no one
would hold cash balances. Everyone's demand for cash balances
would fall to zero. For since everyone would have perfect
foresight and knowledge ofhis future sales and purchases, there
would be no point in holding any cash balance at MI. Thus, the
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man who knew he would be spending $5,000 on 1January 1977
would lend out all bis money to be returned at precisely that
date. As Mises stated:
Every individual knows precisely what amount of money he willneed at
any future date. He is therefore in a position to lend all the funds he
receives in such a way that the loans fall due on the date he will need
them... When the equilibrium of the evenly rotating economy is finally
reached, there are no more cash holdings. 15
But ir no one holds cash and the demand for cash balances falls
to zero, all prices rise to infmity, and the entire general equilibñum system of the market, whida implies the confinuing existence of monetary exdaange, falls apart. As Mises concluded:
In the imaginary construction of ah evenly rotaUng economy, indírect
exchange and the use of money are taciflyimplied .... Wtíere there is
no uncertainty concerning the future, there is no need for any cash
holding. As money must necessarily be kept by people in theír cash
holdings, there cannot be any money....
But , the very
nofion of a
•
lg
market economy without money ls self-contrad_ctory.
The very noUon ofa Walrasian general equilibrium is not simply
totally unre_ii_tic, ít is conceptually impossible, since money and
monetary exdaange cannot be sustained in that kind of system.
Another corollary contribufion of Míses in this analysis was m
demonstrate that, lar from being only one of many"motives" for
holding cash balances, uncertainty is crucial to the holding ofany
cash at all.
That suda problerns ate now troubling mainstream economics
is revealed by F. H. Hahn's demonstrati0n that Pafinkin's wellknown model of general equilibrium can only establish the existence of a demand for money by appealing to suda notions as ah
alleged uncert_ainty of the exact moments of future sales and
purchases, and to "imperfections" in the credit market
neither of which, as Hahn poínted out, is consistent with the
concept of general equilibrium, l_
With respect to the supply of money, Mises returned to the
basic Ricardian insight that an increase in the supply of money
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never confers any general benefit upon society. For money is
fundamentally different from consumers' and producers' goods
in at least one vital respect. Other things being equal, an increase
in the supply of consumers' goods benefits society since one or
more consumers will be better off. The same is true of an increase in the supply of producers' goods, which willbe eventually
transformed into an increased supply of consumers' goods; for
production itself is the process of transforming natural resources into new forms and locations desired by consumers for
direct use. But money is very different: money is not used
directly in consumption or production but is exchanged for such
directly usable goods. Yet, once any commodity or object is
established asa money, it performs the maximum exchange
work of which it is capable. An increase in the supply of money
causes no increase whatever in the exchange service of money;
all that happens is that the purchasing power of each unit of
money is diluted by the increased supply of units. Hence there is
nevera social need for increasing the supply of money, either
because of an increased supply of goods or because of an increase in population. People can acquire an increased proportion of cash balances with a fixed supply of money by spending
less and thereby increasing the purchasing power of their cash
balances, thus raising their real cash balances overall. As Mises
wrote:
The services money renders are conditioned by the height of its purchasing power. Nobody wants to have in hís cash holding a definíte
number of pieces of money or a def'mite weight of money; he wants to
keep a cash holding ofa defmite amount of purchasing power, As the
operation of the market tends to determine the final state of money's
UrChasingpower at a height at which the supply of and the demand
money coincide, there can never be an excess ora deficiency of
money. Each individual and all individuals together always enjoy fully
the advantages which they can derive from indirect exchange and the
use of money,no matter whether the total quantity of money isgreat or
small. Changes in money's purchasing power generate changes in the
disposion of wealth among the various members of sodety. From the
point of view of people eager to be enriched by such changes, the
supply of money may be called insuffa:ient or excessive,and the appe-
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tire for such gains rnay result in policies designed to bring about
cash-induced alterations in purchasing power. However, the services
which money renders can be neither improved nor irnpaired bychanging the supply of money .... The quantity of money available in the
whole economy is always sufficient to secure for everybody all that
money does and can do. ts
A world of constant money supply would be one similar to that
of muda of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, marked by
the successful flowering of the Industrial Revolution with increased capital investment increasing the supply of goods and
with falling prices for these goods as well as falling costs of
production? s As demonstrated by the notable Austrian theory
of the busíness cycle, even ah inflationary expansion of money
and credit merely offsetting the secular fall in prices will create
the distortíons of production that bring about the bus_ness cycle.
In the face of overwhelming arguments against inflationary
expansion of the money supply (induding those not detailed
here), what accounts for the persistence of the inflationary trend
in the modern world? The answer lies in the way new money is
ínjected into the economy, in the fact that it is most definitely not
done accordíng to the Angel Gabriel model. For example, a
government does not multiply the money supply tenfold across
the board by issuing a decree adding another zero to every
monetary number in the economy. In any economy not on a 100
percent commodity standard, the money supply is under the
control of government, the central l__.nk, and the ¢0ntrolled
banking system. These instimtions issue new money and inject ir
hato the economy by spending it or lending it out to favored
debtors. As we have seen, an increase in the supply of money
benefits the early receivers, that is, the government, the banks,
and their favored debtors or contractors, at the expense of the
relatively fixed income groups that receive the new money late
or not at all and suffer a loss in real income and wealt.h. In short,
monetary inflation is a method by which the government, its
controlled banking system, and favored political groups are able
to partially expropriate the wealth of other groups in society.
Those empowered tocontrol the money supply issue new money
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to their own economic advantage and at the expense of the
remainder of the population. Yield to government the
monopoly over the issue and suppiy of money, and government
will inflate that supply to its own advantage and to the detñment
of the politically powerless. Once we adopt the disnctively Austrian approach of "methodological individualism," once we
realize that government is nota superhuman institufion dedicated to the common good and the general welfare, but a group
of individuals devoted to furthering their economic interests,
then the reason for the inherent inflationism of government as
money monopolist becomes crystal clear.
As the Austrian analysis of money shows, however, the process
of generated inflation cannot last indefinitely, for the. government cannot in the final analysis control the pace of monetary
deterioration and the loss of purchasing power. The ultimate
result of a policy of persistent inflation is runaway inflation and
the total collapse of the currency. As Mises analyzed the course
of runaway inflation (both before and after the first example of
such a collapse in an industrialized country, in post-WorldWar-I Germany), such inflation generally proceeds as follows:
At first the government's increase of the money supply and the
subsequent rise in prices are regarded by the public as temporary. Since, as was true in Germany during World War I, the
onset of inflation is often occasioned by the extraordinary expenses ofa war, the public assumes that after the war conditions
including prices wiUreturn to the preinflation normal. Hence,
the public's demand for cash balances rises as it awaits the anticipated lowering of prices. As a result, prices rise proportionately
and often substantiaUy less than the money supply, and the
monetary authorides become bolder. As in the case of the assignats during the French Revolution, here is a magical panacea for
the diff'multies of government: pump more money into the
economy, and prices wíll rise only a little! Encouraged by the
seeming success, the authorities apply more of what has worked
so well, and the monetary inflation proceeds apace. In time,
however, the public's expectatiom and views of the economic
present and future undergo a vitally important change. They
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begin to see that there will be no return to the prewar norm, that
the new norm is a continuing price inflation -- that prices will
continue to go up rather than down. Phase two of the inflaonary process ensues, wíth a continuing fall in the demand for cash
balances based on this analysis: 'Td better spend my money on
X, Y, and Z now, because I know full well that next year prices
will be higher." Prices begin to rise more than the increase in the
supply of money. The critical turning point has arrived.
At this point, the economy is regarded as suffering from a
money shortage as evidenced by the outstripping of monetary
expansion by the rise in prices. What is now called a liquidity
crunch occurs on a broad scale, anda damor arises for greater
increases in the supply of money. As the Austrian school
economist Bresciani-Turroni wrote in his defmitive study of the
German hyperinflation:
d

The rise of prices caused an intense demand for the circulating
medium to añse, because the existing quantity wasnot suffident forthe
volume of transactions. At the same time the State's need of money
increased rapidly.., the eyes ofall were turned to the Reichsbank.The
pressure exercised on it became more and more insistent and the
increase of issues, from the central bank, appeared as a remedy ....
The authorities therefore had not the courage to resist the pressure
of those whodemanded ever greaterquanties of paper money, and to
face boldly the crisis which.., would be, undeniably, the result of a
stoppage of the issue of notes. They preferred to continue the convenient method of confinuallyincreasingthe issues of notes, thus_making
the continuafion of business possible,but at the same 6me prolonging
the pathological state of the German economy. The Government increased salaries in proportíon to the depreciaon of the mark, and
employers in their turn granted continual increases in wages, to avc_d
disputes, on the condiáon that they could raise the pñces of their
products....
Thus was the vícious drde esta_ished; the exchan_le depreciated;
internal prices rose; note-issues were incr¢ased; the mcrease of the
quanty of paper money lowered once more the value of the mark in
terms of gold i prices r__ once more; and so on....
For a long ume the Reichsbank-- having adopted the fatalistic idea
that the increase in the note-íssues was the inevitable consequence of
the depreciation of the mark--c¢msideredas iraprincipaltask, not the
regulatíon of the circulaon, but the prepara_a for the German
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economy of the continually increasing quantities of paper money,
which the ñse in pñces required. It devoted itself especially to the
organizaon, on a large scale, of the production of paper marks?°
The sort of thinking that gripped the German monetary authorities at the height of the hyperinflation may be gauged from
this statement by the president of the Reichsbank, Rudolf
Havenstein:
The wholly extraordinary depreciaáon of the mark has namrally
created a rapidlyincreasing demand for additional currency,which the
Reichsbank has not always been able fully to satisfy. A simplified
production of notes of large denominations enabled us to bring ever
greater amounts into circulation. But these enormous sums are barely
adequate to cover the vastly increased demand for the means of payment, which hasjust recently attained an absolutely fantastic level....
The running of the Reichsbank's note-printing organization, which
has become absolutely enormous, is making the most extreme demands on our personnel? 1
The United States seems to be entering phase two ofinflation
(1975), and it is noteworthy that economists such as Walter
Heller have already raised the cry that the supply of money must
be expanded in order to restore the real cash balances of the
public, in effect to alleviate the shortage of real balances. As in
Germany in the early 1920s, the argument is being employed
that the quantity of money cannot be the culprit for inflation
since prices are rising at a greater rate than the supply of
money? a
Phase three of the inflaon is the ultimate runaway stage: the
collapse of the currency. The public takes panicky flight from
money into real values, into any commodity whatever. The public's psychology is not simply to buy now rather than later but to
buy anything immediately. The public's demand for cash balances hurtles toward zero.
The reason for the enthusiasm of Mises and other Austrian
economists for the gold standard, the purer and less diluted the
better, should now be crystal alear. It is not that this "barbañc
relíc" has any fetishisc attraction. The reason is that a money
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under the control of the government and its banking system is
subject to inexorable pressures toward continuing monetary
inflation. In contrast, the supply of gold cannot be manufactured ad libitum by the monetary authorities; it must be extracted
from the ground, by the same cosfly process as governs the
supply of any other commodities on the market. EssentiaUy the
choice is: gold or government. The choice of gold rather than
other market commodities is the historical experience of centuries that gold (as well as silver) is uniquely suitable asa monetary commodity-- for reasons once set forth in the first chapter
of every money-and-banking textbook.
The criticism might be made that gold, too, can increase in
quantity, and that this rise in supply, however limited, would also
confer no benefit upon society. Apart from the gold versus
government choice, however, there is another important consideration: an increase in the supply of gold improvés its availability for nonmonetary uses, an advantage scarcely conferred by
the f'uatcurrencies of government or the deposits of the banking
system.
In contrast to the Misesian "monetary overinvestment" theory
of business cycles, on which considerable work has been done by
F. A. Hayek and other Austrian economista, almost nothing has
been done on the theory of money proper except by Mises
himself. There ate three cloudy and interrelated areas that need
further elaboration. One is the route by which money can be
released from government control. Of primary importance
would be the remrn to a pure gold standard. To do so would
involve, first, raising the "price of gold" (actually, lowering the
def'mition of the weight of the dollar) drastically above the current pseudoprice of $42.22 ah ounce and, second, a defladonary
transformadon of current bank deposita into nonmonetary savings certificates or certificates of deposit. What the precise price
of the precise mix should be is a matter for research. Inidall)t, the
Mises proposal fora return to gold at a market price and the
proposal of sucia Austrian monetary theorists as Jacques Rueff
and Michael Hei/perin for a retum at a deliberately doubled
príce of $70 an ounce seemed far apart. But the current (1975)
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market price of approximately $160 an ounce brings the routes
of a ddiberately higher price and the market price much doser
together. _
A second atea for research is the matter of free banking as
against 100 percent reserve requirements for bank deposits in
relafion to gold. Mises's TheoryofMoney and Credit was one of the
fh-st works to develop systematically the way in which the banks
create money through an expansion of credit. It was followed by
Austrian economist C.A. Phillips's famous distinction between
the expansionary powers of individual banks and those of the
banking system asa whole. However, one of Mises's arguments
has remained neglected: that under a regime of free banking,
that is, where banks are unregulated but held stricdy to account
for honoring their obligations to redeem notes or deposits in
standard money, the operations of the market check monetary
expansion by the banks. The threat of bank runs, combined with
the impossibility of one bank's expanding more than a competitor, keeps credit expansion at a minimum. Perhaps Mises
underestimated the possibility of a successful bank cartel for the
promotion of credit expansion; it seems alear, however, that
there is less chance for bank-credit expansion in the absence of a
central bank to supply reserves and to be a lender oflast resort. _
Finally, there is the related question, which Mises did not
develop fully, of the proper def'mition of the crucial concept of
the money supply. In current maihstream economics, there are
at least four competing definitions, ranging from M_ to M4. Of
one point ah Austrian is certain: the definition must rest on the
inner essence of the concept itself and not on the currently
fashionable but question-begging methodology of statistical correlation with national income. Leland Yeager was trenchantly
critical of such an approach:
One familiar approach to the def'mifion of money scorns any supposedlyapnkni line between money and near-moneys.Instead, it seeks
the definition that works best with statistics. One strand of that approach.., seeks the narrowly.orbroadly defmed quantity that correlates most closelywith income m equations fitted to historical data ....
But it wou/d beawkward ifthe defmion of money accordingly had to
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changefrom dme totime and countryto country.Furthermore,even if
money def'med to include certain near-moneys does correlate somewhatmore dosely withincome than moneynarrowlydef'med,thatfact
does not necessarilyimpose the broaddef'mition.Perhaps the amount
of these near-moneys depends on the level of money-income and in
turn on the amount of medium of exchange.... More generally, it is
not obvious why the magnimde with which some other magnitude
correlates most closelydeserves overriding attenfion .... The number
of bathers at a beach may correlate more closely with the numbers of
cars parked there than with either the temperature or the price of
admission, yet the former correlaUonmay be less interesdng or useful
than either of the latter.The correlaon with naonal income might be
dosel"for either consumption or investment than for the quanty of
money._
Money is the medium of exchange, the asset for which all
other goods and services are traded on the market. If a thing
functions as such a medium, as final payment for other things on
the market, then it serves as part of the money supply. In his
Theoryof Money and Credit, Mises disfinguished between standard
money (money in the narrow sense) and money substitutes, such
as bank notes and demand deposits, which funoion as ah addiuonal money supply. Ir should be noted, for example, that in
Irving Fisher's non-Austrian classic, The Purchasing Powe¢ of
Money, written at about the same time (1913), M consisted of
standard money only, while M _consísted of money substitutes in
the forro of bank demand deposits redeemable in standard
money at par. Today no economist would think of exchading
demand deposits from the definition of money. But if we ponder
the problem, we see that ir a hank begins to rail, its deposits are
no longer equivalent to money; they no longer serve as money on
the market. They ate only money until a bank's imminent
coHapse.
Furthermore, in the same way thatM 1(currency plus demand
deposits) is broader than the rmrrowest definition, we can esmblish even broader def'mitions by including savings deposits of
commercia_l banks, savings bank deposits, shares of savings and
loan banks, and cash surrender values of life insurance companies, which are aU redeemable on demand at par in standard
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money, and therefore all serve as money substitutes andas part
of the money supply until the public begins to doubt that they are
redeemable. Partisans of M_ argue that commercial banks are
uniquely powerful in creating deposits and, further, that their
deposits circulate more actively than the deposits ofother banks.
Let us suppose, however, that in a gold-standard country, aman
has some gold coins in his bureau and others locked in a bank
vault. His stock of gold coins at home will circulate actively and
the ones in his vault sluggishly, but surely both are part of his
stock of cash. And, if it also be objected that the deposits of
savings banks and similar institutions pyramid on top of commercial bank deposits, ir should also be noted that the latter in
turn pyramid on top of reserves and standard money.
Another example will serve to answer the common objection
that a savings bank deposit is not money because it cannot be
used directly asa medium ofexchange but must be redeemed in
that medium. (This is apart from the fact that savings banks are
increasingly being empowered to issue checks and open up
checking accounts.) Suppose that, through some cultural quirk,
everyone in the country decided not to use five-dollar bilis in
actual exchange. They would only use ten-dollar and one-dollar
bilis, and keep their longer-term cash balances in five-dollar bilis.
As a result, five-dollar bilis would tend to circulate far more
slowly than the other bilis. Ifa man wanted to spend some ofhis
_sh balance, he could not spend á five-dollar bill direcdy; instead, he would go to a bank and exchange ir for tire one-dollar
bilis for use in trade. In this hypothetical situation, the status of
the five-dollar bill would be the same as that of the savings
deposit today. But while the holder of the five-dollar bill would
have to go to a bank and exchange it for dollar bilis before
spending ir, mrely no one would say that his five-dollar bilis were
not part of Iris cash balance or of the money supply.
A broad defmitíon of the money supply, however, exdudes
assets not redeemable on demand at par in standard money, that
is, any forra of genuine time liability, such as savings cerUf'wates,
cerUficates of deposit whether negotiable or nonnegotiable, and
government bonds. Savings bonds, redeemable at par, are
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money subsfitutes and hence are part of the total supply of
money. FinaUy, justas commercial bank reserves ate properly
excluded from the outstanding
supply of money, so those demand deposits that in turn function as reserves for the deposits
of these other fmancial institudons would have to be excluded as
well. It would be double counting to include both the base and
the multiple of any of the inverted money pyramids in the
economy.
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Inflation Recession,
and Stagflatlon
9

*

Gerald P. O'Driscoll, Jr., and
Sudlm R. Shenoy
Those who are suffmently steeped in the old point ofview simply
cannot bring themselves to believe that I am asking them to step
into a new pair of trousers, and will insist on regarding it as
nothing but an embroidered version of the old pair which they
have been wearing for years (John Maynard Keynes, "The Pure
Theory of Money: A Reply to Dr. Hayek," Economica 11
[November 1931]:390).
The major macroeconomic
problem facing Western
economies today is that of explaining why the supposedly mild
inflations of the two decades following World War II turned into
the intractable "stagflation" besetting theorist and policymaker
alike. The two major analytical approaches to the problem, that
of the Keynesians and that of the monetarists, have a serious
failing in common: they ignore the real side of the economy and
hence the real maladjustments brought about by a monetary
polio/ that interferes with the coordination of economic activiues. Both views implicifly assume that the real side of the
economy is always in some sort of long-term equilibrium, in
which money influences only the price level or money income
and not the structure of relative prices or the composition of real
output. As we intend to show, such a point of view belongs to a
stage in the history of economic thought before the structure of
output and the influence of prices on production had been
worked out.
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We shall also offer an exposition of an alternative analysis
derived from the Austrian school of economic thought, especially from the wrings of Friedrich A. Hayek. In so doing, we
shall indicate how a Hayekian analysis of the effects of monetary
changes on the structure of prices and outputs enables us to
delve beneath the monetary surface to the real underlying
phenomena and thereby call attention to the misallocation resulting from a monetary system that discoordinates economic
activity.
Not all possible alternatives to the Austrian view will be covered. For instance, we shall not examine the extensive neoRicardian critiques of the current orthodoxy advanced by Joan
Robinson, Nicholas Kaldor, and Piero Sraffa, since we regard
these crificisms as part of a more general attack on subjectivist
marginalist economics. Nor shall we consider in detail the work
of Robert W. Clower and Axel Leijonhufvud, which in part
complements our own work here. 1 We would argue, however,
that virtually aU writers and all non-Austrian schools of thought
have ignored the importance of Hayek's work in explaining
important features of the business cycle.

World War II marked a great shift fn the charactei" of the
macroeconomic problems developed countries had to face. In
the years after World War I, policymakers had to cope with a
"typical" economic crisis, which was followed by what in the
1920s had been taken to be a stable expansion and then by a
second crisis, only dais time one of unprecedented intensity and
length. However, after 1945, the problem turned around completely and became that of gently (and later, more rapidly) rising
prices. In eleven major developtd countries, prices dedined
hardly at aU,and when they did, it was only for a couple of years
duríng the early ffffies. 2 Price indices remained stable for some
years in several of these countñes, but these periods of reladve
price stability were oumumbered by years of rising prices, so that
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in effect prices have been rising more or less steadily ever since
the end of World War II.
Generally output rose parí passu with prices. Indeed, the
countries of the European Economic Community, together with
the outstanding examples of Israel and Japan, were generally
extolled for their economic growth record in comparison with
such "slow growers" as the United Kingdom?
However, two ominous symptoms of underlying structural
distortions then appeared: annual rates of price increases sharply accelerated, running in most developed countries well into
two-digit figures, and rates of increase in output began to slacken. Unemployment percentages, at historic lows since the late
forfies, started an upward climb, and every attempt to reduce the
rate of price increase brought fresh upward jumps in unemployment and excess industrial capacity. Forecasts of the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development described the price situation as "worrying" and reported that,
although price inflation continued at historicaUy high rates (in
excess of 12 percent per annum in early 1974), growth continued to decelerate (that is, aggregate demand fell in relation to
aggregate supply). "Over the last few years unemployment
seems to have risen in relation to demand pressures," and the
"unemployment rateat the peak of the boom is higher than at
earlier peaks. ''4
This stagflation dilemma seemed lar more señous in the
United Kingdom than elsewhere. Retail prices rose every year
after 1945, yet growth rates in output remained low compared to
the European Economic Community. Periodic attempts to bolster the rate of growth regularly ran into balance-of-payments
problems leading to the well-known "stop-go" cycle. Here, too,
the interval between "go" and "stop" steadily decreased. For
example, in 1974 the chancellor of the exchequer chose to introduce "reflationary" preelection measures hardly two months
aftera "deflationary" postelection budget.
In the United Kingdom more than in any other developed
country, acceleration in the rate of price increase was combined
not merely with a low rate of growth in output but with a zero or
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even a negative growth rate. The rate of increase in the retail
pñce index exceeded 10 percent well before it did in any other
developed country, and even before this happened, the retail
price index began climbing well ahead ofoutput. In late 1974 the
price increase showed every sigla of continuíng into the 20 percent range, while output continued
to slacken. For the
United Kingdom ah inflationary depression in the eighties
seemed quite likely. 5While inflation in the United States was not
so serious as that in the United Kingdom, there was every indication that the United States was buta few years behind the United
Kingdom in this respect. Unemployment rates were higher in
the United States than in the United Kingdom. And some would
argue that the United States was already experiencing the inflationary depression feared for the United Kingdom.
What went wrong? Why did the gently ñsing price level of the
fifties and the sixáes give way to two-digit increases, which
hardly anyone expected? Why did unemployment rear its head
with every slackening of the rate of price increase?
THE KEYNESI/IN DL4GNOSIS
Many Keynesians view the post-1945 situatíon as one of"cost
inflation," that is, of rising cost levels pushing up the price level,
with a passive monetary system furnishing the necessary f'lnance. _ Costs, the acÜve variable, determine prices, whíle the
money supply adapts passively. TAttempts to control the supply
of money, rather than to control costs directly, must create
unemployment without reducíng prices, since costs conÜnue to
rise. However, íf costs can be controlled directly, for example, by
some kind of incomes policy, it would be possible to achieve both
full employment anda stable price levd. s And the thirties are
viewed as a warning (not only by the Keynesians but others as
well), as an example of what happens when money income and
expenditure
are not expanded sufficienfly to restore fuU
employment. 9
This view epitomizes the policy teachings of modern macroeconomics. The modern treatment of interest rates is a good
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example of the way Keynesian analysis neglects the microeconomic significance of the structure of relative prices and
outputs that actually charactefizes the real world. The interest
rate--or market spectrum of interest rates--is the closest approach in macroeconomics to anything like a price. Of course, in
the one-or-two-commodity worlds usually" treated in macromodels, changes in interest rates have--by hypothesis--no
micro implications. _0But even here the Keynesian approach
offers no long-run theory of interest rates or even bothers to
díscuss in detail the real factors affecting the money rate of
interest, n What we have insteacl is ah analysis of the impact on
interest rates of changes in the rate at which the money stream
enters the money market. This may gire us a hypothesis for
explaining short-run changes in market interest rates, but it is
not itself a theory of interest. As D. H. Robertson pointed out, in
his classic characterization of Keynes's liquidity-preference
theory:
Thus the rate of interest is what it is because it is expected to become
other than it is; ifit is not expected to become other than it is, there is
nothing left to tellus whyit is what it is. The organ which secretesir has
been amputated. And yet it somehow stiUexists--a grin without a cat. n
In the Keynesian macro approach prices remain completdy
rigíd in both absolute and relative terms. Changes in the strucmre of relative prices are ignored as analysis of ten explicitly
assumes that prices remain always "at their historíc levels. ''_s
In a similar manner, the structural composition of output is
also comidered irrelevant; indeed, the Keynesian concept may
be said to be that of full unemployment, that is, the implicit
assumption that all goods and services are available in abundance, so that output and employment can be increased by all
firms simultaneously. Or, to put thís point somewhat differently,
the level of unemployment and excess capacity at the bottom of
the cyde is assumed to be uniform throughout the economy.
The suhstantial variatiom, in both unemployment and excess
capacíty, as among different firma, industries, and regions, are
disregarded in the Keynesian framework as having litde analytical signifa__ce.
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In such a scheme, then, the level of output and employment
depends on the level of monetary expenditure or, in more
sophisticated variants, the rate of íncrease of monetary expenditure. The supply side is implicitly ignored, and, as just mentioned, the concentration on levels of utilization (of labor and
other factors) implies that on the real side there is a constant
equilibríum being maintained in the structure of output.
Ir might also be pointed out that for the Keynesian, an inflationary recession (that is, a rising price level anda rising
unemployment rate) is a particularly difficult problem with
which to deal. Inflation should only result when aggregate demand continues to rise as full employment is reached.
THE MONET.dRIST

POSITION 14

At the other extreme (or so it seems) we have Milton Friedman
and the monetarist school of thought. Yet Friedman also interprets the historical experience of the twenties and the thirties in
purely monetary terms. For hito also, as we shaU see, there is no
real problem of coordination to worry about at the macroeconomic level.
The monetarist approach may be represented by a quotation
from John S. MiU:
In consideringvalue, we were only concerned with causes which acted
upon parucular commodities apart from the rest. Causes which affect
aU commodities alike do not act upon values. But in considering the
relation between goods and money, it is with the causes that operate
upon all goods whatever that we are especially concerned. We are
comparing goods of aUsortson one side, wíth money on the other side,
as things to be exchanged agaimt each other. _s
For Mili, as for many of the classícal economists, changes in the
money supply affect aggregate spending but not relative prices.
Pridng--the determination of value---is not affected by monetary dismrbances. For the most part, Mili analyzed changes in
the quantity of money in terms of what the modern economist
wouM describe as a discrepancy between actual and desired cash
balances. The real side of production is assumed to be largely
unaffected. _s
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Monetarism has hardly advanced beyond the classical position; accordingly, it is not surprising that the classícal economists
can sound quite modern. In his analysis of some specific problems in microeconomics, Friedman adopted what is basically the
outlook of methodological individualista. But in his monetary
theory (and in that of others of the same school) we f'md, quite
inconsistently, ah aggregaUve analysis, utilizing holistic macroconstructs that are treated (wrongly) as ifthey interacted directly
with one another. This procedure entirely ignores the microeconomic pricing process, which actually determines the real
structure of prices and output. 17 Monetarism then does not
differ in its fundamental approach from the other dominant
branch of orthodox economics, that of Keynesianism. A microtheorist is disfinguished by bis adherence to the principle of
methodological individualista when answering all questions;
that is, he analyzes economic problems in terms of the effects of a
given change on the expected costs and benefits facing transactors. A microeconomkst is thus led to analyze (among other
things) the market process and its complex interrelauonships. I n
this respect, at least, Friedman is nota consistent methodological
individualist.
Friedman argued that real factors determine real magnimdes.
Real forces thus determine real income, while monetary forces
determine nominal income, with the price level as the joint
outcome of the two forces. (Such fin approach differs little from
the older views of Irving Fisher and is open to all the criticisms
leveled against that approach.) TM To the foregoing, Friedman
appended a short-run adjustment process "in which the rate of
adjustment in a variable is a function of the discrepancy between
the measured and the anticipated value of the variable or its rate
of change, as well, perhaps, as of other variables or their rates of
change. 'q*
Friedman hypothesized sucia an adjustment process because
for him the key question of monetary theory is the reaction to a
discrepancy between the nominal quantity of money supplied
and the nominal quantity demanded. Monetary expansion,
then, affects only the price level; there are no structural malad-
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justments, while depressions, on the other hand, are largely, if
not entirely, the outcome oía decline in the rate of growth of the
stock of money. True, in the transiuon from a rising to a stable
price leve.l, there may be some unavoidable transítional decline
in output and employment, as money prices adjust themselves to
the reduced rate of increase in the stock of money. But provided
this reducon is gradual, there need not be any significant impact on employment and certainly nota rail in aggregate output.
A monetary expansion, on the other hand, simply reverses this
process: iniáally, as the money supply expands and prices rise,
wages (and other costs) rail to rise (because the information has
not yet spread throughout the economy), and mostly profits
increase. Hence output and employment expandmtemporañly.
Once nominal wages and other costs are bid up in line with the
new price level, profits shrink to their "normal" level, as determined by the real elements of the simation. There are, no prolonged misallocations anywhere. The pattern of output is untouched. If we wish to push unemployment below its "natural"
level and expand the money supply to this end, larger and larger
increases will become necessary, as the system adjusts to the rises
in money prices. But a serious recession or depression need not
result, sínce monetary expansion creates no real distortions, and
the banking system is now geared to prevent any señous deflations in the stock of money. 2oConsistent with these views, Friedman attached no real significance to the monetary expansion of
the twenties inasmuch as the price level remained fairly sfable,
while in the early thirties the substantíal decline in output and
employment in United States was due directly to the substantial
contraction in the stock of money during the years 1929-32 but
not to what had preceded it.
The monetañst position may be restated as follows: in real
terms, prices are always tending to their long-term equilibrium
level; monetary changes affect only their nominal height and
have no lasting impact on production. Because Friedman viewed
underlying economic reality as being adequately described by
long-run Walrasian equations, sucia a position is the only reasonable one--since long-run equilibrium by definition excludea any
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real disequilibrium! Nor could Friedman consistently superimpose imperfect anticipafions onto a system in which all expectaUons are by definition consistent and realized. Finally, in the ad
hoc _adjustment process" Friedman postulated, he failed to distinguish between price changes that coordinate production and
those that do the opposite_ In other words, he assumed that price
changes represent movements from one equilibrium to another.
But the proposition under question is precisely whether price
changes can be assumed to automatically coordinate: the Hayekian analysis, as will be shown, demonstrates that under certain
monetary conditions some price changes may sefiously discoordinate producuon. In short, in the terminology originally introduced by Hayek, money is not always "neutral." In any case,
general equilibrium equations, being solely definitional, leave
out of considerafion the whole market process---índeed, such
equations can tell us nothing about this intertemporal process, z_
But it is precisely these interrelated price changes that guide
production over time and therefore cannot be overlooked.
The aggregative macro constructs, on which Fñedman and
the monetarists base their analyses, are in the end similar to
other orthodox schools of thought (including the Keynesians, as
Friedman readily acknowledges). _ In relying on these constructs the monetarists appear to be unaware of the real effects
of money on the econornic system--money's effect on individual
prices and price interrelatiomhips and hence on the whole strucmre of outputs and employments. By ignoring the structure of
production and the influences of pñces on producáon, the
monetarist analysis shares a common deficiency, not only with
the Keynesians, but indeed with the entire analyc framework of
the current orthodoxy. The monetarists no less than the Keynesians lay themselves open to Hayek's critidsm that such thinking
takes "us back to the pre-scientific stage of economics, when the
whole working of the price mechanism was not yet understood,
and only the problems of the impact oía varying money stream
on a supply of goods and services with given prices aroused
interest. "u
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As we have seen, the principal deficiency of both the Keynesian and the monetarist approach is the neglect of the microeconomics of business cydes. Furthermore, it is doubtful
whether even the exístence of money can be adequatdy accounted for in a Walrasian framework, u In any case, Keynesians
and monetarists alike rail to f'md any place for money in the
pricing process: money is given no role in determining reladve
prices.
The Austrian contribuUon to monetary theory is two-fold:
First, ít emphasizes the role of money in the pricing process and
incorporates money--or, more precisely, changes in the stream
of money payments--into the determination of relauve prices.
Second, it analyzes the effects of sucia money-induced reladve
price changes on the time structure of production,,that is, the
capital structure.
Carl Menger provided the theoretical framework for explaíning why a medium of exchange was used. _ Then, after Knut
Wicksell drew attentíon to the failure of the classical quantity
theory to explain how changes in the money supply affect
prices, _ Mises, building on Menger and Wicksell, showed more
completely how money could be integrated
into general
economic theory. He went on to oudine a theory of cyclícal
flucmations in which monetary disturbances lead to misallocations, ti Hayek lmilt on the theories of Menger, B6hm-Bawerk,
Wicksell, and Mises to amplify and expand the Austñan monetary tradidon, especially in capital and business cyde theory. 2s
The analysis that follows builds on this tradition.

MONETARY EXPANSION, PRtCING, dND RESOURCE
AI_OCdTION
Monetary changes ate not neutral--they do not affect all
prices uniformly so as to change their nominal height but leave
rdative price relationships unaltered. In reality m¢mey does not
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enter the economy by way of a simple uniform change in aU
money balances, as many textbook writers like to assume.
Rather, newly created money always enters the economy at a
specific point and is spent on certain specific goods before
gradually working through the system.
Thus some prices and expenditures are altered first, and
other prices and expenditures, later. As long as the original
monetary change is maintained, this monetary "pull" on price
interrelationships will persist. This point is fundamental to the
analysis that follows.
Hayek likened the effects of money on pricing to the process
of pouring a viscous liquid (honey in bis example) into a vesselThere will, of course, be a tendency for it to spread to an even surface.
But if the stream (ofhoney) hits the surface at one point, a little mound
will forro there from which the additional matter will slowly spread
outward. Even after we have stopped pouring in more, it willtake some
time until the even surface wiUbe fully restored. It will, of course, not
reach the height which the top of the mound had reached when the
inflow had stopped. But as long as we pour at a constant rate, the
mound will preserve its height relative to the surrounding pool.2_
Resource allocation will not be left unchanged asa result of
these relative price changes. At the point at which the new
money enters the economy, prices will rise relative to prices
elsewhere. The pattern of outputs will be altered correspondingly. Monetary expansion also prevents some prices from falling that otherwise might. Thus some businesses make profits
that otherwise would have losses, and workers are employed in
jobs the), otherwise would leave. Another result of the monetary
expansion is that more new and different kinds ofbusinesses are
started. Firms are also led to embark on new and/or different
lin_ of production. In short, the pattern of expenditures, re_urce allocation, and aleve all relative prices is changed by
monetary expansion.
Typically an expansion of the money supply takes the forro of
an increase in bank credit. (While governments can simply prim
extra currency, they usually prefer less obvious methods of
reaching this objecve and thereby bridging the chronic gap
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between fi_scalincomes and expenditures.) Let us consider the
impact of ah increase in the rate of growth of bank credit.
Bank-credit expansion at first reduces interest rates below the
level they otherwise would attain. The overall pattern of expenditures is necessarily altered: investment expenditures rise relaave to current consumption expendimres and to savings, the
increase being measured approximately by the increase in the
money supply.
Monetary expansion thus leads to a discoordination between
the saving and investment plans of the nongovernmental pubhi:.
The Keynesian and the monetarist would find litfle to quarrel
with in the analysis up to this point: the former would agree that
if planned investment exceeds planned savings, incomes and
output and possibly prices will rise; the latter would say that an
increase in the stock of money will raise incomes and prices and
perhaps output. The Austrian analysis, however, goes farther-to detail the changes in the pattern of expenditures and hence in
the pattern ofoutputs, resulting from the consequent changes.in
relave prices.
MONETARY EXP_INSION AND THE PRODUCTION
STRUCTURE
As we have just seen, in crudely aggregative terms, mo_netary
expansion leads initially to a drop in interest rates rdáUve to
what they would have been and a rise in investment expenditures relative to consumption expenditures, that is, a decline in
the uniform rate of discount will raise the demand-price
schedule for durable capital good: and even more so, for the
more durable goods--in relaon to the demand-pñce schedule
for current consumption services. But this is only the begilming.
There has not been a change in the supply of capital goods,
Capital is nota homogeneous stock but an interconnected structure of interrelated capital goods. By disrupting price signals,
the effect of monetary expansíon is to throw this stmcture out of
coordination.
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In the Hayekian view, production is seen as a series of"stages,"
beginning with final consumption and extending through to
stages systematically and successively farther removed from this
final stage. _ Factor services are applied to the unfinished products moving through these stages. In other words, production
consists of a series of interrelated
processes in which
heterogeneous capital goods are grouped in specific combinations, together with land and labor services.
Capital goods usually and land and labor to some extent are
specific to particular stages of production. Capital goods are thus
in general not homogeneous
and substitutable; they are
heterogeneous and complementary and usable only in specific
combinations: for example, a machine from a shoe factory cannot be combined at random with a machine from an automobile
plant to produce some third product. 31Generally, if capital
investments (such as shoe factories and automobile plants) are to
add more to final output than any other capital combination,
they must fit into an integrated production structure completed
to the fmal consumption stage, that is, they mtrst fit into an
interlinked series of complementary investments. _
The increased bank credit flowing into the system at temporarily depressed interest vates alters the relave profitability
of capital invested in different stages; the streams of quasi-rents
accruing to the various capital goods are changed; and these
goods are rearranged into different capital combinations.
At the lower interest vates, certain formerly unprofitable investments become profitable. Additional bank credit does not
produce additional labor and land services; hence the new investments must neces.sarily use relatively less labor. Because
more money is available and interest vates are lower, factor
rental prices are bid up relative to product prices, that is, real
factor costs increase, u Hence entrepreneurs try to adopt less
labor-intensive (that is, more"capitalistic') production methods.
Demand for raw materials increases also.
Conversely, certain formerly profitable investments now become unprofitable: returns decline on capital goods that ate
usable only in relatively more labor-intensive methods and that

!
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cannot readily be adapted to the use of less labor. Demand for
the different sorts of capital goods depends on relative factor
costs and on the expected returns from using the machines to
produce other products. Firms producing capital goods geared
to unprofitable capital combinations fmd that they face increased factor costs while demand for their machines is falling
off. Hence these firms (or lines of production) contract, while
other firms producing goods adapted to the newer, more profitable capital combinations find demand rising and increase their
output.
Changing price signals reduce profits on production for current consumption and increase profits on production for future
consumption, thus altering rates of return on the different capital combinations involved. _ Returns decline in production
stages nearer to consumption, while returns increáse in stages
farthest from f'mal consumption. Nonspecific resources are thus
shifted from the former to the latter: output ofconsumer goods
declines, while the pattern of production of capital goods is so
altered as to produce goods that fit into a production structure
extending through more stages than was previously possible.
In order that these investments may all be completed down to
the final consumption stage, it is necessary that the requisite
resources continue to be released from consumption, that is, that
a decline in consumption output be maintained unti[ the new
production structure is completed. It must be remembered that,
because of intertemporal complementarity, a machine whose
usefulness depends on the construction of addifional capital
goods will be economically useless if the'requisite resources are
diverted elsewhere (that is, to the production of consumption
output in this case). In order to complete all the capital combinations appropriate to an extended production structure, capital
goods are now required that, given the intensity of consumption
demand, are not available.
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Consumption demand begins to increase asa result of the
increased money incomes that factor owners have been receiving
asa consequence of the increase in bank money. By hypothesis
there has been no change in the rate of saving out of income. As
these incomes are spent, the increased consumption expenditute meets ah attenuated supply of consumer goods. Prices of
consumer goods now, at this later stage, begin to rise relative to
the prices of unfinished products, especially those farthest away
from the final consumption stage. The process described earlier
is now reversed: returns rise in stages nearer consumption, while
returns decline in stages farthest from consumption.
Nonspecific resources ate once more drawn back into the production of consumer goods. All those capital goods intended for
a different production structure have now to be readapted, to fit
another, less capitalistic structure, with concomitant losses and
unemployment. These losses are particularly heavy on those
capital goods most suited only to a more capitalistic structure.
Capital goods that ate profitable to produce only at the lower
rates of interest have been overproduced. They have been overproduced because the price signals generated
by the
hypothesized monetary policy haye resulted in the production of
inappropriate combinations of capital goods. Capital goods appropriate to the real factors (including transactors' time preferences or propensity to consume out of income) have been underproduced. In summary, the attempted extension of the production structure cannot be completed for lack of resources.
Monetary expansion began by lowering interest rates. Entrepreneurs, misled by the uncoordinated price signals, attempted
to reduce all marginal rates of return to the same level. But in
attempting to do so, they actually drove up ex post returns on
some goods to leveis higher than these interest rates,a_Monetary
expansion thus Lnduces disproportíonalides in the production of
capital goods that ate revealed in the depression: there is overproduction in some lines, underproduction in others. The focus
on the disproportionalíties that occur in a cyclicai process and
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the emphasis placed on these discoordinaUng price signals are
perhaps the distinguishing features of Austrian, or Hayekian,
analysis. It is precisely these effects that are lost in modern
aggregative macromodels.
From the foregoing analysis, it is clear that the aggregation of
individual investment-demand
curves into one aggregateinvestment curve has no price-theoreác foundation. Demand
for any capital good depends on its positíon in the production
structure and the profitability of integrating ít into different and
varying capital combinations. Equally, changes in interest rates
affect prices and supplies, not merdy of produced goods used in
further production, but also of land and labor services. In short,
monetary expansion affects not merely "the" interest rate but
alters an enormous complex of price-cost margins and resource
allocauons; "the interest tate" is merely an extremely dumsy and
misleading shorthand phrase covering this vast and intricate web
of interrdationships.
Monetary expansion thus sets in train an unsustainable
change in the pattern of producUon, a change that must eventually be modified and reversed, tnitially, as money incomes rise,
the effects of the expansion may appear to be beneficial. But ít is
now that the unsustainable misallocations are being made, as
prices of unfinished products rise relauve to consumer goods
prices. As the money permeates through the system, this relative
price change is reversed, and consumer goods príces rise. The
duster of misallocations now stands revealed in the forra of
losses and unemployment, additional to those necessary for the
continuous
adaptation
of production
to changing
circumstances. More specLfically, resources become unemployed in
stages farthest from consumpdon. This unemployment is reduced as consumer goods production picks up. Continuous
monetary expansion can only perpemate this cyclical discoordination in the capital structure and thus raise losses and unemployment above the level they would otherwise reach.
Such expansion cannot prevent real scarcities from maváfesting themselves. Prices may be initially and temporarily influenced in a direcUon opposite to that of the underlying real
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factors. But it is notas ir there were ah inf'mite array of prices
consistent with the real factors. Pñces reflect not only monetary
disturbances but also real influences---tastes, technology, and,
above all, real scarcies.
Consequendy, although monetary expansion has real m/sallocang
effects, these "purely" monetary changes are selfreversing, ss Most contemporary economists would be chary of
accepting this proposition. This reluctance stems, we feel, from
the current approach, which assumes that output always has its
equilibrium composition, and which treats money as determining only the nominal heights of prices that are always at their real
equilibrium levels. If money has no real effect whatsoever, then
there is none to reverse, and furthermore there are no misallocations to correct, a7
A final word: a monetary disturbance differs substantially
from, for example, a tax-and-subsidy scheme. Taxes and subsidies do indeed reduce outputs of the taxed commodities while
stimulating production of the subsidized ones. But there is no
purely economic reason why taxes and subsidies, once imposed,
need ever be removed. These disturbances merely lead to a new
and stable allocation of resources, which persists as long as the
taxes and subsidies continue. In the tax-cum-subsidy case,
economic behavior is coordinated. There is no self-reversal.
PRICE EXPECT,4TIONS AND RESOURCE /ILLOC/ITION
We have seen that monetary expansion systematically transmits misinformation throughout the economic system by moving prices in a direction opposite to that required by real structural factors. However, as expansion continues, price increases
come to be expected, asReal scarcies and changed price expectations together serve to reduce somewhat those profit margins
widened by purely monetary factors. If entrepreneurs f'md that
ex post rates of remm on certain goods (that is, consumer goods
in general) are persistently higher than were expected ex ante,
then they will come to ancipate this. Entrepreneurs will be
willing to pay more to hire factors to produce those goods whose
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profit margins have proved to be greatest. Thus factor costs
íncrease and profit margins decline for the producers of these
capital goods appropriate to the lower rate of interest. Demand
for these capital goods declines as entrepreneurs come to demanda different set of heterogeneous capital goods. Hence
even with a constant rate of monetary expansion, we have the
onset of the recessionary symptoms of a corrective reallocation.
In these circumstances, if policymakers wish to raise apparent
profit margins on firms producing inappropriate capital combinaUons to their prevíously inflated level, they must accelerate the
monetary expansion. The uldmate limít to such a monetary
policy is the abandonment of that money as a medium of
exchange.
But even if monetary expansion proceeds at a constant rate,
price expectations and real scarcities by no means ob'viate all the
discoordinating effects ofsuch a condnuous disturbance; for it is
nota matter of transactors' coming to anticipate the average
increase in a set of prices--that is, the change in a príce index.
The impact on individual prices is still somewhat unpredictable,
and hence profit margins on particular capital goods wiU continue to differ from expectations, because of purely monetary
influences; some capital dislocation will thus continue. 8'

THE INADE QUA¢IES OF ,4 P URELY M ONETAR Y/I Ptf R O/IC,H
We may now see the inadequacies of the Keynesian approach
that argues that, when there is excess capacity and unemployed
labor in both capital and consumption goods industñes, credit
expansion permits higher employment and output. Ifthe excess
capacity is idle because it has been malinvested and hence cannot
be fitted into the capital structure, the increased credit can only
add to these misallocations and thus create further potential
future idleness for both capital and labor resources. As Hayek
incisively noted:
It has of course never been denied that employment can be rapidly
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increased, anda position of'full employment' achieved in the shortest
possible time by means of monetary expansion---least of all by those
economists whose outlook has been influenced by the experience of a
major inflation. All that has been contended is that the kind of full
employment which can be created in this way is inherenfly unstable,
and that to create employment by these means is to perpetuate fluctuations. There may be desperate situations in which it may indeed be
necessary to increase employment at all costs, even ir it be only fora
short period .... But the economist should not conceal the fact that to
airoat the maximum of employment which can be achieved in the short
run by means of monetary policy is essentially the policy of the desperado who has nothing to lose and everything to gain from a short
breathing space.4o
If many contemporary economists refer to recessions or depressions today, it is almost invariably to their purely monetary
aspects. Thus Friedman argued that "the American economy is
depression-proof": a drastic monetary decline on the lines of
1930-33 is now impossible because of deposít ínsurance and
banking and fiscal changes. 4_ Paul W. McCracken concurred
that economic management "can probably avert a major and a
generalized depression"----financial collapse on the 1930s scale
has been so rare that it would be premature to anticipate something similar. (However, he sternly warned companies and financial institutions against the risks of unwise financing
policies.) _ Harry G. Johnson stated that it is a "virtual certainty
that nations will never again allow a rnassive world recession to
develop" since "their economists would know better than to
accept disaster as inevitable or inexplicable. "4aHaberler entided
the foreword to the 1964 edition of his Prosperity and Depression
"Why Depressions Are Extinct." He cited the strength of the
United States fmancial structure, deposit insurance, refusal to
tolerate a wholesale deflation, and the powerful built-in
stabilízer of the government budget. By preventing a decline in
expendimre, this policy has "proved to be a very powerful brake
on deflationary spirals and has been a major factor in keeping
depressiom mild." Outlining the main feamres of business cydes, he stated:
A ver/significant fact is that the wholesale pñce level almost always
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ñses during the upswing and falls during the downswing, and the
money values--payrolls, aggregate profits etc.--always go with the
cyde. This proves that changes in effective demand, rather than
changes in supply, are the proximate cause of the cydical movement in
real output and employmenL44
None of these statements deal with the real misallocaUons
resulung from monetary expansion or with the counteracting
forces then set in motion. As we have seen, sucia counteracting
forces, that is, recessionary symptoms, may appear to be (temporarily) fended off only if monetary expansion proceeds at an
accelerating rate. Ir an expansion proceeds at a steady tate,
recessionary symptoms appear nonetheless, and their onset is
more rapid if the expansion decderates.
STAGFLdTION

AND MONETARY /ICCELERdTION_

In either case, it ís the investment goods industries farthest
from the producUon of consumer goods that feel the pínch first.
Ir the monetary expansion conÜnues steadily with the relative
increase in consumer goods prices, firms nearer consumption
bid away nonspechíc resources from these industries, whíc_ now
fmd that their costs rise faster than their selling prices. Ir the
expansion slows down, there is ah unambíguous decline in
monetary demand for the investment projects begun at the
lower interest rates. But even while unemployment and,malinvested excess capacity appear in stages farthest from consumpÚon, the incomes generated in the expansion are still working
through the system. Consumer goods industries wíil maintain
and even increase their demand for factor services: whereas at
the beginning of the expansion these industries were outbid for
factor services, they now face both an increase in demand and an
increasíng supply of nonspecific factors, as these are released by
timas farther from consumptign. Consumer pñces may weli
continue to rise, but much depends on how rapidly output can be
increased in these industríes and non_speciftc resources shifted
back inm consumer goods production. Mitigation of the level of
employment also depends on both these elements.
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From this analysis it is clear that attempts to maintain inflated
capital values and incomes in the capital goods industries most
affected would perpetuate the misallocation. Undoubtedly,
there will be political pressure to do this: 45the incomes of specific
factors are most strongly affected by changes in demand for
their services. But refladon--accelerated
expansionmwill lead
to further maladjustments. Moreover, given the continuous
steep rise in consumer prices, there will also undoubtedly be an
opposing pressure from groups whose incomes lag behind. This
pressure wiUoften take the forro of controls on prices (particularly those of consumer goods). Consumer price controls can
only exacerbate the situation. By reducing returns in the consumer goods industries, they intensify the shortage of consumpdon goods.
As we have seen, it is the rise in consumption expenditures
that precipitates the market pressure for resource reallocation.
Attempts to stimulate consumption would intensify these reallocative pressures. A rise in voluntary saving, on the other
hand, would help salvage some of the malinvestments. But these
misallocations were created by the monetary expansion; as long
as expansion continues, the capital structure wiUbe dislocated,
and malinvestments will arise, only some of which are salvageable.
To summarize: Under the impact of a monetary disturbance,
prices will transmit misinformation. The revelation of this misinformation and its correction constitute a recession. The abnormal rise in losses and unemployment is the counterpart to the
misallocations created by the misinformadon. In short, monetary
expansion and recessionare inseparable!
Ifthe expansion is halted, the recession is precipitated rapidly.
It may be extensive and deep. But once the readjustment is
completed anda sustainable pattern of output and employment
established, there need be no further allocative difficulues and
certairdy no currency depreciadon.
Ir monetary expansion continues, recessionary symptoms of
greater and greater intensity appear. But the readjustment will
not be wholly completed. The pattern of output and employ-
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ment is condnuously dislocated. Eventually, losses and unemployment persist in rising and conunue at ever hígher levels
despite the continuing expansion. +e
Ir the expansion is repeatedly accelerated to overcome the
recession, the outcome is obvious. Sucia a situation may well
come to face the developed economies of the Western world,
unintentionally, no doubt as the consequence of the cumulative
outcome of successive decisions to expand the money supply in
the face of the threatening depression. The economists quoted
here assure us that our financial system wiU never permit
another Great Depression. Can they also assure us that it will
never permit a hyperinflation?
Samuelson seemed to think not. He pointed out that monetary
expansion occurs in response to "populist" pressures to "avoid
policies that would worsen short-run unemployment and stagnation problems." He therefore saw the outlook as one of"creeping or trotting inflation. The problem is how to keep the creep or
trot from acceleraUng. This includes the challenge of finding
new macroeconomic policies beyond convenUonal fiscal and
monetary policies that will enable a happier compromise between the evils of unemployment and of price inflation." But he
stressed that "a Draconian policy of insisting upon stable prices
at whatever cost to current unemployment
and short-run
growth" would be a "cosdy investment in fighting infladon,"
since he saw no guarantee "that even in the !ongest __un the
benefits to be derived from militant anti-infladonary policies
don't carry excessive costs as far as average levels of unemployment and growth ate concerned." He went on to warn that
"mankind at this stage of the game can ill afford to make
irreversible academic experiments whose outcomes are necessarily doubtful" and whose implementation would exacerbate
poliñcal tensions. He was confident such an anU-inflation polio/
"wíll assuredly never be followed. "*7
Truly, inflation does leave us holding a "Uger by the tail," as
Hayek remarked:
Now we have an inflañon-borne prosperity which depends for its
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continuation on continued inflation. If pñces ñse less than expected,
then a depressing effect is exerted on the economy .... to slow down
inflation produces a recession. We now have a tiger by the taih how
long can this inflation continue? If the tiger (or inflation) is freed, he
will eat us up; yet ifhe runs faster and faster while we desperately hold
on, we are still f'mishedl rm glad 1 won't be hcre to see the final
outcome.
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Part 4
Conclusion

Austrian Economics
in the Age of the
Neo-Ricardian
Counterrevolution
Ludwig M. Lachmann
It is widely acknowledged today that economics is passing
through a period of cñsis, though its exact nature is in dispute.
Austrian economists must assess the present position of, and the
outlook for, their body of thought as well. A school of thought
cannot decide on what to do without taking its bearings. Even
were one to decide to do nothing but let one's ship be swayed by
the shifting winds, something might be said for a thorough study
of weather chartsl The student of contemporary affairs always
suffers from the handicap that, unlike the historian, he does not
know how far tomorrow's changes will nullify the model he
makes of today's world. But this is a risk that has to be taken. It is

not for nothing that we are livingin a kaleidicsociety.
When making an assessment of the present situation of Austrian economics, our first task is, of course, to define ir. What is
Austrian economics? The perspective of the economic world
that characteriscally distinguishes Austrian thought from other
(dassical of neodassical) thought can best be defined in terms of
the three following postulates:
1. Economics has two tasks, one backward looking, the other
forward looking. As G. L. S. Shackle pointed out:
Economic theor/is

about the sources of individual conduct and the
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consequen¢es of its interaction.It is the intimatefusing together of the
two quesfions, concerrfing the mode of choice of conduct and the
outcome of the combinafion of many men's choices, that constitutes
economics asa distinct body of ideas and a discipline on its own?
We cannot know whether economists in the course of time will
have to shoulder tasks other than these two. However, it is
characteristic of the Austrian style of thought that the
backward-lookJng task ís regarded as the more important. Ir is
more important to make the world of acÜon as it unfolds intelligible than iris to deduce the unintended consequences of acÚon.
This postulate entails certain limits to the degree of abstraction
we may employ and to our freedom in constructing models.
AbstracÜon is necessary, useful, even inevitable, to let our minds
grasp the essentials of a situation, but we must not abstract from
those acts of the mind in choice and interpretation thitt shape
and constitute the social world. We must reject mere formal
entiÜes as elements of models. Different men finding themselves
in the same situation may gire irwidely differing interpretations.
Austrian economics is always concerned with action, never solely
with reaction. It rejects as mere formalista, whether neoclassical
of neo-Ricardian, all those endeavours that in aquest for "formal uniformiÜes" are ready to assign causa] roles to entities like
quantities and prices, and all those models in which the economic
system assumes the appearance of a "goods circus. "z
2. The human mind can grasp many forms and patterns,
structures as well as uniformities of sequence in nature. Only
individuals, however, have minds and therefore can make plans
and act. Hence, if our main task is to understand the world of
human action, we must reject any explanation of events other
than in terms of plans and action. To be sure, individuals acting
are oriented to their environment, natural and human. But this
orientation is always a matter of subjective perspectíve and interpretation. Moreover, where the environment is human, problems arise of multiple perspectives and interpretations, hence
the difficulties with any notion of equilibrium involving interaction of many minds, and hence the superiority of the market
process asa model of interaction.
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3. It follows from (1) and (2) that formal entities that do
violence to the dazzling diversity of the social world are alien to
the Austrian style of thought. This means that Austrian
economists must erect several sets of limits to abstracuon. The
diversity that matters is diversity of tastes, interpretations, and
expectaons.
The Ricardians ignore the first, admit (with a bad
conscience) the second, and do not know what to do with the
third. Their neoclassical opponents assure us with some enthusiasm that they accept the first but have to ignore the second
(since their formal apparatus offers no scope for the interpretave action of the human mind), and (wrongly) think they can
cope with the third by usíng the formal apparatus of probability
theory, alear though it is that this was originally developed to
deal with a quite different set of problems.
There is no need for me to deal at great length with the
neo-Ricardian counterrevolution of our day. Its numerous exponents in C,ambridge and elsewhere are propagating its cause
with considerable enthusiasm and remarkable polemical skill.
Suffice it to say that, for the fa,st time, the neoclassical ascendancy, established by John Bates Clark, Irving Fisher, Vilfredo
Pareto, and Knut Wicksell around the turn of the century, appears seriously threatened. The defensive strategy adopted by
such outstanding
neoclassical leaders as John Hicks and
Frank H. Hahn leaves the impression that they are only too well
aware of the weakness inherent in the position they have
inheñted.
What is the Austñan position on this battleground? Let me
outline it in terms of poLnts of Austrian agreement and disagreement with the views held by the rival schools.
Austrian economists must disagree strongly with most of the
ideas flaunted by the neo-Ricardians. Any return to the classical
world of economic thought would nullify Menger's work, as well
as that of most of his succe,,.sors.The strange dichotomy between
cost of production determining price and demand determining
quantity se,Id is quite untenable. In any circumstances other than
those of constant cost, whatever the scale of output, demand
must have some effect on price. The underlying methodological
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egalitarianismmthe view of competition asa state of affairs in
which all producers sell identical goods, the failure to understand that the contñbution ofeach entrepreneur is an individual
contribution--is
also no more attractive. To watch neoRicardians handle expectations is, according to taste, a sad oran
amusing spectacle: they play with them like children playing
with ancient coins, the value and origin of which they fail to
understand. The diversity of the world is to them a closed book.
As radical subjectivists Austrians must stand in the forefront of
the resistance to this counterrevolution.
We can, however, perhaps agree with them on several points:
that general equilibrium is a precarious nofion; that in reality it
could never be attained; and that events taking place on the path
to equilibrium must shape its final constellation. They, on their
part, are unlikely to accept the notion of the market process.
The list of points of disagreement between Austrian and neodassical economics is hardly shorter. A kaleidic world can offer
no congenial habitat to the neoclassical mind, to which all time
sequences at once appear in the familiar forro of difference
equations. Will they ever understand that "frequency distributions" e tutt/quant/can have no place outside a homogeneous
world, a world in which we are entitled to judge the unknown
future by the standards of a known past? Or that "orthodox
welfare analysis calmly assumes that the critically important sodal task of making all the scattered bits of information aváilable
to those making decisions has already been performed. "s Without this assumpdon the vaunted Pareto optimum makes little
sense. From time to time neoclassical economists are apt to flaunt
consumers' tastes, one of their data, asa mark of their individualista. But on closer inspection their individualista turns out
to be a pseudoindividualism. The individual interests them only
in his capadty asa possessor ofgiven tastes, notas a possessor of a
mind capable of probing and dígesng experience, of acquiring
and diffusing knowledge. Pareto saw quite dearly that real individuals, continuously having experiences bound to modify given
tastes, can have no place in the neoclassical model, and that a
photograph of their tastes is all that is required. 4 It is thus only at
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a point in time that we can speak of utility functions of individuals? Their unpredictable change over time forms the basis of the
kaleidic society and provides the rationale for the market
process.
At presenta good deal of soul-searching appears to be going
on in the higher ranks of the neoclassical establishment. My own
impression is that little will change. The very language in which
criticism of neoclassical orthodoxy is presented inspires little
confidence. When Hahn, after having noticed that "the argument will here turn on the absence of futures markets and
contingent futures markets," observed that "practical men and
ill-trained theorists everywhere in the world do not understand
what they are claiming to be the case when they claim a beneficent and coherent role for the invisible hand, ''e it is painfully
obvious that he has paid no attention to Austrian economics. He
apparently was unable to conceive of the function of the market
in terms other than those of some kind of intertemporal Pareto
optimum.
Also, we hear of a "state of nature" (but no state of culture)
emanating "messages" received by the individuals acting. While
admittedly individuals cannot be in equilibrium while they are
learning (hence no equilibrium over time?), the neo-Darwinist
language in which we are told how man, as he learns about bis
environment, makes a better adjustment to it, sounds rather
forbidding. The fundamental obstacle to any rapprochement
between Austrian and neoclassical economics is the fact that the
latter cannot conceive of human action, but only of reaction to
given círcumstances.
What of the future? Austrian economists must evidenfly establish themselves asa third force outside the counterrevolution
and the neoclassical establishment against which it is directed.
This will be no easy task. Their numbers are small, their resources slender. The big foundations are closed to them. They
have no academic foothold. Their only strategy can be to impress
the world by the quality of their contributions. But this will
hardly be enough. In the 1930s a hopeful floweñng of Austrian
economics was nipped in the bud; as Hicks put it, its "voice has
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been almost drowned in the fanfare of the Keynesian orchestra."7 This must not happen again.
Owing to the current weakness of the Austrian position in the
academic world, we must make optimal use of assets and exploit
every opportunity. In this regard, I have three suggestions.
In the first place, two eminent contemporaries,
Axel
Leijonhufvud and Shackle, who do not, to my knowledge, re°
gard themselves as Austrian economists, within the last six years
made outstanding contribuuons that conform to what I have
described as the main body of Austrian thought. It is for Austrian economists to make full use of the implications of their
ideas.
Second, at times in the course of the counterrevoluaon, both
sides present arguments with unmistakably Austrian ¿mplications of which their authors may be quite unaware. In such cases
Austrian economists must appear on the scene at once to point
them out. Otherwise the lesson will be lost. For example, when
Luigi L. PasinetU in his criticism of Robert Solow stated that "the
two situations a and b that Solow compared differ not only by the
single 'consumpdon good' he has hypothesised but also by the
whole structure of capital goods",s the Austrian implications of this
notion, are obvious. But neither of the rival sides appears to
have taken much interest in them. In any case they go much
beyond what is provided for in Hicks's neo-Austrian modal.
The best opportunity
for the rehabilitation
of Austrian
economics today is, I regret to say, to be sought in the permanent
inflation the Western world has suffered since the Second World
War. This is certainly not the fault of Austrian economísts; there
has been no lack of warnings from their side.
We live in a world in which prices can only rise and never fall,
because the public has come to believe that a widespread fall of
money wage rates in the face of a falling demand for goods and
services would be intolerable. A world, however, in which all
relative price adjustments have to be made against a background
of continuously rising money prices and wages is one in which
money is no longer a store of value: it can on/y depreciate, never
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appreciate. The process of inflation must accelerate once everybody understands what is happening.
Faced with this situation neoclassical economists, on the whole,
have (predictably?) behaved badly. Some have disnguished
between cost-push and demand-pull infladons as though we
were dealing with a succession of historical processes of inflation
and not one indivisible process. Some would have us believe that
there is a choice between a little more unemployment anda litde
more infladon. The facts of the inflation now accelerafing all
over the Western world speak for themselves, though the
econometricians may not understand the language. A mind for
which the economic world is a complex system of given variables
seems quite unable to grasp a kaleidic world. The facts ofa world
of accelerating inflation elude it.
Some neoclassical economists have shown themselves to be
rather uninhibited inflationists. According to KennethJ. Arrow:
The rates of inflation with which we have had to contend impose no
insuperable problem of even major difficuhy to the operation of the
economic system, nothing comparable to the major depressions of the
pasL Individuals will learn and have learned to deal with infladon
making their plans to take expected inflation into account. The
economic system and the government will create and are creating
methods of midgating the effects.... Some analysts feel that infladon
willinevitablyaccelerate,but others willnote thatin the past peacetime
inflation has tapered off.
Second, we may.havesome reasonablehope that economicresearch
and e-xperimentatmnin policymaking,between them, willevolve more
sophisticated means of managing the overall economy.'
Solow expressed an even more striking view: "In a monetary
economy, it is natural to amend the definition of a steady state to
require a constant rate ofinflation; since everything else is growing exponentially, the príce level ought to be no exception. "_°
Neo-Ricardians have been far more cautious about inflation.
Hayek andJoan Robinson not merely agreed on the substance of
the matter but actually, though no doubt unwittingly, used the
same metaphor: "An inflationary economy is in the situation of a
man holding a tiger by the ta. "n
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Faced with this terrible but challenging situation Austrian
economists today have a triple duty. They must tell the public
that:
1. The real cause of the acceleratkag inflation lies in a change
in the social climate that, engineered by the left intelligentsia,
took place about a half-century ago and resulted in a taboo on
downward adjustments of money wage rates.
2. A market economy requires a money that can serve as a
store of value, a money in terms of which prices are as likely to
fallas they may be to rise. (An absolutely stable price level is
impossible.) No such money exists today.
3. None of the nostrums peddled by economists in many
countries today involving price and wage controls will work, and
they may well paralyze the market process.
*t
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